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if'Rgislatir Aasemb1hi
Thursday.?7 May 1981

The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took
Chair at 10.45 am., and read prayers.

the

ELECTORAL: KALGOORLIE SEAT

Declaration of Vacancy

THE SPEAKER (Mr Thompson): I have
received the certificate of the death of a member
which reads-

We. the undersigned. being two Members
of the Legislative Assembly do hereby certify
that Edward Thomas Evans. a Member of
the said House, serving for the Kalgoorlie
District, died upon the thirtieth day of April,
1981, and we give you this notice to the
intent that you may issue a Writ for the
Election of a Member to supply the vacancy
caused by the death of the said Edward
Thomas Evans.

Given under our hands this sixth day of May,
1981.

R. Davies
H-. D. Evans

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy
Premier) [ 10.48 am.]: I move-

That the House resolves that owing to the
death of Edward Thomas Evans, late
member for Kalgoorlie, the seat of
Kalgoorlie be declared vacant.

Question put and passed.

TRAFFIC

Reduction of Road Carnage

MR TONKIN (Morley) 110.49 am.]: I have a
petition to present which carries 25 signatures. It
prays that Her Majesty's Government shall
continue to support the effective measures being
used by the Road Traffic Authority to reduce the
carnage on our roads; further, that legislation be
introduced to reduce the legal blood alcohol limit
from 0.08 to 0.05 per cent as now applying in
Victoria and New South Wales; and to require
compulsory alcohol tests for all traffic victims
admitted to hospital.

I have certified that the petition conforms with
the Standing Orders of the Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 39.)

TRAFFIC

Reduction of Road Carnage

MR BLAIKIE (Vasse) 110.50 am.]: I have a
petition to present which is couched in similar
terms to that presented by the member for
Morley. It bears 68 signatures. The petition
conforms with the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly, and I have certified
accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petit ion No. 40.)

BILLS (3): INTRODUCTION AND
FIRST READING

1. City of Perth Parking Facilities
Amendment Bill.

2. Marine and Harbours Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr

Rushton (Minister for Transport), and
read a first time.

3. Workers' Compensation Supplementation
Fund Amendment Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Minister for Labour and
Industry), arnd read a first time.

RURAL AND INDUSTRIES BANK
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy
Premier) [ 10.52 am.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to provide for a small
but important amendment to the Act to extend
the Rural and Industries Bank's power to invest in
incorporated bodies where a substantial part of
those bodies' business is banking or provision of
like financial services.

Recent developments in the field of computer
based inter-bank telecommunications to facilitate
international funds/message transfers have led to
the formation of a Belgium incorporated company
of which the Rural and Industries Bank of
Western Australia must be a member if it wishes
to participate in the transfer system.

Existing legislation. section 35 (3)(a) of the
Rural and Industries Bank Act, limits the
commissioners' powers to invest in shares in the
share capital of, or debentures issued by any body
corporate to corporations which are incorporated
under the laws of this State or are registered in
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the State as foreign companies under part Xl of
the Companies Act 196 1.

It can be seen that restrictions imposed by
section 35 (3)Xa) prevent ihe bank from having
access to the facilities provided by the Belgium
corporation, unless an amendment is made to the
bank's Act to allow the commissioners to invest in
a body corporate regardless of its country of
regist ration.

It is expected that all other Australian banks
will become members of the company and be
major users of its communication system. This
amendment will enable the bank to compete on
equal terms with all other banks.

I would add that the Bill does not affect the
current legislation which requires the bank to
obtain the Minister's recommendation and the
consent of the Governor if ii wishes to purchase
shares or debentures in a corporate body, the
business of which shall be confined to banking
and finance associated services.

I commend the Bill to members.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bateman.

MEDICAL AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy
Premier) (10.55 am.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill proposes several amendments to the
Medical Act, principally in relation to tie
registration of medical practitioners with overseas
qualifications.

The first amendment is to allow the Medical
Board of Western Australia, established under
this Act, to have some discretionary power in
relation to registering of medical practitioners.
who hold only conjoint diplomas granted by the
Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons in the
United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland.

In 1979 this Act was amended to allow full
registration to be granted only to those medical
graduates holding a degree from a recognised
university in Australia, New Zealand, England
and Ireland, or to those who passed the
examination of the Australian Medical
Examining Council.

This then excluded those -medical graduates
without a degree from even being considered for
registration. The Medical Board found itself in
the position of having to refuse registration to
conjoint diploma holders who would have been an
asset to any country, simply because there was no

provision made to allow such consideration to be
given in exceptional cases.

In these circumstances, this has been found to
be rather harsh. The first amendment is,
therefore, proposed to allow the board the latitude
to consider the registration of those graduates
holding only these Royal College conjoint
diplomas-provided they have passed through a
regular graded five-year medical course at a
school of medicine in England or Ireland.

This will allow registration of medical
graduates of these colleges from England and the
Republic of Ireland cmigrating to Western
A us trali a.

It will also cover Australians who, having
completed their Full Course of training at these
colleges, wish to return and be registered in 'this
State without having to pass the Australian
Medical Examining Council's examination.

Another amendment is proposed to relieve the
situation regarding the registration of
psychiatrists who were recruited from overseas by
the Mental Health Services, but because of the
1979 amendments, were not. eligible for
registration unless they sat for-and passed the
Australian Medical Examining Council's
examination.

This proposal will give the board discretionary
powers to allow it to grant full registration to
those pysehiatrists who have held a certificate of
auxiliary service registration, for a period to be
prescribed by the board, and who have a post
graduate qualification in psychiatry obtained in
the United Kingdom. Republic of Ireland,
Canada, South Africa, Australia or New Zealand
and who have been employed by Mental Health
Services during that period.

A further amendment is to allow the registrar
to issue a provisional certificate of registration to
applicants who, having presented acceptable
credentials to the registrar, normally have to wait
until the next board meeting for the board to
consider their applications and then grant
registration where applicable. At present a
graduate would have to wail for a period of up to
five weeks before he could legally commence
practising.

This proposed amendment is considered quite
safe as the registrar, being quite familiar with
what qualifications are acceptable, would be
unlikely to issue an interim certificate to an
applicant if there was any doubt that the board
would not grant registration to that applicant.

There is provision for the registrar to issue the
provisional certificate for a limited time, which is
intended to embrace the date of the next meeting
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of the board which would consider the
application.

There is also provision for the board to extend
that time on a particular certificate, up to a
maximum of three months, if further time was
required.

The board would also have the power to cancel
the provisional certificate before the date of Its
expiry. if it is believed the holder of that
crtificate was not eligible for registration.

The last amendment is to allow the board the
power of discretion to re-register practitioners
who have had their names deleted from the
register for minor matters. but, because of the
1979 amendment to this Act, have primary
qualifications which are no longer recognised for
eligibility For registration in this State.

Such a circumstance has occurred where a
practitioner, who had been practising in the State
for miany years and who had his name removed
from the register for at minor matter-the non-
payment of a registration fee by the due
date-could not be re-registered because his
primary qualification was no longer acceptable
for registration.

Normally. the board could re-register the
practitioner upon his paying the outsta nding fee
or whatever. However, following the 1979
amendment to the Medical Act, the board fouiid
that, in cases where the practitioner, even though
practising for many years in this State. was
qualified only by a conjoint diploma from one of
the colleges of medicine in the United Kingdom
or Republic of Ireland, or by some other primary
qualification not now recognised as a registrable
qualification, he was not eligible for registration
without first passing the Australian Medical
Examining Cou ncil's examination.

As. this was never intended by the 1979
amendment, the proposal presented here is
designed to overcome this anomaly by allowing
the board discretion to re-register previously
practising medical practitioners where the board
sdetermines.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Hodge.

GENERAL INSURANCE BROKERS
AND AGENTS BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 30 April.
MR H-ERZFELD (Mundaring) [11.03 a.mn.J:

When the debate was adjourned last Thursday I
was making a plea on behalf of the small operator

in the broking industry. I pointed out a number of
aspects of the legislation which could act to make
it more difficult for such people to stay in
business. It is important for the House to note the
value of the small broker in the scheme of things
in the insurance industry. I have seen him
referred to in recent correspondence as the
suburban broker, and, perhaps. this describes his
function much better than calling him a small
broker.

The suburban broker provides an important
service in the areas away from the cenire of the
city in which we have the other categories, of
brokers operating: that is. those one might term
the international and the national brokers. The
fact that the suburban broker operates as a one-
man operation in the suburbs makes it possible for
small business owners and other such people to
receive the sort of service small brokers can
provide.

I emphasise he is most important in the scheme
of things, and I hope this legislation does not
bring about his demise.

When I spoke previously on this matter I had
started to point to a number of matters in the
legislation which certainly could make it more
difficult for the suburban broker to operate and
survive. I mentioned requirements in regard to
qualifications; that he be licensed as a broker and
that certain criteria be met. I said I hoped that
requirements which no doubt would be prescribed
by regulation would not be tightened
progressively as time went on to make it more
difficult for the suburban broker to operate.
Another requirement for registration is contained
tn clause 10 (1)(c). A broker who wants to be
registered must have sufficient material and
financial resources available to him to enable him
to carry on business as an insurance broker. This
requirement is extremelty open ended, and, if
used in a way that was, one might say,
unreasonable, could militate against the licensing
of small suburban brokers.

I make the plea to the Minister that when he
gets down to the business of prescribing
regulations that he ensures they are not too
stringent and the board is not harsh when it
comes to implementing the requirement I
outlined.

Other provisions of the Bill undoubtedly will
make it more difficult for a suburban broker to
operate. I mentioned the requirement for him to
take out professional indemnity and fidelity
guarantee insurance. I am told these categories of
insurance will cost a broker something like £3 000
a year. I think it would be readily appreciated
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that a suburban broker does not make large sums
of money. In fact, it has been suggested to me
that the average suburban broker has a turnover
of business amounting to approximately $300 000
a year, the net result being that he may gross
something in the order of $30 000. He then has
office costs such as those for stationery, and
travelling expenses as he moves around his area.
He also' has the normal administrative costs
involved in thc running of a business. To add
another $3 000-worth of expenses certainly will
make it more difficult for these fellows to survive.

I suspect that under the proposed arrangements
suburban insurance brokers will be considered to
be somewhat of a millstone to insurance
companies, and that is another situation the
suburban brokers must face. As I see the
situation, a different relationship with insurers
will result from this legislation. Already there is
evidence that somec insurers have pre-empted the
legislation by altering the arrangements which
have existed to date with suburban brokers. The
companies have altered their agency
agreements-the brokers have been the agents of
insurance companies-so that the brokers become
the agents of the people being insured.

Why do I. say this? I have with me a letter from
one company and I would like to quote parts of it.

The letter is dated 20 March and is from
Edward Lumley & Sons (W.A.) Pty Ltd. It reads
as follows-

As a result of the restructuring of the
Edward Lumley Limited Underwriting
operation, it has become necessary to re-
define our Agency Agreements. In future it
will not be necessary for Brokers/Agents
with credit facilities to hold an Agency
Agreement with this Company. As a credit
customer of this Company, we consider you
to be an Agent of the Insured.

I pause at this point to say that of course what
this does is to change the broker or
agent-whatever we may like to call him-from a
person who fits into category (b) of a definition
under this legislation to a broker under category
(a) of the definition. That is a very significant
change because in effect it means that the insurer
avoids his responsibility in the transaction. The
letter continues-

In the light of that comment, all existing
Agency Agreements are to be terminated in
accordance with the terms and conditions of
appointment and therefore we wish to advise
that your appointment as:-

And the letter lists a number of agencies. To
continue-

will be terminated after the expiry of thirty
(30) days from the date of this letter.

1 think it will be an unfortunate consequence of
this legislation that agents who have been the
subject of fairly stringent agency agreements to
date will end up losing those agency agreements
and will simply have credit facilities with insurers.

As I said earlier, I reluctantly agree that this
legislation is necessary to protect the interests of
the general public and the insured.

I support the Bill because as I see it, it affords
some protection to the general public and the
insured. It Seems to Me it will have the effect of
devoiding the insurance industry of a measure of
self-regulation and that is the part of the Bill I do
not like very much.

However, as the Minister has pointed out, this
is pioneering legislation and no doubt some bugs
will appear as it is implemented. The Minister has
expressed his willingness to bring changes to this
place if and when there are indications that they
are required.

I personally will watch the implementation of
this Bill with interest to ensure that those I think
should be looked after in the industry are looked
after properly. I support the Bill.

MR HASSELL (Cottesloc-Chief' Secretary)
111. 15 a.m.]: 1 wish to thank the Opposition and

the member for Munidaring for their support of
the Bill. In general terms they supported the Bill,
but they raised questions on certain aspects of it.

In speaking on behalf of the Opposition, the
member for Wclshpool suggested a number of
aspects of the legislation which may need further
consideration. 1 say to those members of the
Opposition that we ourselves have some
reservations about any measure which for the first
time, is imposing a complete System Of regulations
on an industry which has not formerly been
subjected to regulations.

Perhaps I should refer to the original purpose
of this legislation, which arose following a study
of failures and of the operation of the industry in
the light of those failures. As a result of that, a
working party reported a number of aspects which
it considered required attention and which could
be dealt with only by way of legislation.

It was as a result of that examination by people
who know the industry, who work in it. and who
were also representatives of the consumers in the
form of the Commissioner for Consumer Affairs,
the Government proposed this legislation which
had to be in a form which made it workable and
likely to succeed. In some eases we had to draw
quite arbitrary lines as in the case of the
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definition of an "agent" and a "broker". This was
necessary to protect the consumer.

The member for Welshpool said that there are
some occasions when insurance agents get into
difficulty and that the legislation perhaps did not
deal with the whole field in that respect. That is
correct. The object of this legislation is to deal
with the broking industry and not with the agency
industry.

I acknowledge that there will be occasions
when agents- will get into difficulties for reasons of
their dishonesty or maladministraiion. However
the real core to be considered is the handling of
money because it is the loss of money which has
caused the loss to the consumer, Some consumers
have found themselves in the position where they
have no insurance protection although they have
paid for it.

Where an agent is not handling money in the
sense that he is not using correctly. money hie
receives for premiums. for his own purpose, then
it is unlikely that this problem will arise. No
regulatory legislation. whether it be for mortgage
brokers, insurance brokers, or insurance agents,
will ever succeed in preventing dishonesty by
stealing or misappropriation.

This legislation is directed at inconipelencrce of
business operations and it is directed at the
protection of moneys which arc essentially trust
moneys. We cannot succeed in preventing steali ng
that will occur if the person concerned has that
intent, whatever system we have.

It has been said that this legislation is not
directed ai the agency industry.

Sonic agents will say they believe the agency
industry itself needs to be regulated. and that may
be so. The pressure on ihe Commonwealth is to
bring in legislation which regulates the whole
field-agents and brokers. I have been given to
understand approximately 10 000 agenis arc in
thItis Statec. a nd sonic fewer tha n 100 brokers. I t is
the broking industry which has provided evidence
of failures. It is the broking industry which deals,
with other people's money as if ii were its own
and it is the protection of that money and how it
is dealt with that is the aim of this legislation.

The member for Welshpool suggested also that
the proposed amendment which I have put on the
notice paper will weaken the legislation and I
hope on further reflection the member will modify
his view.

Mr Jamieson: Since I have said that, there has
been quite an abundance of indications from the
insurance companies to think it will, too.

Mr HASSELL: There have been a number of
indications, as the member says. from insurance
companies that believe it will weaken the
legislation. but I would like to inform the House
that most of those indications have been made by
people wvho have not read the amendments,.
Further, sonic of the people making those
comments have what can be described as a vested
interest in keeping the situation very tight. As far
as insurance companies are concerned it suits
them down to the ground if the second arm of the
definition of 'broking", instead of referring to
four agencies, referred to one. That would give
them the means by which they could encourage
their agents to have one agency arrangement only,
that arrangement being on the basis that the
requirement to be licensed as -a broker where
multiple agencies are held by the agent is a
disincentive.

So there is -a lititle self-interest in the
background of that representation from insurance
companies bearing in mind that since the advent
of the trade practices legislation some years ago
they, have not been able to insist, as they used to,
on sole agency arrangements.

In general terms I would like to make the point
very strongly that it is not the Government's view
that the amendment weakens the legislation and it
is not its intention that it shoulId do so.

The exception from licensing which may be
approved under proposed new subclause of clause
4-as a ppea ri ng on t he not ice pa per-is ba sed o n
the fact that the applicant is an insurance agent.
So that is the first thing. Therefore, it is no good a
broker applying: he has no standing to apply for
an exception. Secondly. the exception could be
granted only if the four specified criteria are
established, these being found in proposed new
subelause (5) to clause 4. Each of these criteria is
of importance. but the first is. I believe, the most
important: that is. the requirement that the
applicant for exception from licensing should
establish to the Satisfaction of the board that the
applicant is a bona fide insurance agent and has
not assumed the character of an insurance broker.
The very intention of that provision is to allow the
board the discretion to say that in its assessment
the applicant is. ink character, a broker and
therefore should not be accepted.

The decision of the board is subject to appeaLl.
but only material presented to the board ait the
time of the application may be dealt with on the
hearing of the appeal. Therefore it is intended
that an applicant who wants to be exempted from
licensing will not only have to establish that he is
bona fide an agent in substance and practice, but
also he will have to be bona fide in his application
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and lay his cards on the table fully at the time of
the application or he will miss out when the board
deals with it and then will have no chance of
succeeding on an appeal.

Thc member for Welshpool mentioned the
provisions in the schedule and suggested there was
cause [or concern in that respect because they
were not able to be amended. Did I interpret that
correctly?

Mr Jamieson: Yes,
Mr HASSELL: The member for Welshpool

has been in this place longer than I have and I am
sure he knows the position well. However, I say
with respect to him, that it is my understanding
that it is only a schedule to an agreement
ratification Bill which cannot be amended and
that the schedule in this Bill could be amended. I
mention that in passing.

Mr Jamieson: It is very difficult because it is
called as a schedule and not as individual clauses.

Mr HASSELL. I understand that.

Mr Jamieson: If we took at the next Bill on the
notice paper, we find you have reverted back to
the original practice and it seems to me to be
quite confusing that the Government has two
methods of drafting.

Mr HASSELL: I am glad the member for
Welshpool mentioned that because I want to
reassure him in relation to his comments about
the schedule where he suggested it could not .be
amended. Although there arc some difficulties in
regard to amending a schedule, I think it is now
agreed that it can be amended. There was no
intent to include anything in the schedule that
would make it difficult to amend. The question
the member raised had not occurred to me, and,
as he said, it is purely a matter of drafting style.
Sometimes there are inconsistencies of drafting
style which are not intended. These arise because
we have a number of draftsmen and it is not
possible to ensure complete uniformity in the style
of the presentation of legislation.

The next point referred to by the member for
Welshpool was that the standard of entry to be set
by the board is a rather open provision. The same
point was made by the member for Mundaring.

The member for Mundaring referred to clause
10 which provides that the board must consider
four criteria in dealing with an application for a
broker to be licensed. The board has to be
satisfied that the applicant is a person of good
character and repute, and I do not think there is
any argument about that. Secondly, the board
must decide whether he is a qualified person, and

in subelause (2), the term "qualified person" is
defined as-

I. a person who has such qualification
way of experience or otherwise as
prescribed, or if no qualification
prescribed, such qualification by way
experience or otherwise as is approved.

by
is
is
of

Mr Jamieson: Which is double-dutch, of
course,

Mr HASSELL: I say it is not quite double-
dutch.

Mr Jamieson: And it is not quite double
English, I can tell you that.

Mr HASSELL: In response to the point made,
initially qualifications will not be prescribed, so
they will not be written into the regulations.
Therefore, each case will be dealt with on the
basis of approval by the board. That is quite
deliberate because, in the initial stages, it is
considered that the requirements should be open
and wide flexibility and discretion should be given
to the board to deal with various kinds of cases,
such as those referred to by the member For
Mundaring, and indeed, by the member for
Welsh pool.

When we first draft legislation to regulate an
industry in a situation like this we cannot be
certain that we are covering in a fair and
adequate way all the different types of cases
which will inevitably come before the board.
There will be broking houses connected to
international companies or which are themselves
international companies; there will be smaller
locally based broking houses, multiple agents,
suburban brokers-as was mentioned by the
member for Mundaring-and a whole host of
different sorts of operations in between.

Mr Jamieson: Or somebody who might just
appeal to the Minister as being suitable.

Mr HASSELL: The legislation contains no
right of appeal to the Minister in that respect.

Mr Jamieson: The Minister may from time to
time give directions 10 the board with respect to
its functions and powers. Therefore he has full
power over what it might do.

Mr HASSELL: I believe that point is quite a
separate one. I adhere to the view that we should
not create administrative bodies of government
which are not subject to Government direction.

Mr Jamieson: After what you said about
Leitch, that is a laugh.

Mr HASSELL:. I am trying to respond to the
member for Welshpool in relation to this Bill. If
he wants to go off on all sorts of tangents. I will
not respond to him because I will never finish and
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it will be a waste of time, He made some serious
points about this Bill. The legislation is important,
and I -am attempting to respond to him on that
basis.

I would not imagine that any Minister in any
general way or as a practice would be prepared to
interfere in a licensing situation where the
applicant for a licence. has the right to go to the
boa rd and has a righ t of a ppealI from the decisions
of the board to the District Court. The issue of
which system of appeal should apply was
considered, and it might well and properly be
argued that in a case like this appeals could be
made to the Minister rather than io a court
because in reality the decisions being made by the
board are decisions of evaluation of an economic
or personal nature about an applicant rather than
decisions of a generally accepted judicial
character.

H-owever. I believe it is better for these matters
to be dealt with by a court of appeal rather than
by the Minister. Whilst I do not say an instance
will never occur in which a Minister might give a
direction to the board as to a particular
application, I think that would be unusual and I
would certainly not expect to give that kind of
direction. At the same time I repeat that my
general approach to the administration of
Government agencies-and there are some
exceptions-is that they should be subject to
direction by the Government because they are
Government agencies, the Government is
answerable for them, and it should have power to
direct them in respect of what they do.

I continue with the point made by the member
for Welshpool about the issue of standards of
entry. He asked "What will they he'? They should
be practical rather than academic." That is an
issue which is to be considered by the board as
soon as it is constituted. As I said before, the
qualifications are broad to start with and I think
they will need to be changed in time. In the most
immediate period the qualifications will be
prescribed under subelause (2) of clause 10 rather
than approved by the board on the individual
basis of each application.

In the longer term clause 10 may well need to
be amended to set out more clearly a policy
approach and the kinds of qualifications which
are acceptable.

In addition to those provisions I have referred
to-paragraphs (a) and (b) of subelause
(1)-paragraphs (c) and (d) contain specific
requirements regarding the material and financial
resources and the requirement of insurance. My
concern would be not that the provisions are too

loose but that they are too tight at this stage. Rear
in mind that we are only beginning, and we will
see from experience how the situation turns out.

The member for Mundaring was basically
concerned with what he referred to as the small
man or the suburban broker. He was concerned
that some of them will find the overheads caused
by this Bill to be a significant factor in the
operations of thei'r businesses. That needs to be
answered by making two points. Firstly. the initial
provisions relating to qualifications provide a
reasonable degree of discretion to the board in
dealing with qualifications. Secondly, the small
suburban broker to whom he refers is nevertheless
handling public money and in fact is often the
broker who looks after the small suburban
businessman; and it is necessary for him to
comply with the requirements of the Bill. just as
much as it is necessary for the large company to
comply with them for the purpose of protecting
his customers and his moneys.

The member for Mundaring referred also to the
fact that some insurers have pre-empted the
legislation by changing the status of their agents
to make them agents of the insured. That in its
own way supports the proposition that the
legislation must be effective in Covering both
brokers and multiple agents. One of the purposes
of the definition, as often stated, is that it be
sufficiently wide to ensure those people who are
operating as brokers in whatever form are caught
by the legislation and have to mneet its
requirements.

However, I say to the member for Mundaring
that if it is shown the legislation is ineffective in
some respect where it should be effective in
dealing with that sort of broker, it will be
amended.

I conclude by dealing with the essence of these
points: It is first-time legislation; it is basically
aimed at brokers, but it does include agents in
terms of registration but niot licensing except
where those agents do or are able to assume the
character of brokers;, agents must be included so
that the legislation is effective;, and the legislation
will be kept under review. The aim of the
legislation is to protect money which is being
handled and dealt with by people to whom it does
not in a broad sense belong, and to ensure that
their customers, generally referred to as
consumers, are protected.

However, it still must be said and recognised
the legislation will not protect everyone against all
failures at all times, It cannot protect against
simple dishonesty or stealing; it cannot protect
against all forms of incompetence in business
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dealings; it will not protect against the failures
which occur in the insurance industry itself,

Having regard for the fact there arc very
substantial underwriting losses on the horizon for
the whole insurance industry, it is entirely
possible that some of the smallcr companies may
find themselves in difficulty in the period ahead.
The insurance industry is going through a period
of the most enormous competition and pressure.

Neither this legislation nor the Commonwealth
legislation necessarily is going to safeguard
everyone. Whatever we do for the consumer in
this or in other forms, we still moust say to the
consumer that he must use his nous; he must seek
out and deal with people who have been
established for a reasonable period, who have a
reputation for integrity, performance and
reliability. Consumer legislation must be
supported by intelligent consumers.

Question put and passed,
Bill read a second time.

In Conirniiee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr
Watt) in the Chair; Mr Hassell (Chief Secretary)
in charge of the Bill,

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Interpretation-
Mr HASSELL: I move an amendment-

Page 3, line 32-Delete the passage", and
For thai purpose" and substitute the passage
"and subsections (4), (5) and (6) of section
4. and for those purposes".

The purpose of the amendment is to complement
a later amendment to provide a discretion to the
board to allow exceptions.

Mr JAMIESON: The Minister dealt with this
matter during his reply to the second reading
stage and indicated the Government was satisfied
that although this amendment represented a
lessening of the power of the legislation. the
public would remain adequately protected. I too
am a little worried we are creating a situation
where we are giving power to somebody-that is,
the insurance industry-not responsible to the
people. However, as the Minister pointed out, the
entire insurance industry is going through a very
trying period and to that extent, the Opposition
will go along with the amendment.

I am not happy about any lessening of the
requirements of the original Bill which may have
the effect of allowing people to escape their
responsibiIi ties by claiming exemption. If that
turns out to be the case-no doubt, to somebody's
dismay-peoplc will be hot on the Government's

shoulders saying "We told you so"; however that
must be the Government's responsibility.

As the Minister informed the Committee, this
is pioneering legislation and will probably be back
before us many, times for amendment. This has
always proved to be the case With new legislation,
whether it be to do with the registration of
builders, painters or whatever; we rind
amendments coming before us every year until
the legislation settles down. Therefore, we see this
amendment as a trial to establish whether the
interests of the consumer which the Minister
believes will be protected by the other aspects of
the legislation will in fact be so protected.

With those reservations, the Opposition
supports the amendment.

Mr HASSELL: I thank the member for
Wclshpool for his support of the amendment, and
I have noted his reservations.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.

Clause 4: Exceptions to "insurance broker"-

Mr H-ASSELL: I move an amendment-

Page 4-Add after subelause (3) the
following new sublauss-

(4) An insurance agent who would
otherwise come within the meaning of
the expression 'insurance broker' by
reason only of his being a party to
agency agreements with 4 or more
insurers may apply to the Board in
writing tq be excepted from the meaning
of that expression in and for the
purposes of this Act and, subject to
subsection (5). the Board may, by notice
published in the Government Gazette,
grant that exception.

(5) An exception may be granted in
respect of an insurance agent under
subsection (4) if, and only if, the Board
is satisfied that-

(a) he is bona tide an insurance
agent and has not assumed the
character of an insurance
broker;

(b) each agency agreement to
which he is a party is in
writing, is properly executed,
and authorizes him to collect
premiums;

(e) he is able to issue each
insurer's premium receipts and
other documentation:, and
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(d) he is not a party to agency
agreements with more than 10
insurers.

(6) An insurance agent in respect of
whom an exception has been granted
undef subsection (4)-

(a) shall, when entering into
negotiations with an intending
insured, immediately identify
to the intending insured the
insurers that he is representing;
and

(b) shall immediately advise the
Board in writing in the event of
his bccoming a party to a
further agency agreement with
an insurer or of the
termination or variation of an
agency agreement with an
insurer to which he is a party.

(7) Subject to this section. an
exception granted under subsection (4)
shall have effect for' such period not
exceeding 2 years as is specified in the
notice by which it is granted and may be
reniewed.

(8) The Board may by notice
published in the Government Gazette
cancel an exception granted in respect of
an insurance agent under subsection (4)
if in the opinion of the Board-

(a) paragraph (a), (b), (c) or(d
of subsection (5) has ceased to
apply to or in relation to him;
or

(b) he has failed to comply with
Paragraph (a) Or (b) of
subsection (6).

This is the essence of the amendment; I have
mentioned the Government's reasons for moving
the amendment, and I will not repeat them now.
The objective is to give the board a discretion to
grant an exception to an applicant on a one-by-
one basis where the applicant is an agent who has
four or more agencies, but less than 10 agencies,
and complies with all the rules laid out in the
proposed new subelauses.

As I see it, the key rule is his capacity to
establish he is a bona fide agent. Those words are
deliberately not restrictive so that the board will
have a real power to keep out those who are
trying to escape the stringency of the Act.

Mr PARKER: As I understand it, this
amendment will not alter the fact that a person
claiming such an exemption will not be able to
call himself an insurance broker. I realise that

when a client comes into the insurance agent's
office, that agent will have to identify himself at
that stage as an agent to the particular
companies. However, in terms of his general
advertising and letterheads, am I correct in
understanding that person will not be able to
identify himself as a broker if he is subject to an
exemption? Will he still be precluded from doing
so?

Mr HASSELL: On my understanding, that is
certainly the case. The person would not be able
to identify himself as a broker. I ndeed, iif he did, I
would expect the board immediately to cancel his
exemption.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 5 put and passed.
Clause 6: Composition of the Board-
Mr JAMIESON: There is an amendment in

moy name on the notice paper. This proposed
amendment is on the basis of the substitution of
the figure "6" for the figure "4" so that the board
will have six members instead of four. In his
introductory speech, the Minister made much of
the fact that, following many complaints to the
Government. early in 1980 it established a
working party consisting of the Commissioner for
Consumer Affairs, the General Manager of the
State Government Insurance Office, and
representatives of the Insurance Council of
Australia Limited, the Life insurance Federation
of Australia, and the Insurance Brokers Council
of Australia.

Having been given good advice from such
people, the Government is not including them on
the proposed board. The Life Insurance
Federation of Australia is not involved in the
board, unfortunately, because the Bill does not
cover life insurance brokers. The other two
organisations represented on the working party
will have a representative on the board. In the
initial stages, it is vital to have people with the
knowledge of the Commissioner for Consumer
Affairs and the General Manager of the SGiO0 on
the board. When I mention them, I expect that
there would be the same provision for deputies as
applies in other cases.

If the figure -4- is deleted, and the figure "61"
is substituted, it is my intention to move to have
the commissioner and the general manager
included in the board administering the new
legislation.

I move an amendment-
Page 5. line IlI-Delete the figure "4"

with a view to substituting the figure -16".
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Mr HASSELL: I regret that, in the spirit in
which we have been dealing with this legislation, I
cannot accept the member's proposal. In fairness
to him, I want to explain why.

When I first heard that he was proposing an
amendment, I assumed that the amendment
would be to increase the board by including an
agent, Indeed, representations have been made to
me in that respect. I resisted those
representations. for a number of reasons. One
reason is that we do not wish to increase the size
of the board at this stage. Secondly, the
legislation is not directed basically at agents, and
therefore we did not believe they should be
represented seaaeyon the board, although on

soeoccasions the board will make decisions
affecting agents.

One of the people the memnber proposes to
include is the Conmmissioner for Consumer
Affairs. If the Government was minded to put the
comnlissioner anto the board, it would have full
discretion to do so in relation to paragraphs (a)
and (b), as both of those paragraphs provide for
the appointment of a non-insurance person.

I do not know who will be placed on the board
in those positions. One must be a person who is
neither an insurance agent nor an insurance
broker, who is to be a member and the chairman
or the board. A person who is neither an agent nor
a broker is to be appointed a member and the
deputy chairman. Those two positions are open;
and if the Government made the decision to
appoint the commissioner, it could be done in that
way.

However, we do not believe the commissioner
should be a member of the board as a matter of
course. The same argument could be applied to
dozens of positions. The member should bear in
mind that the commissioner has a discretion
under his legislation to deal with problems of
insurance.

As to the General Manager of the State
Government Insurance Office, I point out that
that is an insurance operation, like any other
commercial insurance operation. I do not believe
t he general manager has a special role to serve on
that board. I assume that he could be elected or
appointed under paragraph (e). if the other people
in the industry saw Fit to put him forward in that
way. However, there is no special role for him in
terms of the regulation of the industry, simply
because he happens io be the head of the State
Government insurance business.

Mr JAM IESON: I am somewhat disappointed
at the Minister's attitude, particularly in respct
of the general manager because, obviously, the

Government was prepared to use him and the
commissioner to the greatest effect in drawing up
the legislation. However, now it is not prepared to
give them a guaranteed position on the board.

Mr Hassell: The same applies to the other
people on the working party. None of them will
necessarily be on the board, because they assisted
with the legislation.

Mr JAMIESON: No, but one is to be
appointed by the Insurance Council of Australia
Limited. There was a representative of the council
on the working committee. Whether the council
appoints the same person is a matter of choice.
The man who was on the working party might
have died, or gone away, or something.

The General Manager of the SGlO is rather
different from the general manager of a private
insurance company which is in direct competition
with other companies. for a profit motive. In
effect, the General Manager of the SGlO is a
civil servant under a Statute setting up a
Government insurance office. He is well
connected with the insurance industry: and he
knows what goes on in it.

The Minister has not been quite fair in his
assumption; and I persist in the proposition that I
have before the Chair.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Barnett
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Ti . Burke
Mr Carr
Mr- Harman
Mr Hodge

Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hasselt
Mr Herzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr MePharlin

Ayes
Mr Bridge
Mr T, H -Jones
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Bryce
Mr Skidmore
Mr Pearce
Mr Bertram
Mr Davies

Ayes 1 2
Mr Jamieson
Mr Mclver
Mr Parker
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

Noes 22
Mr Nanovich
M r O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
M r Stephens
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Wiiliams
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Mrs Craig
Dr Dadour
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Sibsan
Mr Mensaros
MrP. V. Jones
Mr Young
Mr Crane

(Teller)

(Teller)

Amendment thus negatived.
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Clause put and passed.
Clauses 7ito 20 put and passed,
Clause 21: Records of Board decisions-

M r H1ASSE LL: I move a n a mendment-
Page I8, line 3-Insert after the word

"licence" the following passage-
or for the grant or renewal of an

exception under section 4(4)
This is a machinery requirement to have the
board record its findings and reasons when it
refuses an exception because of the intent and
inclusion of a right of appeal. It is part of that
whole structure.

Amendment put and passed.

Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 22: Appeals-
Mr HASSELL: I move an amendment-

Page 18. line I 2-Insert after the word
"licence" where second occurring the
following passage-

or for the grant or renewal of
exception under section 4(4), or by
cancellation by the Board of
exception granted under section 4(4)

an
the
an

Amendment put and passed.
M r H ASS EL L: I move a fu rther amnend ment-

Page 19-Add after subelause (4) the
following new subelause to stand as
subelause (5)-

(5) On any appeal to the District
Court from the refusal of the Board to
grant or renew an exception under
section 4(4) only that evidence
submitted to the Board at the time of, or
in connection with, the application for
the exception or renewal thereof shall be
considered by the District Court.

Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses 23 to 38 put and passed.
Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported with amendments.

SETTLEMENT AGENTS BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 14 April.
MR JAMIESON (Welshpool) 112.08 p.m.I:. It

must be my day.
M r B. T. Burke: You are doing very well.

Mr JIAMIESON: 1 thank the member for
Baleatta. In some respects the Settlement Agents
Bill is niot much different from the General
Insurance Brokers and Agents Bill we have just
been dealing with in Lhat iL forms a control on
what has grown up in the community to be at sub-
profession of what one might regard as the usual
activities of the legal profession and those dealing
principally with the sale of properties. such as the
members of the Real Estate Institute. In some
respects, the people we are to cover are in direct
competition with the members of that institute.
One wonders how this legislation will operate
eventually.

We do need to have somec sort of coverage once
we begin to have these sorts of sub-professions.
but here we run into problems by not knowing
exactly what the training for these people wil be.
It seems to me that a settlement agent needs to be
a person With a fair amount of common sense
rather than someone with a great deal of
academic knowledge, because he is doing the
wood and water jobs in connection with the
transfer of real property in the form of real estate
and businesses. He has 1o do all those things that
could be done by most private people if they set
their minds to it. However, many people do not
feel competent to handle these matters
themselves, because frequently they are involved
in such transactions only once in a lifetime and
they prefer to have a semi-professional person
deal with the paper work that is required.

The functions of a settlement agent, as Set Out
in the Bill, include searching titlies and dealing
with the Titles Office, inquiring at local
government offices in regard to outstanding rates
-and taxes and whether the authority is likely in
the near future to construct a road in close
proximity to the property involved, preparing
settlement statements: arranging payment of duty
under the Stamp Act: arranging and attending
settlement, including exchanging documents and
receiving and disbursing moneys to effect
settlement;, lodging of documents in respect of the
business transaction for registration at
Gpoverniment offices or the offics of statutory
authorities-subject to such conditions as are
imposed by the code of conduct-preparing and
arranging the execution of an application for
transfer of a business name: subject to such
conditions, making a claim or demand for
interest;, and reporting on the progress of the
Settlement to the party to the transaction.

I have paraphrased the functions of a
settlemient agent as set out in the legislation. It
seems to me most of those functions can be
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carried out by a person with a reasonable degree
of common sense.

My concern in regard to this Bill is similar to
my concern in respect of the General Insurance
Brokers and Agents Bill with which we have just
dealt. I am sorry I was not present in the
Chamber during the latter part of the Committee
stage of that Bill, because I would have liked to
mention this matter.

I feel a provision should be laid down under
which a person who wishes to be registered as a
settlement agent must have had, for example,
three years' practical experience in a settlement
atgent's office so that he meets a basic standard
for registration. Alternatively, it could be requircd
that a person wishing to register as a settlement
agent should complete a course before he is
eligible. There is no indication in the legislation
that such requirements will be necessary. I
assume they will be, but the situation is left in the
hands of the members of the board and one
wonders exactly what will occur.

Over the years, this Parliament has amended
legislation concerning the registration of builders
and painters, because of the interpretations the
boards have placed on certain sections of the
relevant Acts. On occasions, these interpretations
were not in the spirit of the intent of the original
legislation and numerous amendments resulted.

Another matter which concerns me is that, if a
settlement agent is to undertake the functions I
outlined earlier, it will be necessary for him to be
licensed. I am aware that my colleague, the
member for Collie, has traditionally handled a
great deal of this sort of work in his electorate
office. As car as I am aware, other members,
particularly in country areas-including the
member for Murchison- Eyre-have regarded the
provision of such services as part of their
electorate activities, As I read the Bill, these
miembers will now be precluded from carrying out
those functions, because their electorate offices
cannot be registered as places of business as
settlement agents.

Mr Hassell: They do not charge for the service,
do they?

Mr JAM I ESON: No, they do not charge for it.
However, the Minister should look at the matter,
because problems could arise in this area. I
believe some members have become involved in
some very onerous tasks over the years, but they
feel that, by undertaking these duties, they arc
providing a necessary service to their electors.

Transfers usually take place in the ease of the
estates of deceased persons, but such functions are
part of the activities of settlement agents.

I understand that, because lawyers do not seek
business of this nature on ethical grounds, firms
associated with legalI practices have been
established and frequently provide a lucrative
income for lawyers' wives and other close
associates. If that is the case, such offices should
be registered and we should know the identities of
the people who operate them.

The powers of the board are set out in the Bill
and it is proposed that it should be composed of a
greater number of members than are to be
appointed to the board which will deal with
general insurance brokers and agents. 1 do not
know why that is necessary, because if the
Minister was not happy to have six board
members when dealing with the previous
legislation. I cannot understand why he wants to
have so many members on the board which we are
discussing at the present time.

We are entering into a new field and we hope
the public will be protected by the actions of the
Legislature. This Bill is rather wordy and it has a
wider scope than the previous Bill. Nevertheless,
as I pointed out earlier, it follows similar lines and
exempts from its provisions such People as real
estate agents and solicitors who would normally
have carried out the functions now performed by
settlement agents.

We give the Bill tacit support and hope that it
will provide adequate protection for the public.
Government bureaucracies, however, are bad
enough and when we set up a number of boards
by way of legislation, resulting in the extension of
the private sector bureaucracy, we should ensure
that unnecessary proliferation of such bodies does
not occur. It is possible that, in years to come, the
functions of settlement agents will be specialised
and we will have certain people dealing with local
government transactions and others carrying out
the balance of the functions of settlement agents.

It is possible we could build a bigger and bigger
private sector bureaucracy whtch is rar worse
than bureaucracy in the Government sector
because it is possible for people to express their
disapproval of the latter by means of the ballot
box. However, there is no means by which private
sector bureaucracy can be controlled and, of
course, costs are incurred as a result of its
proliferation.

If these private sector arms of the bureaucracy
proliferate then the public must meet the cost for
the various services provided. If this proliferation
occurs we may not be so happy with the
legislation. However, whether we encounter those
pitfalls and the other things I mentioned occur is
a matter of conjecture.
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Unlike thc legislation we dealt with just
previously. I understand ibis Bill is the first or its
kind in Australia. I do not know of any other
States having settlement agents legislation. If it is
the leader in ibis type of legislation no doubt we
will strike sonic pitflls in a short time, and it will
need to be amended. Nevertheless, we have made
the elrort to control the activities of people
associated with the many dealings in real estate
and business enterprise transactions, We cannot
afford to let the settlement agents operate
uncontrolled and unguaranteed in some form.
Their clients seeking a service and support in
regard to the transfer of business enterprises or
property should have some protection; the people
using the service deserve to be protected, ,an th(IIs
legislation has in part the responsibility io do that.

I do not need to say much more about this
legislation. The Opposition supports it in general
terms and looks to the future when we will see
how it can be amended to enable its better
operation. If necessary, we will need. to make it
more palatable to settlement agents in the
industry and, indeed, more successful in assisting
people using the services of that industry.

MR MePHARLIN (Mt. Marshall) 112.23
p~m.]: The Bill before the House is a step in the
right direction and is supported, 1 understand, by
real estate agents. After my having discussions
with several real estate agents engaged in real
estate transactions and property settlements I
determined that they are in favour of the
legislation and realise that certain parts of it offer
greater protection to the. public.

One part refers to indemnity and fidelity
guarantee insurance which provides maximum
cover of $250 000 in respect of each claim. That
does convey a greater degree of security and
guarantee of coverage which is something that
has been needed. I believe, for many years.

Some solicitors have made reserved comments
in regard to the legislation, inasmuch as they
believe it intrudes into some of the functions
which they believe are their province.

One point made to me by a real estate agent
was that settlement agents should form their own
organisation or incorporated body-this is his
Firm view-and be a separate identity from any
estate agency. He believes settlement agents
should be licensed and not connected with any
licensed person under the Real Estate and
Business Agents Act. Any agent employed by a
real estate agent firm does not receive his
commission or remuneration until such time as
settlement on the property sold has been effected.
It could be that a settlement agent will use fairly

rough or undesirable tactics to pressure a vendor
or purchaser in the sale of a property to conclude
the sale as quickly as possible because of his
desire to have the commission paid to him
promptly.

This matter was explained to me by a very
prominent real estate agent operating in the city.
He believes settlement agents should not be part
of any real estate agents office.

I raised the matter and brought it to the
attention of the Minister so that he could
comment on it in his reply. The matter may be
one of those, as mentioned by the member for
Wclshpool. that is considered after the legislation
has been in operation for some time. It could then
be examined in more detail to determine just how
the Act should apply in that situation.

MR BERTRAM (Mt. Hawthorn) [12.27 p~m]:
As was the Hill we dealt with prior to this, the
General Insurance Brokers and Agents Bill, this
Bill was quite inevitable. Simply, we must have
laws to control the operations of these industries.
Of course. the tragic thing is that the Government
has been so slow to do the perfectly obvious;
namely, introduce Bills in respect of these
industries.

I think my recollection is eorreet--although I
can be corrected-that similar legislation to
control settlement agents was introduced into this
ptace as tong ago as 1976. It may not have had
the same, title; in any case it wvas not proceeded
with. The real reason for not proceeding with that
Bill was never disclosed, but one Can draw one's
own conclusion-the usual reasons probably
applied. However, there is unmistakeable and
irrefutable evidence that this Bill which is before
us in 198 1 should have been before us and dealt
with in 1976 and, probably, long before that.

The Government is in grievous fault by having
delayed this legislation for that time. As the
Minister said in regard to the General Insurance
Brokers and Agents Bill "You cannot protect
everybody from every act, omission or whatever
one might encounter in business, either with
insurance agents, settlement agents or the like.'
For that matter, one could go on to mention
anybody. We know that is the situation; there is
nothing new about it. Unfortunately through the
centuries the comment has proved to be correct.
Notwithstanding that fact, it is not the
Government's job to sit idly by and make no
attempt to make the laws more difficult for people
who operate improperly or should not operate at
all to carry out their improper activities. The
Government should take prompt action to counter
those activities.
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We know that they will not be 100 per cent
successful, AL least, an attempt should be made
promptly, but that has not occurred with this Bill
and the previous Bill. These Bills arc long overdue
and the Government, without question, should be
condemned for the delay. It is not as though the
Government has not had ample time because it
has bee n bringing forward unnecessary
legislation.

Mr Rushton: Do you think it should have been
brought in in 1973?

Mr BERTRAM: I am not able to say so
precisely.

Mr Jamieson: We would never have got it
through because there were too many "t's" to
cross and "i's" to dot.

Mr BERTRAM: I am indebted to the member
for Welshpool for his interjection because I would
have answered in the same vein. If the legislation
could not be passed in 1976. then we would have
had no hope in 1973.

The Minister should realise that when a
Government first comes into office, as the Tonkin
Government did in 1976. it has a backlog of
things to be done. The Tonkin Government had a
pile of things to be done, especially after 12 years
of the previous Government, It could hardly have
been able to review every Act and I think the
Minister should appreciate that fact.

The Government has had ample timne to bring
forward this legislation because it has been in
power since 1974. It has had seven years to do
something but it has wasted its timne and the time
of this Parliament, on innumerable occasions, by
bringing in all sorts of measures of a petty-
fogging nature.

Somie of the legislation the Government has
brought in has been highly contentious and
unncessary; some has been provocative and
unnecessary, and other legislation can be
identified by simply pointing to the electoral
districts Bill which was the subject of another
debate last night.

That legislation is designed to protect a handful
of people who happen to be members of this
Parliament; their preservation and pockets have
priority over the people of this State.

Another illustration is the legislation to amend
section 54B of the Police Act. With that
legislation Government members consulted with
the Prime Minister and the Federal Attorney
General. and*- the State Attorney General
conferred with the Chief Secretary. Cabinet
looked at the matter by way of a committee and
all this rigmarole was set up in respect of section

54B, All that time was wasted when it could have
been spent in bringing in legislation of the type we
have before us today.

This legislation we are discossing is urgent, but
people have been obliged to wait and, as is
inevitable, in the course of waiting they have been
hurt. If the Government could say that the delay
has not hurt anyone, then the Opposition could let
the matter go without comment. However, this is
not the case because certai n frauds and thefts
have occurred not only through the collapse of
certain general insuranee brokers but also with
settlement agents.

It does not necessarily follow that if this
legislation had been brought in earlier those
people would not have been hurt, but we in this
place have an obligation to deal promptly with
matters which arise. People came to me somec 12
months ago complaining about the absence of
legislation and as a consequence of it a charitable
organisation suffered a loss which in its view
would not have occurred if proper legislation had
been brought forward. I believe it has good and
just reasons for that point of view.

The Government is in default and the purpose
of my making a contribution is to place that fact
on record.

The cost of land has, increased prodigiously over
the last few months and it is becoming more
difficult for young people to acquire land. They
have to find extraordinary sums of money, and
this is quite impossible. As a consequence, in the
suburbs north of the river-and no doubt it is
occurring elsewhere-there has been a spate of
unit structures. These units are registered under
the Strata Titles Act and young married people
are having to pay £30000 to $40000 for these
small matchbox structures.

These can only be temporary dwellings because
on the arrival of children a larger home will be
required. I do not know how these people will be
able to afford a larger home, especially when we
consider the sorts of costs involved and the
continued escalation of home building costs.

If this Government were to act responsibly it
would take some action to curb the spiralling cost
of land and homes. However, I am of the view
that it will not do that at all. It will condemn
other people for inere-ising costs. I cannot imagine
this Government attei ipting to make it easier for
young people to gain homes.

It appears that the economy is running riot. I
express the fervent hope that this Bill will not
increase the costs which have to be met by young
people when they purchase land and homes.
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MIR HIASSELL (Cottesloc-Chief Secretary)
112.40 p.m.]: I thank members for their support
of the Bill. One point raised by the member for
Welshpool was his concern that the Sill may have
the effect of applying to informal arrangements
such as good deeds done by members of
Parliament in their electorate offices. I would like
to reassure him that such would not be the case.
If a member refers to clause 26 of the Bill it will
be seen that it does provide that the offence of
acting as a settlement agent arises only after the
person carries on business, or holds himself out as
at settlement agent. A member of Parliament,
acting for a constituent in helping him out in the
situation of at death in the family where a
property is to be transferred, or people who help
others in that way, would never be regarded as
carrying on business or holding themselves out as
settlement agents.

Mr Jamieson: It does not say he has to get
money for it though, does it?

Mr HASSELL: No. but the essence of carrying
on business is collecting fees and if one does not
collect fees it is hard to say one is carrying on
business.

I am not sure I can understand the point the
member made about a big bureaucracy in the
private sector. I can say to him I have not had any
personal joy in coming to Parliament in this part
of the session because of the three Bills which
increase our regulatory role in relation to
industry.

Mr Davies: I began to wonder when you would
notice that.

Mr HASSELL: I can only say to him we are
acting in response to what is clearly seen as a
public need to regulate-and without tryi ng to
regulate entirely-we are not seeking to have
closed shops in that industry.

Mr Davies: No, we are pretty worried about
your socialistic tendencies.

Mr HASSELL: We are concerned about
protecting the consumer and the public.

All these boards are to operate out of the one
office, using common facilities with the maximum
efficiency possible in terms of the switchboard,
staff, and so on. thus mninimising the actual cost
involved.

There is also the fact of having people like
insurance agents and brokers register-we aim to
keep that to a minimum. It does not do anyone
any good to have regulations for their own sake.

The member for Mt. Marshall raised a couple
of points in support of the Bill and one was of the
concern expressed by solicitors about the aspect of

work to be carried out by settlement agents. I
acknowledge that, and needless to say, as a person
with a background in this area, I have a fair
understanding of it. I can say in response that the
Government believes it has struck a proper
balance between that work which requires the
professional skills of solicitors and that work
which can be done by relatively unqualified
persons. Howv that balance works out in practice
remains to be seen, and if there arc further
consumer losses, we will have to move on that.

The other point he made was that real estate
agents who are involved in settlements should
have completely separate organisations. I believe
that is a point of considerable importance
because, of course, a real estate agent is employed
by the 'vendor of a property- He has all his
obligations to the vendor and he is paid by the
vendor, but he is paid only when the settlement
goes through. So when he acts for a purchaser in
a settlement, he can be said to be acting in his
own interests, and his own interests of having the
settlement go through are paramount. I think this
point must be watched most carefully, and we
have insisted that the Bill provides that the agent
has the most specific authority from the other
party acknowledging that that party is aware of
the situation. If that is not sufficient in practice,
we will have to move further.

Many estate agents are involved as settlement
agents at the present time, and we do not feel
initially that we could put them out of the
industry. This system, with all its dangers, is
accepted by the public. We have to move
cautiously on this matter. I am aware of the
danger, and I assure the House that we will not
hesitate to bring back further amendments if this
provision does not work.

Mr Jamieson: If it works all right for the three
parties concerned, it is the best method.

Mr HASSELL: There can be a conflict of
interest, and that is what has to be watched.

Mr Jamieson: Another thing I meant to ask
while you were on your feet is this: Have you any
tdea of the number involved in those two
vocations?

Mr HASSELL: I have a record of this
somewhere, but not to hand. I will give the
information to the member for Welshpool
afterwards.

In conclusion, as the member for Mt.
Hawthorn said, the legislation was inevitable and
overdue. However, he also supported it. Certainly
we accept that the Bill is necessary. I do not
accept it is necessarily overdue. When one
introduces legislation in a new field, one needs to

(UA)
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consult the industry and the various people
engaged in it. I thank members for their support.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
Sitting suspended from 12.46 to 2.15 p, m.

In Conuititec

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in
the Chair; Mr Hassell (Chief Secretary) in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 126 put and passed.
First schedule-
Mr JAMIESON: I refer to the matter of the

eventual qualifications of persons in this industry.
While I realise that basically people must have
two years' experience, the Minister did not
indicate whether some academic course will be
available. When setting up legislation such as this
we should ensure that consideration is given to
allowing the board the opportunity to negotiate
with a tertiary education institution to set up a
suitable course. Persons wishing to become
accountants or lawyers know, from the time they
leave high school, exactly what courses they must
take. Some people might want to be settlement
agents; there might be plenty of money in doing
that irksome task which other parts of the legal
profession do not want to do.

We should ensure that the board will enter into
early negotiations about this so that as soon as
possible a study course is made available for
people who wish to become settlement agents.
Somec people might have just joined the offices of
settlement agents and may want to qualify
academically. As the Minister has power to direct
the board, it would be a good idea for him to
direct it to negotiate with a tertiary education
institution to arrange for a course of study.

Mr HASSELL. I advise the member for
Welshpool that at this stage nio arrangements
have been made. However, I certainly accept the
validity of his point that it is important that these
matters should be dealt with. When discussing an
earlier Bill the member for Wclshpool said the
qualifications required should not be too
academic or too much unrelated to the
practicalities of the work. Certainly I hold that
view myself. I will take an interest in what the
board proposes in respect of the qualifications
required for licensing. Clause 1(2) of the schedule
contains provisions which apply for a period of
three years in respect of those who are already in
business. That is the general grandfather clause.

In response to the point made by the member
for Welshpool. I think it is a matter which needs

to be watched, and 1 will make a note oif it for the
pu rpose of doi ng j ust t ha t.

First schedule put and passed.
Second schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment, and the
report adopted.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third
reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Hassell
(Chief Secretary), and transmitted to the Council.

SUPERANNUATION AND FAMILY
BENEFITS AMENDMENT BILL

Sccond Reading

Debate resumed from 30 April.
MR B. T. BURKE (Balcatta) [2.23 p.in.1: The

Opposition intends to support this Bill, and does
so without reservation, as we understand that the
contributors' representative has made known to
affiliates who have members contributing to the
fund that it is a necessary step to amend the
present Act in this way.

I must also on behalf of the Leader of the
Opposition thank the Premier for providing the
Opposition with his extensive file touching on this
measure. Whilst normally, when the Premier goes
to such great lengths as to provide us with details
of this nature, the Opposition begins to worry a
little about what is involved, on this occasion
exhaustive study indicates to us that we should
support the changes proposed. That is the way in
which the Opposition will vote on this matter.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.-

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third
reading.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-
Treasurer) [2.25 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third time.
I thank the Opposition for its co-operation in the
passage of this Bill.
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Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and transmitted to the

Council.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 6 May.
MR B. T. BURKE (Balcatta) [2.26 p.m.]:

Those members who were present in the Chamber
during the first part of the debatc on the Workers'
Compensation Bill will recall we had reached the
stage at which we wcre considering the changes
the Government proposed to make to the present
Act. The Opposition had pointed out to members
that the prescribed amount would be reduced to a
sum of $41 000 from its present maximum of
something in excess of $51 000 and that, in
future, the prescribed amount would be adjusted
not according to the fluctuations in the average
weekly wage as published by the Commonwealth
Statistician, but according to changes in the
average minimum wage.

It was pointed out that these adjustments
according to the new formula were likely to be
substantially less than they would have been
under the old formula. In fact, according to the
latest Figures available for consideration the
increase in the prescribed amount according to
the average weekly wage formula would be
something in excess of $7 000 whilst according to
the average minimum wage formula the
prescribed amount would rise by something in
excess of $4 000.

The Opposition had also pointed out to the
House that under the changes proposed, the onus-
of-proof provision of the existing Act had been
altered quite harshly and very vividly, throwing
entirely upon the injured worker the job of
proving he had not been in default whilst
journeying to or from work. It was also pointed
out by the Opposition that the journeying
provisions the Government proposed to
incorporate in the new legislation were of a much
harsher nature than those in the present Act and
that it was possible to see quite clearly that
certain classes of workers would be very badly
affected as a result of the proposed changes.

The Opposition asked whether the Government
had given thought to those who worked split shifts
and to those whose occupations imposed on them
(he requirement that they journey to or from work
on more than one occasion. We will be listening to
the Minister's reply in due course to ascertain
whether he will touch upon that point and explain
it to the satisfaction of this place.

Another of the changes proposed wilt inflict
itself upon completely innocent people in the
workers' compensation situation; I refer to the
change which touches upon serious and wilful
misconduct. Under the existing Act, a worker is
excluded from entitlement where an injury is
attributable to his serious and wilful misconduct.
However, the exclusion does not apply if the
inj ury results in death or serious permanent
disablement.

I would suggest that there is an obvious and
intelligent reason for that exclusion. The reason
quite simply is that, with a worker who is wilfully
and seriously misconducting himself with the
result that he injures himself, it is reasonable to
say he shall not receive compensation. HeI is still
alive and he has the ability, if we like, to
reconsider his position and obligations, and to
consider the cost to him of his wilful and serious
misconduct. But that is not the case with a worker
who is killed. His family has no option in the
matter of the breadwinner's death, and it seems to
us that it is particularly mean and cruel-

Mr O'Connor: We agree with your view and
have agreed to adjust it.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I am pleased that by
interjection the Minister has agreed that it is not
fair to penalise the dependants or remaining
family of a worker who through his own fault is
killed during the course of his work. It think that
is a thoughtful amendment and I am pleased the
Minister has agreed to accept it. Of the 14
amendments I labelled cosmetic previously,
perhaps we are left with 13 that are cosmetic and
one that is reasonable.

Amongst the provisions that determine whether
an action constitutes serious and wilful
misconduct is one that relates to the use of
protective equipment to guard against injury,
including hearing loss. In this area too there is
another significant change proposed by the
Government to the Workers' Compensation Act
as it presently exists. A disability attributed to the
failure to use protective equipment provided by an
employer under the new Act will be considered to
be wilful and serious misconduct, and as this
applies to noise-induced hearing loss the
Opposition says quite definitely that the change
proposed by the Government indicates that it has
its priorities wrong.

We believe the problem of noise should be
tackled at the source and we would like to see
sensible and strong steps taken to ensure that
noise is reduced to a minimum in the work place.
We would like to see accepted on the part of the
Government the fact that much of the protective
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equipment provided is unsatisfactory,
cumbersome, bothersome, and impractical in the
work place, depending on where that work place
is. For example, welders working in the Pilbara
iron ore fields find it almost impossible on
occasions to wear long trousers let alone the
protective aprons and other gear that is
recommended. Boilermakers Find it extremely
difficult to wear ear muffs and other equipment
supplied.

We believe it is unreasonable to say that refusal
to wear this sort of protective equipment is
something that amounts to wilful and serious
misconduct. We do not believe it does. We believe
what will happen as a result of this change is that
the emphasis will be taken off the employer's need
to stress upon his workers that they should be
wearing this equipment. The equipment will be
made available. It will be, depending on its
nature, left hanging on a rack or languishing in
the worker's locker. The employer will know what
equipment he has issued and if the worker does
not wear it the employer will know he will not be
liable to workers' compensation payments. There
is a disincentive built into the system in respect of
safely and noise-induced hearing loss.

The Opposition says that the Government
should emphasise the need to tackle the problem
at its source and the need to take serious and
sensible steps towards the elimination of noise in
the work place, rather than introduce the punitive
aspect of the failure to wear this sort of
equipment. If that is done, it will become
appropriate to consider the question of serious
and wilful misconduct as it attaches to the failure
to wear the protective equipment provided.

Another very serious and far-reaching change
made by this Government in the proposed
legislation is for all practical purposes the
elimination of heart attacks or strokes as a reason
for receiving workers' compensation. Somec of us
will concede, as I said yesterday, that there was a
fair amount of luck involved in the previous
provisions which made heart attacks and strokes
compensable only when they occurred at work. It
was conceded then that luck should play no part
in deciding whether a worker who suffers a heart
attack or stroke should receive workers'
compensation. But the Government has gone far
too far in the changes it proposes to the Act.

As I said when talking for the first time on this
particular change, from now on it will be
impossible for workers to obtain workers'
compensation if they suffer a heart attack or a
stroke at their place of work, regardless of
whether that attack or stroke was actually the
result of the work they carried out. What the

Government has said is not that a heart attack or
a stroke should be conipensable if it results froni
the work or the nature of the work that is being
carried out by the worker; what the Government
has said under the proposed changes is that there
must be abnormal or excessive strain and stress on
the worker during his job.

The Opposition says that a worker, should he
have to swing a 10-pound hammer for eight hours
a day and perhaps on occasion need to continue
his work during an overtime period, will find this
change will mean he is not subjected to abnormal
stress and strain in the nature nf his work; hut he
is certainly subjected to the sorts of stress or
strain that can result in heart attack. We are
saying that if the cause can be established, it
should not be necessary for the worker to prove
that there is excessive strain or stress. It should be
necessary only to prove that the work has been a
cause or has been the cause of a heart attack or
stroke that has been suffered.

The Government has not advanced one logical
or sensible reason for making it almost impossible
for any claim reflecting a heart attack or stroke to
be assisted under the provisions of the proposed
Act. We could, perhaps, have understood if the
Government had said that in future there must be
some cause associating or linking the heart attack
or stroke with the work being carried out. But the
most strenuous and stressful work carried out, if it
is the worker's normal work, and if it results in his
suffering a heart attack or a stroke, will not result
in that worker receiving compensation as a result
of the affliction that he suffers.

I should mention also that the provision similar
to this one in the Victorian legislation was
proposed by the Victorian Government to be
removed and that proposal occasioned such
massive stoppages and strikes that the Victorian
Government was forced to retreat from its
position on the matter. God help us if the workers
in Victoria had been aware of what was proposed
by this Government or had been aware that some
Government might in the future subject them not
only to the ordinary work-caused test in the
application of workers' compensation criteria but
also to the inexcessive work-caused test that
applies in this change as proposed by the
Government. It is not fair to say to a worker
whose employment involves stressful work of a
straining nature that he should be abnormally
stressed or strained before he is compensated
should he suffer a heart attack or stroke.

Another one of the very far-reaching changes
proposed by the Government links compensation
entitlements with age. In fact, with one minor
exception, the Government says that once a
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person reaches the age of 65 he shall not receive
workers' compensation.

M r O*Connor: No.
Mr B. T. BURKE: As I indicated, there is one

minor exception, and that involves to my mi nd a
maximum of I I months grace. That is the only
exception, and it is minor. As I said previously,
and ats I will say again, with one minor exception
the Government has said that once a worker
reaches the age of 65 he shall not be able to
receive workers' compensation. Many people
choose quite freely or because of their family
situation to continue working beyond the age of
65.

Mr Bertram: No choice.
M r O'Connor: Do you support that?
Mr B. T. BURKE: In certain circumstances I

do. I certainly do not support the Premier's
continuing past the age of 65.

Mr Parker: The Deputy Premier would agree
with you.

Mr B. T. BURKE: However, the Premier has
seen fit to do so.

Mr Davies: Should wye take a vote?
Mr B. T. BURKE: If we took a vote on that we

would probably find the Deputy Premier on our
side. What I am saying is that many people for
different reasons choose to continue working
beyond the age of 65. If the Government wants to
say someone is not allowed to work beyond the
age of 65 then that is what it should say; it should
not take away the advantages that a worker might
receive if he decides to continue past the age of
65.

Mr Harman: There is no age limit in the
coalmining industry.

Mr Bertram: Would this legislation apply to
members of Parliament?

Mr B. T. BURKE: As far as the Opposition is
concerned this proposed change takes no account
whatsoever of eases such as the Premier's, of cases
that may involve, for example, a worker who
marries late in life, has a comparatively young
family and decides to work until he is 68 or 69
years of age. He does so not because he wants to
but because he is forced to do so so that he can
provide for his family.

Mr Parker: Silicotics over the age of 65 will
have their payments cut off when this Act comes
into force.

Mr B. T. BURKE: We will get on to that, arid
perhaps we will have an assurance from the
Deputy Premier in regard to that.

Mr O'Connor: It is not factual.

Mr B. T. BURKE: If a worker decides to
continue working until age 66. 67, or 68-perhaps
he needs to work-and is injured he plunges from
an income earned by his labours to that of an old
age pension. That is not a satisfactory situation.
Were the Premier engaged as a fitter and turner
at the age of 70-

Mr Bertram: He would not be able t0 do the
job.

Mr B. T. BURKE: -and was injured, what
would we say to him? He would be entitled only
to the old-age pension.

Mr Bertram: Subject to the means test.

Mr B. T. BURKE: This means he would not
receive a penny. What would we say to the
Premier at 70 years of age if he had married late
in life and had children 15 or 16 years of age still
at school?

Mr O'Connor: We would say he wasn't bad.

Mr B. T. BURKE: We would say he was not
bad, but fairly poor, because he would be on the
old-age pension and have to feed his children.

Is this situation one members of this House are
prepared to aceept, or will we insist on some sort
of rational and reasonable amendment that
would, for example, leave with the Workers'
Compensation Board the power to determine
whether a particular worker injured while
working at an age in excess of 65 had some
expectation of working before his injury for a
further, say, three or four years, or, five or six
years? Why could not we allow the Workers'
Compensation Board to determine whether there
was a legitimate expectation of the worker's
continued working? Why should we simply say to
people who pass the age of 65 and are injured that
they should receive only the old-age pension?
That is not satisfactory, and I do not believe even
the Deputy Premier considers it to be satisfactory.
In fact, the Government's proposed change
surpasses the harshness of the changes suggested
in this area by Judge Dunn, and we have seen
what Judge Dunn had to say, have we not?

Mr Bertram: He "done" us over.

Mr B. T. BURKE: He recommended that if a
worker loses his genitals he should not receive
compensation.

Mr Williams: You have a thing about those,
don't you?

Mr Jamieson: You have, don't you?

Mr B. T. BURKE: Judge Dunn said that if a
worker is scarred he should not receive
compensation.
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Mr Parker: The member for Clontarf is in
trouble.

Mr B. T. BURKE: Judge Dunn said that the
first and second schedule amounts should be
decreased, but did not recommend what this
Government wants to do in regard to workers
injured past the age of 65. He did not think it was
appropriate to say with one minor exception that
if a worker injures himself he should go on to the
old-age pension; what he said was that benefits
and entitlements should be scaled down over a
period that would take the worker
presumably-according to the report-to the
point where he could receive a means test free
old-age or invalid pension. This Government will
not extend even that sop to workers injured at an
advanced age.

Mr O'Connor: Are you supporting Judge
Dunn's views?

Mr B. T. BURKE: I am not supporting his
views. The simplistic approach by the Minister
defies understanding or explanation. What I am
saying is that opposed as I am, to and as horrible
as Judge Dunn's recommendations are, at least he
was not as horrible as the Minister's Government
is in regard to this particular matter.- What I am
saying is that even Judge Dunn, the horrid man
that he was, was not prepared to say to 65-year-
old workers that they should be turned out on an
invalid or old-age pension if injured past the age
of 65. However, the Minister is prepared to say
that. How would he feel if he had to say that to
his rather?

Mr O'Connor: I will reply when I have the
opportunity to do so.

Mr B. T. BURKE: The Minister has plenty to
which he must reply. As far as we on this side of
the House are concerned we will not cop the
proposition that the old should be cared for in any
lesser fashion than younger people in the same
situation. If anything, aged people who choose to
work, probably for very good reasons in many
cases, deserve more compassionate and
sympathetic consideration. That applies
particularly to those members of the work force
afflicted by mining diseases such as
pneumoconiosis, silicosis and mesotheliomna. Who
is satisfied with the situation that will result from
the changes proposed, and who will accept that
the people affected by these diseases which are
left for so long to develop and invariably affect
workers of an advanced age, should be left in a
position in which they will enjoy very little
protection?

immorally-that a silicoitic worker coming
towards the end of his working life will fall back
in his old age to a pension not equivalent to
workers' compensation payments and other
pension benefits. The failure of the Government
to grasp the nettle and provide for the welfare of
people afflicted with these diseases has resulted in
that situation being an ongoing one. Now this
Government proposes that workers affected by
those diseases which are clear diseases and affect
workers in the latter part of their lives-having
taken so long to develop-are unlikely to receive
workers' compensation benefits for more than two
or three years at the most.

Not only will this Bill treat unfairly those
people, but also it will provoke so many of them in
the future to cease work well before the period at
which they are now prepared to lay down their
tools in the knowledge that they have workers'
compensation benefits in part on which to fall
back. So, Mr Speaker, not only is this change
deplorable in its effect on the general work force,
but also in particular on the mining industry. The
change will provoke people who are able and keen
to carry on their working lives for another two or
three years to surrender to early retirement so
that they can be sure they will receive what is
their fair and just entitlement-workers'
compensation payments for a disease that will
eventually confiscate their lives.

Yet this Government is prepared to say that at
age 65 workers' compensation. ceases and pension
benefits start.

Mr Bertram:.-And allow loss of benefits for
economic loss to continue in general damages,
negligence cases, and the like, until they are 101.

Mr B. T. BURKE: The change that is proposed
is absolutely reprehensible, and it is one the
Opposition opposes as strongly as is possible.

By way of interjection the member for
Fremantle touched upon a point the Opposition
would like clarifiedl by the Minister when he said
it was possible apparently that those silicotic and
dusted miners who receive workers' compensation
payments presently could well find their payments
will cease immediately upon the passage of this
Bill.

Mr Parker: As I said, 12 months after the
passage of the Bill.

Mr O'Connor: That is correct.
Mr Parker: It is not much better having a 12-

month grace period before the cut-off.

It s ellknwn itin the mining who have accepted compensation payments on the
indstr-rghty o wongy; morally or understanding that they will be paid until the
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prescribed amount has been exhausted will
suddenly Find, within 12 months, they will lose
their benefits. It is almost too much to grapple
with that the Minister and his members can sit
there and say that bargains struck and
agreements entered into so many years ago can be
changed now by a stroke of the administrative
pen. It beggars understanding that anybody with
a conscience can say this to people who may have
committed themselves, on the basis of what they
have been told their situation would be until the
prescribed amount has been exhausted.

The Government is not even prepared, in this
matter, to say that the existing situation affecting
workers shall continue until those workers exhaust
their prescribed amounts, but that workers who
injure themselves subsequent to the passage of
this legislation can receive compensation for no
longer than 12 months.

Mr O'Connor: At what age do you believe a
worker should retire?

Mr B. T. BURKE: Generally my personal
belief is that a worker should retire at age 65, but
there are exceptions to every rule. The problem is
the Government has made no allowance for any
cxccptions, and the failure to make allowance for
exceptions results in individual heartbreak and
suffering. The Minister does not appear to
understand that might be the case, let alone to
make allowance for it.

Mr Tonkin: If you are going to look at the
figure, what about the person who is, at age 20,
prevented from promotion? For the next 40 years,
he will work at a reduced capacity. If you are
going to take this step up to the age of 65 years,
what about people who suffer from this reduced
capacity at an earlier age?

Mr O'Connor: I will explain it to you later.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I would like the Minister to

give us an explanation of his behaviour in respect
of those people receiving workers' compensation
payments under the present Act, and who will
lose those payments within a year of the passage
of this Bill. What does he intend to say to people
who have commitments based on the income they
expected to receive? There will be no lump-sum
settlements now that insurance companies know
their liability extends at the most for another
year.

Mr Parker: In many eases workers will be
induced to leave the industry on precisely that
basis.

Mr B. T. BURKE: It has always been
understood and accepted within the mining
industry that, because of the diseases they have
contracted during their working life, the

retirement benefits of the workers shall include
payments made up in part from workers'
compensation and in part from social security.

Mr Parker: They will not even enjoy their
retirement-they will be racked by silicosis.

Mr B. T. BURKE: They will not even live for
very long.

Mr O'Connor: Some of them will.
Mr B. T. BURKE: Some of them will and some

of them will not.
Mr Davies: The Government is penalising the

lot.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I have not known many

workers with asbestosis who have lingered for
very long.

Mr O'Connor: I have.
Mr B. T. BURKE: With respect to the

Minister, my experience has been that asbestosis,
in its developed stage, is a particularly lethal
disease, and workers do not exist very long once
they have contracted it. The same can be said
about pneu moconiosis and silicosis. Sometimes
these diseases take 20 years to develop and during
a very exhausting and painful period, the Worker
may be able to carry on his employment.

Mr O'Connor: Obviously while some are very
adversely affected-and I do not deny that-some
live to a ripe old age.

Mr B. T. BURKE: The Government proposes
to treat the adversely affected workers in the
same way as those with minor complaints. They
are all to be lumped together. We are saying there
has been no sensible or rational attempt to make
sure that those especially disadvantaged shall be
relieved.

Among the other changes to the Workers'
Compensation Act with which the Opposition
takes issue are those which deal with industrial
diseases. The industrial diseases part of workers'
compensation that is available at present should
be much more strictly limited under the changes
proposed by the Government. In regard to the
unlawful discontinuance of weekly payments, by
interjection the Minister told us that the '12B"
notice will now involve a period of 21 days. as it
does under the present Act.

Mr O'Connor: Correct.
Mr B. T. BURKE: The Minister has a

responsibility to face up to the fact that under the
changes proposed initially the period would have
been 14 days.

Mr Parker: It would have been 14 days.
Mr B. T. BURKE: As far as we are concerned,

the fact that the Minister was prepared to come
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into this place and reduce to 14 days the period a
" I 2B" notice should have currency is indicative of
the spirit and thc emotion with which the
Government regards this legislation.

Mr O'Connor: What is it indicative of, the fact
that we have agreed to make it 21 days-co-
operation?

Mr B. T. BURKE: There are a number of
reasons that the Government has agreed to extend
the period to 21 days. The first may have been
that the Minister was suddenly convinced that the
change was not as meritorious as first suggested.
That would indicate perhaps that the Minister
had not thought through the changes in the first
place.

Mr O'Connor: You think amendments ought
not to be agreed to on the way through?

Mr B. T. BURKE: I think it is preferable that
silly changes are not proposed, and in that way we
will avoid amendments that are necessary. I think
this was a silly change from the start, and the
Minister knows that as well as 1. It is not
necessary, to have a change before the board
within 14 days. and yet the Minister wants to
limit the period of this notice to 14 days.

Mr O'Connor: The only difficulty I saw was in
relation to outback areas, and that is why I
proposed the change.

Mr B. T. BURKE: It is a pity that the Minister
did not see the difficulties before it was proposed,
and then the Opposition would not think so badly
of the Government when it sees the changes
proposed in the commitments. We see the total
change proposed in the Workers' Compensation
Act as being miserable and heartless. It has been
found this proposed change was not in fact
desirable. We are pleased the Minister has seen
fit to amend the change originally proposed.

Other speakers on this side of the House will
deal with other changes when the second reading
debate continues in just a moment. However, I
would like to go back to part of my earlier speech
yesterday when the Minister challenged me to
present changes that I had noted in the Bill from
the original draft copy produced and given to
members of the Opposition on a confidential basis
about a month or so ago.

Mr O'Connor: Major changes.
Mr B. T. BURKE: We have quite a number of

them, and I am prepared to go through them all. I
do not attach a great deal of importance to that
matter. I am happy to say that as far as the
Opposition is concerned, there were significant
and major changes. In fact, the name of the whole
Bill was changed, but we do not see that as a

major point. What we do say, if we are to be
given advance copies of proposed legislation. let
the copies be accurate, and if they are inaccurate,
let them be inaccurate in minor matters and not
major matters which result in a serious
i nconvenience in regard to the passage of the
legislation through the House.

Just for the Minister's edification, let me run
through a few of the minor and major changes
made betwveen the confidential copy presented to
members of the Opposition and the final Bill
introduced in the House. For a start, the
definition of "disability"-a fundamental and
pivotal definition within the Bill-was changed in
two respects. Disability, of course, is what
determines the applicability of workers'
compensation.

Mr O'Connor: Of course, you know also that
this Bill was given to you on the understanding
that it was possible alterations would be made and
that there would be no comment regarding those
variations.

Mr B. T. BURKE: I do not know that there
was any understanding that there would not be
any comment on the changes. The Minister
challenged me yesterday to produce the changes
and now I am doing so. it seems he wants to stop
me.

Mr O'Connor: No, I am just making the point
that you received the Bill on that basis.

Mr B. T. BURKE: My understanding was I
received the Bill on the basis that it would remain
confidential, which it did, and that it would be
subject to minor changes. In this matter
alone-without considering the other very major
changes-two quite important changes have been
made. As I said, the definition of "disability" is
fundamental to the operation of the Workers'
Compensation Act. The two changes incorporated
in the final Sill included, for example, the
exclusion of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
accidents. That is a very major change between
the confidential draft Bill and the final Bill
introduced by the Minister.

Mr O'Connor: Beneficially?
Mr B. T. BURKE: As far as the Opposition is

concerned, that completes the Government's
exclusion of those things from the afflictions for
which workers' compensation can be paid. As far
as we are concerned it does not benefit anybody
except the insurer to have those things excluded
from the definition of "disability". In any case,
whether it benefits them or not, I cannot see how
to exclude heart attacks and strokes from the
definition of "disability" will help the employee.
It is still a major change to the draft copy of the
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Bill which was given to us. It is obvious the
Minister does not want me to continue.

Mr O'Connor: I do not mind.
Mr B. T. BURKE: I am not particularly keen

to continue the list of 17 or I8 significant changes
to the draft Bill: however, I will if the Minister or
the House wants me to do so. I do not think it
would help anybody very much. I hope it is a
lesson to the Minister to know that if he wants to
score political points in debate by challenging us
to do certain things, rarely on this side of the
House will he Find people unable to meet the
challenge or to fulfil the requirement that the
information be provided.

As I said at the outset, this legislation is a
horrible and cruel attack upon the standards of
that section of the work force least able to protect
itself; that section of the work force most
vulnerable to attack;, that section of the work
force most in need of sympathy and
compassionate consideration.

The Opposition opposes the Bill.
Debate adjourned until a later stage of the

sitting, on motion by Mr Parker.
(Cont(in ued on page 1 72 31.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN GREYHOUND
RACING ASSOCIATION BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 30 April.
MR JAMIESON (Welshpool) (3.04 p.m.J: The

Opposition intends to support this legislation.
However, a few comments need to be made in
association with the Bill. The great pity of
greyhound racing in this State has been the fact
its introduction was delayed for so long. it was
finally introduced in an era of rampant inflation,
and the cost of providing a decent metropolitan
venue as the principal venue in the State was very
great.

The proposal had the backing of the Rural and
Industries Bank and other banking interests.
However, the original estimates of public support
of what was an embryo industry were never quite
reached. Nevertheless, I think we would have
been wrong if we had not provided as the
principal venue of greyhound racing in this State
a centre of the calibre of the venue at Cannington
Central.

Whilst the association has encountered a
number of problems associated with interest,
capital repayments and the like, we recognise that
Cannington Central is a very necessary type of
venue in that it is used not only for greyhound

racing but also by the various horse sports
associations for their events. The equestrian-type
events which generally are contested at the
Olympic Games take place at Cannington
Central. It is also used as a venue for rugby clubs
on Sunday and for evening entertainment,
receptions and the like. So, it has not been a
waste; it is an asset.

Cannington Central has been constructed on
land owned by the Canning Agricultural Society.
I should declare an interest in that society
because I am one of the few members left.
However, that is only a minor point in the
consideration of this problem.

The basic problem is that the original estimates
of the finance to be generated by the venture were
incorrect; actual receipts have fallen far below
expectations. Strangely enough, the Mandurah
association, which constructed a venue of nowhere
near the calibre of Cannington Central, is running
as a financial success. Whilst it is an adequate
venue which serves the purpose for which it was
constructed, it certainly does not live up to the
requirements of a senior metropolitan venue for
the sport of greyhound racing.

Although I am not a regular attender of
greyhound racing meetings, on occasions I have
gone along and enjoyed an evening at Canningtont
Central. To those people who have not visited
Cannington Central, and who feel they are not
interested in gambling or racing sports, I suggest
they spend an evening there. I am sure the
associated activities will hold their interest. It is
quite educational to see the dog handlers at work
before the race; to see the dogs being weighed and
led to the starter's gates; to see the dogs leave the
boxes at the start of a race; and, to see them
brought under control after the race. It is all very
scientifically done and is quite entertaining to
watch. The sport is an important part of the night
life of many people of the City of Perth.

It is a great pity greyhound racing did not get
off the ground at least 20 or 30 years earlier. I
suppose one could blame these legislative
Chambers for that because every time a proposal
was put forward to the Government to allow
greyhound racing, it received the cold shoulder
because it was considered it would rival already
established sports. It was only when the then
Chief Secretary (the Hon. Claude Stubbs)
successfully piloted through a Bill in 1972 or 1973
that there was a real chance of establishing
greyhound racing in this State.

When one compares the facilities at
Cannington Central with the galvanised iron
structures and sheds in some of the cities in the
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Eastern States, one is pleased that we have the
venue we have. In the Eastern States, some of the
organisations have been operating for many years;
and undoubtedly, because their operations were
not very costly in the First place, they have been
able to maintain viability in their accounting.
Some of the central venues in the various cities
are not very good. Some of the venues in the
lesser cities arc drab and very "ordinary". In all
of those places, people associated with greyhound
racing obtain a great deal of enjoyment out of the
sport, whether they are owners, or friends of
owners, or people who go to a meeting for the
gambling, or for a pleasant evening. The sport has
taken on fairly well in Australia.

That is probably because it is a sport in which
one does not have to have a considerable amount
of capital, although some of the dogs are fairly
costly these days. People do not have a large
outlay, as those associated with the horse racing
sports do: and therefore there is a degree of
attraction to greyhound racing. In addition, there
is direct participation by the owners in the
training and exercising of the dogs.

In recent years, when we have had very l-ate
sittings into the early hours of the morning, on
driving home in the weak light of dawn I have
been surprised to see the number of people
exercising greyhounds, They have their two
greyhounds out walking around the various
-suburbs as one drives through. It appears that this
sport has a positive place in the community.

Therefore, one cannot be over-critical of the
Government's action in conjunction with the TAB
to attempt to restructure the whole set-up of
greyhound racing in this State so that it will
become viable in its central operation as well as in
the subsidiary operations such as the one at
Mandurah. In the future I hope, with at bit of
enthusiasm from local people, venues will be set
up in areas like Port Ileldland, Bunbury, maybe
Northam, and certainly Kalgoorlie.

Kalgoorlie was the place in this State at which
dogs were first raced some years ago. The set-up
there was unlicensed. The dogs raced were
whippets, a Smaller version of greyhounds.

The sport attracted at lot of attention from
people. Some of the older members would recall
that where Newcastle Street runs into Oxford
Street in Perth there used to be a whippet course.
On Friday nights, people mustered there, and
they had the dogs running. I am not sure how it
was organised as far as prizes and gambling were
concerned; but at that stage it was quite unlawful
and conducted "under the lap", so to speak.
Nevertheless, people enjoyed it; and probably it

was the forerunner of what has become a proper,
standardised industry, with correet registration,
and other things.

The cost of the venues that have been set up in
this State must amount to many millions of
dollars-, because when one goes through Canning
Vale and southern areas, and Newburn in part of
my electorate, where the airport extension is to be
built, one finds that many people are leasing land
for the breeding and training of greyhounds. That
being the ease, it is difficult for the Government
to say that that should not happen;, and therefore
the action of the Government on this occasion is
justified.

One could give many other reasons to justify
the Government's action, because the State is
looking for revenue on all occasions. While a
number of people in the community do not like
the State obtaining revenue through gaming
pursuits, I am afraid that it is one of the features
of a western democracy, and we have to put up
with it. Each race run by an organisation
concerned with greyhound racing could best be
described as a "one-armed bandit" of the Eastern
States variety, in that each time the lever is pulled
and the dogs begin to run, Some more money
passes to the Treasury via the TAB, and more
money becomes available for disbursement to
sporting organisations.

The proceeds of greyhound racing have not
been sufficiently high to meet the requirements of
the clubs in this State so far; and that has been
unfortunate. Nevertheless, the clubs are well
founded and well organised. I am sure that in the
future we will have a far better organisation than
we had before.

One or two aspects of the Bill worry me. In
comparing the Greyhound Racing Control Act
with the Western Australian Greyhound Racing
Association Bill, one would see that the standards
are similar; but the Bill removes from the control
board the control of greyhound racing, and places
it into the hands of the association. To the lay
people who are used to horse racing, that is the
equivalent in almost all respects to the situation
that would exist if the WA Trotting Association
had control of all trotting in this Stt, and the
WA Turf Club had control of all racing in this
State. Rather than that, there is a board of
Control Over those organisations.

What worries many people is the fact that
periodically, both in the trotting sphere and in the
racing sphere, there is an uprising when somebody
feels he has been dealt with badly. and he has
nowhere to turn other than from Caesar to
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Caesar. Every now and again such a situation
boils up. goes quiet again, and rises again.

I am afraid that in greyhound racing such a
situation may occur again. It is a pity that in
these racing sports, when people's livelihoods are
involved, we cannot find some way of judging
independently the matters that have bee n
determined by the stewards, Firstly, and then by
the committeemen:, so that people can be seen to
have bee n treated fairly. Unfortunately,
personalities intrude in all sports:, and sometimes
a clash of personalities is the motivating factor,
and not really the legal aspect of the situation. I
would hate that sort of situation to intrude into
the dog-racing sport because of the association's
now having the final say.

The member for Canning has moved motions in
this House dealing with appeal provisions ror
racing organisations, and that sort of thing. He
has not done that at his own behest, but on
representations by people who feel they have been
aggrieved by the judgments or the administrators
of various sports. That is a matter which appears
to need attention in the future. Previously the
Minister was empowered to determine the
number of meetings each club held. Under the
new legislation a maximum of 60 meetings is set,
plus one extra meeting which the Minister may
grant.

Normally under the Act which covers racing
clubs, and as far as metropolitan race meetings
and meetings of trotting associations are
concerned, the number of meetings is limited, but
the Minister may grant extra meetings when
functions are conducted for charitable purposes.
Such a situation is not covered by this Bill, which
is a pity. If a limit is set, extra meetings should be
granted for a specific purpose. Indeed, 60
meetings would probably be the total number that
could be held on a course or a particular venue
each year. That would allow one meeting per
week, plus an extra meeting on holidays and long
weekends. That is a rather generous limit and I do
not think anyone would complain about it.

However, I believe the association should be
committed, because the Government is
committing itself to assisting financially in this
area and, on occasions, the Greyhound Racing
Association could be required to help charity by
conducting a meeting.

Under the Bill, the Auditor General is
empowered to check the accounts and the
Treasurer has the right to charge a ree for
checking the association's accounts.-.The powers
contained in the Greyhound Racing Control Act
are repeated in this Bill, with all the usual

ramifications. However, there is an unusual
provision to the effect that in the course of
conducting and promoting greyhound racing, the
association may consult, join, affiliate, and
maintain liaison with other associations or bodies
concerned with the breeding or racing or horses or
greyhounds.

I do not know why such an affiliation is
required. It could be that the horse racing
aulthorities have a representative on the TAB and
it is probably advisable ror the greyhound
association to maintain a good relationship with
them, so that the TAB looks on it favourably. In
the past there have been arguments between the
two racing associations as to whether they get a
fair deal, because of the percentage allocation of
income from the TAB. Nevertheless, it appears to
me the affiliation between racehorses and
greyhounds is rather strange.

On the whole, the legislation is necessary to
correct a situation for which no-one can be
blamed. Indeed, everyone who entered into the
arrangement intially did so with the idea of
achieving the best results. One should bear in
mind also that, less than 20 years ago, there
would not have been a greyhound in this State,
but now 5 000 greyhounds are registered in
Western Australia; so it can be seen the industry
has grown and it must be cultivated to the extent
that it can stand on its own feet.

When the Government first released notice of
its intentions in this regard, I made a Press
statement to the effect that I agreed with what
the Minister proposed. Although some people
have the wrong idea about the situation, because
a loan is being made to the association, as I
pointed out earlier, the loan is not a handout.

I do not believe that, in the past, it has been the
usual tendency for the TAB to promote business.
However, the TAB has probably been encouraged
by the Government to cover as many race
meetings as possible in the interests of business.
Indeed, the TAB has become involved in the
favourite numbers game and that has attracted a
reasonable amount of support. It has been
involved in a few other ventures and this has been
of advantage to the TAB. I believe it is involved
with the financing of radio broadcasting and it is
possible it may be called on, at a later stage, to be
involved in the third television station which is
being contemplated for the purpose of relaying
sport on closed Circuit television.

Originally the TAB was not set up to induce
patronage, but that was a rather unrealistic
attitude. It is possible the Government of the day
was trying to placate the people in the community
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who opposed the establishment of TABs.
However, once the business is established, it is
sound business practice to ensure it is profitable,
otherwise there is no sense in having it. It is the
responsiblity of Government to collect finance
from TAB turnover in order that it may carry out
its activities in this State: therefore, we have to
cultivate the business of the TAB to the extent
that people can afford. Indeed, it is only the
people who can judge how much they can afford
to invest in gambling.

I support the legislation. It will put an end to
the duplication of activities which has caused
difficulties in the past and we can only hope
that, in the future, things will run more smoothly
and the Government will not be called upon by
the industry for financial assistance. It must be
borne in mind that the loan is self supporting and
not a handout, but the Government is frequently
required to assist other organisations with no
financial return for its efforts.

1 support the Bill.
MR MeIVER (Avon) 13.29 p.m.]: I also

support the legislation before us. The Opposition
spokesman in charge of the Bill-the member for
Welshpool-has covered adequately the
provisions contained in it and has presented to the
Parliament a very comprehensive report on the
various aspects of the legislation. However, I wish
to make some brief comments in support of the
Bill with which we are dealing.

Firstly, the Government was wrongly criticised
by people who did not understand fully the
greyhound racing industry in Western Australia.
We must realise that, although greyhound racing
is another form of gambling in many people's
eyes, it is also a further industry in this State.

When we consider the greyhound racing
industry in Victoria and New South Wales we
realise that it is an important industry because the
turnover in those States amounts to millions of
dollars. Greyhound racing proceeds far exceed the
proceeds from trotting and horse racing. It is a
tremendous industry in Victoria and New South
Wales; however, to counteract that statement
people often say that we must consider the
population of those States and compare it with
ours.

We must bear in mind that greyhound racing in
Western Australia is only in its infancy and its
real value has yet to be appreciated by the
majority of people in this State. When we analyse
the industry we note that there are many people
employed; there are the trainers, the dog owners
and the people who provide pet food, ete. I do not
think I need emphasise the tremendous revenue

this industry adds to the economy of Western
Australia. However, there has been a downturn in
the industry in this State.

Members may recall that when this Bdi was
introduced many people opposed it on the grounds
that we would be introducing a criminal element
into the community, with people coming from the
Eastern States. However, when we consider the
stringent conditions contained in the original
legislation we realise that it will be very well
controlled. We were also fortunate that Mr Max
Ward, the Secretary of the WA Racing Control
Board, came to Western Australia. He has a great
knowledge of the industry and is fully aware of
the types of people who are attracted to it. When
we consider dfie people involved in the industry we
realise that the element it was suggested would be
involved is not.

The first president of the Cannington
Greyhound Association was Don Daw. a senior
member of the R & I Bank. Mr Jack Gabbedy,
who also was a member of the R & I Bank, was
also in the foundation of greyhound racing in
Western Australia. Mr Ernie Clark and Mrs
Gwen Paterson were two of the people on the
inaugural committee. Those people on the
committee were most judicious in their decisions
and made great contributions to the industry.
That foundation which was solidly laid has been
followed by the present president, Mr Saddler.

I often go to the greyhound racing because I
like the sport and I was delighted when it was
introduced into Western Australia. 1 can
remember when we had a meeting equal to an
inter-dominion trotting meeting which attracted
to Western Australia some of the best greyhounds
in Australia and the amount of publicity received
by Western Australia was most gratifying.

Initially. there were no bookmakers at the
greyhound racing meetings because that was one
of the provisions in the legislation. However, it
was felt that there was a need for bookmakers and
since they have been at Cannington Central for
some time it has proved to be a definite advantage
to greyhound racing in Western Australia.

When the sport was first introduced into
Western Australia I expended a considerable
amount of time and effort in an attempt to have
greyhound racing take place as Northam.
Unfortunately, the people who were opposed to it
did not understand greyhound racing and opposed
it for the reasons I outlined earlier. Those people
failed to realise the economies of greyhound
racing and what it could do for a country area.

I offer full marks to the town of Mandurah
which went ahead and established the industry
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when other towns were talking about it. As the
Minister indicated when he introduced the Bill.
that industry in Mandurah is showing a profit.

I am critical of the selfish attitude of the
Western Australian Trotting Association with
regard to greyhound racing. During the
discussions we had whilst trying to establish
greyhound racing in Northam, one venue
suggested was the Northam trotting track. It was
felt that that venue would be ideal because
Facilities such as the totalisator were there.

Unfortunately at that time we had some very
negative people on the local authority and they,
opposed this suggestion most strongly, and wished
a new track 10 be established: having no regard
for the east it would involve.

I trust that in the future the policy of the
Western Australian Trotting Association will
change and that it will not be so selfish.' A
direction was issued to all trotting clubs in
Western Austrlia that greyhound racing was not
to be conducted on trotting tracks in country
areas. I was most irate about this and I wrote to
the then ChicF Secretary (Mr O'Neil) and
protested about the decision of the Western
Australian Trotting Association. I asked him to
intervene firstly to give country people the
pleasure and advantage of greyhound racing and
secondly so that the greyhound racing industry
could improve economically by establishing
greyhound racing in country regions.

The industry will not improve economically
unless we develop further centres-country
regional centres. When we do that we will find the
industry will go ahead in leaps and bounds. If one
looks at any newspaper from the States of New
South Wales or Victoria one finds that racing
occurs on every weekday, either in the city or in
the country.

Mr Williams: Don't you think one of the
reasons the industry is successful in those States
and not successful here is the fact that New South
Wales and Victoria have populations of four
million, as against one million in this State?

Mr MeIVER: I mentioned earlier that as an
argument people would say those States have a
greater population, but we must realise that New
South Wales and Victoria experienced teething
problems initially, just as we are experiencing
them in this State.

Mr Williams: They still had a greater
population, even during their teething problems.

Mr MelVER: In reply to that I would say that
if we provide regional centres for greyhound
racing More people would be able to participate in
the industry as owners and trainers. We would

have more dogs competing at a higher standard,
and the competition would improve. Therefore,
the industry would improve and more people
would go to country areas just as they go now to
participate in trotting and horse racing in the
regional centres oF Bunbury, Pinjarra. York,
Northam. Beverley, and so on.

Unfortunately'Western Australia has too many
people who are prepared to knock greyhound
racing without having a full knowledge of what it
entails.

I come back to the main point I wish to
emphasise. The industry will not advance while
the Wecstern Australian Trotting Association
persists in its selfish attitude. The greyhound
industry will be retarded if this selfishness
continues. The Western Australian Trotting
Association must be educated; it is in a bad
enough mess financially without trying to retard
a not he r i nd ust ry. I f the i nd ust ry ca n be developed
in country areas, trotting meetings should be held
on one night of the week and greyhound racing on
another night.

The Government is to be commended on the
stand it has taken. I noticed in the Press a ilttr
from people who are concerned that the
Government should spend money on the
greyhound industry instead of on the provision of
eycleways.

Mr Hassell: I answered that, and the
newspaper actually published my letter.

Mr MeIVER: Unfortunately I missed the
Minister's reply. I am aware that the
Governments of America and the United
Kingdom have spent millions of dollars on the
provision of cycleways, and they have found that
after three months cyclists go back to the
highways, and do not utilise the cycleways. I hope
our State Government does not fall into that trap.

Mr Clarko: I would hope the Government
would spend money on cycleways, if it is spent
properly.

Mr McIVER: 1 do not say I am completely
opposed to cycleways. However, I do not want to
be diverted from the Bill.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crane): I was
wondering whether cycleways have anything to do
with the Bill.

Mr MOIVER: Let me just point out that some
countries have found that the best way to
accommodate cyclists is to widen highways. I will
give the member for Karrinyup some literature
which substantiates my argument, and perhaps he
will improve his knowledge.
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Mr Williams: You said the (rotting association
is in trouble. Maybe that is the reason it is trying
to stop greyhound racing; perhaps it realises there
are only so many dollars to go around.

Mr Mel VER. It is up to the trotting association
to provide more stake money and to look at its
own financial situation. It has wasted a lot of
money on the provision or stands and facilities at
Gloucester Park. I am the first to admit in this
place that Gloucester Park is a magnificent venue,
and I am not here to denigrate the Western
Australian Trotting Association, because it has a
great record. However, I think the attitude of the
association to greyhound racing is selfish. Liaison
should occur between the dog racing, horse
racing, and trotting industries. It is of no use for
them to fight one another only to see one go down
the financial plughole, as perhaps would have
been the case with greyhound racing had the
Government not introduced this Bill.

I wholeheartedly support the measure, and I
endorse the remarks of the member for
Welshpool. I emphasise again that the
Government must consider the greyhound racing
industry and nurse it through its initial stages. I
hope the industry will ride the criticism and the
bumps it is receiving. Let me point out that people
have plenty of ammunition with which to criticise
the Government rather than criticising it for
assisting the greyhound racing industry which will
not only keep the industry alive but also salvage
the situation of many people who have invested
thousands of dollars in it.

1 wish all concerned with the industry
continued success. I wish the new board every
success in its operations.

In conclusion I emphasise that there must be a
greater spirit of co-operation between the various
racing fraternities in Western Australia. I hope to
see Western Australia become a leading State in
respect of greyhound racing. We have
magnificent facilities at Cariningtun Central; I do
not think any other State has facilities of that
standard.

With those remarks, 1 indicate my support of
the measure.

MR HASSELL (Cottesloe-Chief Secretary)
[3.48 p.m.]: 1 thank the member for Welshpool
and the member for Avon for their support of the
legislation. I cannot help but observe that I have
three significant Bills before the House today.
The first one was supported by the Opposition
with some reservations, the second was supported
with fewer reservations, and the third has been
wholeheartedly supported. That leaves me
wondering whether we should not continue the

debate on various other Bills I have on the notice
paper in the hope that this recent display of
support will carry those Bills through, as well.

Mr Bertram: 1 think you would be grievously
disappointed.

Mr HASSELL: I guessed that might bc the
case, but I wondered whether I could continue my
good run and perhaps deal with some other Bills!

Mr Mclver: Sometimes the road becomes a
little corrugated when you think it is smooth.

Mr H-ASSELL: I realise that. Still, it is going
so well, and it is all so quiet, it is a pity we cannot
finish them off.

I thank particularly the member for Avon for
pointing out what he described as the wrong or
incorrect criticism of the Government over this
measure. We acted most carefully in moving on
the greyhound racing industry. We appointed a
committee to consider it; and the committee did
that' very carefully. The committee consisted of
Mr Shimmon, the director of the Chief
Secretary's Department, Mr Ron Ewing, who has
worked in the financial area of the Government
for many years, and who is well respected in the
community, and Mr Molyneux, the chairman of
the Greyhound Racing Control Board. They spent
several months examining the industry, and
deciding what could be done for it.

We made it clear to the members of the
committee that they had to tell us what the
options were. One of the options was to close
down the industry, to say that it had failed and
that the Financial debt burden was so great that
the problems could not be solved; to say that the
attendances were falling, that the sport was
waning, and therefore that we should "wrap it up,
send it home, and be done with it". That was not
the conclusion they reached, on a very careful
balancing. They looked at the industry and said,
"There are a lot of people involved". as the
member for Avon mentioned. "There are a lot of
supporting industries, and there is a lot of
interest, quite apart from the gambling side. If a
way can be found to put it on a firm Financial
footing, at least it has a chance." That was
recognised because the body which has not had a
heavy debt burden, the Mandurah association,
has been able to succeed. The Mandurab
association has been able to succeed admirably,
with quite a small measure of support, if one
counts the number of people attending the
meetings.

In relation to the industry, we reached the
conclusion that if a way could be found, it should
be found. However, we had to Find a way that did
not involve Government Finance because, as
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members know,. there is no Government finance
available. The Government does not have $1.65
million available in its coffers to put into any
sport at the moment. The Government is
committed fully to providing the essential and
basic services for the community. in the most
difficult conditions, without Finding anything for
what is purely at sectional form of recreation.

It is in that respect that I want to say
something contrary to what has been said by the
member for Avon. He went to some pains to
criticise the Western Australian Trotting
Association: and he described that association as
.,selfish". He ought to reflect before he continues
those criticisms. On the proposals now before us.
the survival of the greyhound racing industry
depended on the support of the Western
Australian Trotting Association and the Western
Australian Turf Club. because there was no
possibility that the TAB could have taken $1.65
million and placed it in this investment
arrangement on the extremely favourable
conditions which apply-no interest for If-ive years,
and then a very low rate of interest for the
balance of the period-unless it had been
supported by those two bodies. Therefore,
whatever might have been the attitude of the
trotting association or of the turf club in the past,
the greyhound racing industry literally has to
thank those bodies for its survival now. I suggest
to the member for Avon. with sincerity, that he
should re-examine those comments, or at least
think whether they bear repetition.

Mr Mclvcr: I fully appreciate the point you
made. However I think that with the greyhound
racing industry, if its economy is to expand, there
must be more centres created in regional towns:'
and the trotting club, in many respects, holds the
key to t ha t.

Mr HASSELL: That may be so. I shall canvass
that issue no"'. because I was going to say, based
on what the member for Avon and the member
for Welshpool said, that the racing and trotting
industries are going through a period of
adjustment. There are difficulties between the
city and the country in both organisations, in
relation to meetings and the allocation of race
days, and race nights for that matter.

The member for Welshpool raised this issue i n
a different way when he referred to the occasional
concern about appeals and the conflict within the
industry between the different interests-country
club interests as against city interests. and
different sectional interests.

Mr Jamieson: Personalities.

Mr HASSELL: It is not always personalities. I
am sure they may come into it: but sometimes
there is tension between the interests of the riders.
the owners, the trainers, and so on.

WVe have taken a very firm stance by saying
that the horse racing and trotting industries
should regulate themselves, and that we will not
interfere. I do everything I can to discourage
groups from coming to me as Chief Secretary and
saying "The Government has got to help us with
this." We do not want to become involved in
running racing or trotting, or greyhound racing,
for that matter.

Mr Davies: What about quarter horse racing?
Mr HASSELL: I can assure the Leader of the

Opposition we do not want to become involved in
that, either.

Mr Davies: You are doing very well in
interfering, giving some directions.

Mr HASSELL: Let me explain the
Government's position. It must be recognised that
these chief bodies-the trotting body, the racing
body. and the new greyhound racing body-have
the dual functions of being entrepreneurs
themselves with their own headquarters, and of
being regulatory bodies as well-are responsible
for the whole industry, and responsible for the
resolution of conflict between the different
interests within the industries.

When it came to quarter horse racing, we said
to the racing club that it should deal with this
matter as a regulatory body, and not deal with it
simply as a body representative of the interests of
the existing industry. That is all we could ask the
club to do. We are not entitled to ask for more.

Mr Davies: It is how you asked, and why they
had to deal with it. Why were they required to
interest themselves?

Mr HASSELL: They were required. firstly,
because they were the regulatory body: and they
had to separate their regulatory role from their
own self-interest. More importantly, they are the
regulatory body because they undertook many
years ago that they would provide for all the
racing interests in the State.

I am not saying, and the Government has never
said, that quarter horse racing must be permitted
on a complete basis in this State for all time, or
that it will succeed economically. What we have
said is-

Mr Davies: "Do it or else!"
Mr HASSELL: No, we have never said that.
Mr Davies: It looked like it.
Mr H-ASSELL: We have never said-
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Mr Davies: Have you ever been to the races
lately, and talked to a lot of the committeemen?

Mr HASSELL: I have talked to a lot of the
committeemen.

Mr Davies. You wouldn't be at the races, would
you?

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Blaikie): Order!
Mr HASSELL: The bodies which have a dual

role must recognise the two aspects of that role.
That will be the case with the establishment of
the greyhound racing association. it will assume
the dual role of being the conductor of greyhound
racing meetings at Cannington, and of regulating
the whole industry.

The association will have to think about the
Mandurab association, which is separate. It will
have to ensure it does not operate its own back
yard operations without regard for the interests of
others and without regard for what the member
for Avon said of the need in the future-I think it
will arrive in time-for other venues to be
considered.

In starting my next comment, I stress 1 am not
putting forward any proposal which is currently
before the Government. I do have reason to
believe that not all people interested in racing and
trotting, and perhaps greyhound racing, would
look adversely at the idea of the establishment one
day of a racing commission. In time it may be
that such a move would be in the best interests of
those industries as a whole, and responding to
what the member for Avon said about the need
for co-operation, there could be a need for a
racing commission which would assume the
regulatory functions as against the club and
entrepreneurial functions.

Mr B. T. Burke: Sounds like a good idea.
Mr Davies: Is this committee to have a "Big

Brother" role'!
Mr HASSELL: So far as this greyhound racing

committee is concerned, the committee is
intended to reflect the existing structures in the
horse racing and trotting industries whereby it
will regulate the whole industry without having a
separate greyhound racing control board. One of
the reasons for getting rid of that board is to
economise. As I said in my second reading speech,
it is certainly not intended to cast any reflection
on the people who have served on that board with
a great deal of self-sacrifice in some cases over a
long period of time. Economies have been effected
already because the operations of the board are
being moved from Adelaide Terrace to
Cannington Central where provision for the
administrative structure of greyhound racing is
being made.

The member for Welsh pool covered the history
of the matter and demonstrated his undoubted
knowledge of the background of the industry and
I appreciated hearing his comments. The member
for Avon made some very important points and
mentioned that the industry will need to be
nursed. I could not agree more. I said in the
second reading speech that the arrangements we
have made will not of themselves solve the
problems of this industry. The industry Will
survive and succeed only if all those involved in it
are now able to put their confidence in it and go
forward and make investment in money-cold
hard cash-and make investments in support and
activity. The financial arrangements which have
been made are really beneficial in their
structure-i almost said generous, because they
are not what someone could arrange with a bank.
Those financial arrangements provide a base on
which the industry can say "Here is our chance to
get ourselves into gear and go forward."

The next step was the establishment of a
committee of five. I believe the Financial
arrangements are important and that the
membership of this committee is equally
important, because if the members of the
committee are people who are not ready to take
up the challenge of doing what has to be done, the
new structure itself will not save the industry. On
this occasion, one thing can be said very clearly:
There is no comeback; there are no further
opportunities we can foresee being given to this
industry. It must go forward.

I shall deal very briefly with one point raised by
the member for Welsh pool when he suggested the
maximum meetings specified could perhaps
include an extra meeting. I refer to clause 30 (3)
which states that the association may apply to the
Minister for approval to conduct a race meeting
in addition to those it is permitted to conduct
under subelause (I ).

It is the intention that that clause should not
apply to only one meeting. It is the intention that
multiple applications could theoretically be made.
I am not certain in my own mind that that is what
it says, but I put it to the member that that is the
intention. I will cheek the matter further.

I conclude by thanking the Opposition for its
support. Naturally we have reached conclusions
similar to those of members of the Opposition,
which is why the Bill is before the House. We
trust that the Operations represented by this Bill
succeed and continue to succeed.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
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In C'ommittee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in
the Chair: Mr Hassell (Chief Secretary) in
charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to040 put and passed.
Schedule I-
Mr JAMIESON: I would like to find out from

the Minister what he intends to do about the
committee. I imagine he would want a fair
number of the old administration "reincarnated'.
The other body had lawyer members and all sorts
of extraneous people whom I do not expect will be
reappointed. But there is a smaller body of people
who may be and I would like to hear what the
Minister has to say.

Mr HASSELL: Whilst I cannot concede that
lawyers are extraneous-

Mr Jamieson: In greyhound racing they are!
Mr HASSELL: In fairness to the lawyer who

has worked on the board, he has been an excellent
member.

Mr Jamieson: Yes, they have been. I do not
know the last one.

Mr HASSELL: Mir Tolson has put in a lot of
work. I cannot answer the member's query
precisely because no decision has been made as to
any member to be appointed to the committee.
This has been deliberate because various people
have been making suggestions to me. The member
would know that this always happens in these
situations. I believed the committee was of such
importance to the scheme of things that it was
necessary to hold back before I got down to
considering that aspect. I will say however that no
member appointed to the committee will be
representative of any club or body. Every member
appointed will be expected to be there
independently to do his best for the whole
greyhound racing industry. Therefore I will not
have people coming to me saying this man or that
man should be appointed to represent this or that
group or body. I would not exclude from the
committee any person who has an interest in
greyhound racing, but whoever is appointed would
have to be committed to the entire industry and
not just a section of it. The industry is in a
delicate condition and must be given a chance to
go forward as a whole.

Mr JAMIESON: I have a query about a
person's membership being terminated after being
absent from three consecutive meetings of the
committee except when he has been granted leave
by the Minister. This type of legislation often
receives amendments to correct the terminology
of this sort of provision. Someone might go

overseas when there are no scheduled meetings
and then something suddenly blows up which
causes three of four meetings to be held on
successive days. I hope the Minister will protect
this sort of situation. A fellow might fly off to
Bali and become incommunicado because he
thinks his commitments are covered. He cannot
submit an apology and does not have a clearance
from the Minister and so is liable to lose office if
he misses three consecutive meetings.

Mr HASSELL: I understand the wording to be
standard and I am aware of the sort of problem
the member has referred to. I will check that
point as well as the interpretation in relation to
clause 27.

Schedule put and passed.
Schedules 2 and 3 put and passed.
Title put and passed

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the

report adopted.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third
reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Hassell
(Chief Secretary), and transmitted to the Council.

STATE TRANSPORT CO-ORDINATION
BILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 7 April.
MR MeOVER (Avon) [4.15 p.m.]: in replying

to the previous debate the Chief Secretary stated
it was a good day for the Government because
matters were going through smoothly, without
opposition.

Mr H-assell: No, just mine.
Mr McIVER: However. I am afraid that

situation has come to a full stop.
Several members interjected.
Mr MOlVER: The Bill before us will change

the structure of the office of the Director General
of Transport (Mr Knox) following his retirement.
From the remarks I have just made, it is quite
apparent that the Opposition opposes the Bill in
its present form.

The Bill contains all the necessary provisions
for the establishment of a new semi-Government
agency which almost certainly will become known
as the office of the Co-ordinator General of
Transport. In other words, the present office will
be restructured so that the people responsible can
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advise the Minister on his Government's policies
in regard to transport. During the past week or so
we have read in the Press about the situation of
the economy throughout Australia. It has been
strongly emiphasised in various editions of
newspapers that the Commonwealth Government
must conserve money. To restructure the office of
the Director General of Transport as outlined in
the Bill will create only an increase in the
bureaucracy in the field of transport and will
place a greater financial burden on the taxpayers
'of Western Australia.

Over the years, particularly in the field of
transport, we have had countless inquiries and
committees. No other facet of our lives has been
as investigated, as reported upon, and
recommendations made in regard to, than the
field of transport. If one would like to add the
sums of money involved in those committees, one
would see that it runs into millions of dollars.
When we consider the situation of transport in
Western Australia following all those
recommendations by all those committees, can we
say transport in Western Australia has advanced?
It is the general consensus that instead of
restructuring and creating a new office within the
director general's section of the Department of
Transport, the Minister should incorporate it in
the Transport Commission. I will refer to that
matter in far greater detail and highlight my
reasons directly. Over the years. the committees
established have made recom menda tions, but
those recommendlations on many occasions have
not been implemented.

I pause for at moment to emphasise my remarks
recorded in Hansard. I think it is important and
pertinent to my opposition to the legislation that
members take note of my remarks,

On 2 October 1980 the Minister replied to a
question I asked him on 13 August 1980. 1 asked
how many reports had been prepared for or on
behalf of various agencies in his portfolio of
Transport during the previous 10 years. excluding
annual reports. I appreciate the work that had to
be carried out to obtain the answer because the
matter concerns something requiring
comprehensive inquiry, and would have entailed
much work for the officers involved. However.
that information is relevant to the Bill before the
H ouse.

We find that the numbers of such reports are ats
follows-

Westrail-32.
Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport
Trust-S.
lDirector General of Transport-31.

He is referred to in this Bill. To continue-

Transport Commission-Nil.
Albany Port Authority-9
Bunbury Port Authority-6
Esperance Port Authority-A.
Fremantle Port Authority- 13.
Geraldion Port Authority-4.
Port Hedland Port Authority-27.
Taxi Control Board-Nil.
WA Coastal Shipping Commission-I 1.

I will continue with the answer, and I want
members to bear with me because this matter is
important. To continue-

Public Reports prepared for or on behalf of
the transport agencies listed in parliamentary
question number 183 of 13th August .1980 in
the ten years prior to that date.

Westrail-
Report on assessed cost of electrification of

Perth suburban railway, ELRAI L.
August 1979

Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport
Trust
Impact of Flat Fare System, WILBUR

SMITH & ASSOCIATES, 1976.
MTT Perth Network Study, WILBUR

SMITH & ASSOCIATES, 1976,
An Evaluation of the Optimum Service Life

of Buses in the Perth Metropolitan
Transport Fleet. W.D. SCOTT &
ASSOCIATES, 1976.

Management Information System,
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1976.

Director General of Transport-
Development of Capital Expenditure

Evaluation for the Western Australian
Coastal Shipping Commission. P.A.
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
PTY. LTD., 1970

Report on Analysis of Road-Rail Transport
in Western Australia, Parts 1, 2 and 3,
P.O. PAK-POY & ASSOCIATES,
September 1970-January 1971.

Perth Regional Transport Study 1970, R.S.
NIELSON AND OTHERS, January
1971.

Perth Regional Transport Study 1972, C.B.
MACLENNAN AND OTHERS, April
1972.

Report on Optimum Axle Load Analysis for
the Pilbara Region, MAUNSELL &
PARTNERS PTY. LTD.. September
1971.

The list continues under the heading "Director
General of Transport" and lists other reports
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under the headings "Albany Port Authority" and
"Fremantle Port Authority".

Mr Davies: They seem to have been singularly
Successful.

Mr MeIVER: Not only successful-the amount
of money the Government has spent on transport
inquiries by private consultants is enormous. As I
stated earlier, it must run into millions of dollars.
Probably the Government will say the expenditure
each time was necessary because of the particular
Situation. However, already we have heard in this
Chamnber-I will not harp on this-that because
of the economy of the situation the closure of the
Fremantle-Perth railway line was necessary. The
decision was wholly and solely based on economic
reasons. Now we will have set up another advisory
body; a restructured office of the Director
General of Transport. No doubt more private
consultants will be engaged irrespective of the
point that recommendations must go to the
Minister for his perusal and final determination.

Why should there not be a section of the
Transport Commission that can do all these
things in regard to reports and eliminate the
referral to private consultants? On many
occasions the private consultants are
academics-I do not say this unkindly of
them-and pose their personal theories when
making recommendations. When it comes to the
operation of their theories it is seen that they are
unworkable. It is like the situation in some of our
armed forces where a person is appointed as an
officer but probably has been in the clerical
section only, not in the field. He is placed in
charge of an infantry section and is well out of his
depth. However, if a person has come
through the ranks and been involved in all
aspects, he can make a greater contribution. I
think the same applies in all walks of life.

Many of the people the Government employs
base their conclusions wholly and solely on
theories, and when they are put into practice, they
just do not work. That is why the Government
time and time again cannot implement the
recommendations it receives. I do not believe we
will assist the transport situation in Western
Australia in any way by restructuring the office
of the Director General of Transport.

The essential purpose of the co-ordinator
general is to recommend to the Minister that
certain courses be followed in various forms of
transport in the State. With the instrumentalities
available to us and the expertise within the
structures of those instrumentalities available to
us, already we have that source for
recommendations. We do not need a separate

body to advise the Minister because the
instrumentalities and the expertise arc already
established within the transport structure. What
the Government is saying in relation to transport
is that we must have this additional body. I
honestly believe-I am strongly supported by my
colleagues in this-that we do not need the new
office.

The Minister in his second reading speech
states-

... the Government was not attracted to the
idea of establishing an authority which might
have an inbuilt bureaucratic tendency to
grow, creating more problems than solutions,
and retarding decision-making effectiveness
and building up piles of paperwork.

It cannot be denied that the new authority will
grow and grow from the moment of its
establishment. This is what this section will do if
it is brought into being.

As I have stated on other occasions it is quite
obvious the Government has made up its mind
and will implement its decision. I think the
Government should have a closer look at the
situation and discuss the matter With the people
concerned, particularly, the Commissioner of
Transport, and obtain views to determine whether
it is more beneficial to have a section of the
Transport Commission to deal specifically with
matters involving transport for now and the
future. The Transport Commission would still
function in its administrative role, the role for
which it was established.

I think my suggestion is important and should
be considered seriously. When we are in the
Committee stage of this Bill I will speak on
several clauses. I trust that with the Minister's
approval we can have the Bill amended in another
place. I endeavoured to place amendments on the
notice paper but due to reasons beyond my
control this was not possible.

I will return to the effectiveness of these
agencies on transport generally within the State.
Although they have been paid large sums of
money and have approached their task with a
great amount of dedication and honesty, I
sincerely believe they have made little
contribution to the advancement of transport in
the State. So 1 think we should look in another
direction: we should look at our own Transport
Commission. I do not think it is necessary to have
a Director General of Transport.

Without being derogatory. I believe that the
first appointment to this position was a political
one. The Director General of Transport has done
a great job in this State in the way he has
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approached his duties. Ihowever, we must look at
the cold, hard economics of the situation-the
Government is always telling the Opposition that
is wha 'ye must do. By eliminating this section
and shifting the work to the Transport
Commission-with its expertise and knowledge of
transport in the State-we could save money i n
I he transport field. One can talk a bout all sorts of
policies, but policies are no good without the
finance to implement them. It is evident that the
urban development programme will be eliminated
because of the policies of the Federal
Government.

I do not think there is any need for me to
labour these points any further. I have indlicated
the way the Opposition views the situation.
However. I would like to bring one small matter
to the Minister's attention. Can he ensure that the
annual report is tabled in both Houses of the
Parliament by 30 October each year'? I know this
happened last year, but on many, oceastons annual
reports can be up to two months late. The
Minister referred specifically to this matter in his
second reading speech.

With those remarks I indicate to the Minister
and to the Government that the Opposition is
opposed strongly to the measure before us.

MR RUSHITON (Dale-Minister for
Transport) 14.33 p.m.]: I must say to the member
for Avon that I understand why the Opposition
opposes this change. I understand that the Labor
Party policy is to support the idea of a department
of transport rather than the sort of federation of
transport we favour. In my opinion a department
of transport would be bureaucratic and very
costly.

Back in 1966, Mr Cyril Wayne made
recommendations for the future of transport in
this State, and although the recom mendat(ions
have not been followed completely some of them
have been implemented.

Sonic other States have ministries of transport,
and then many people are employed in the
ministry itself and various director general
instrumentalities related to it.

I would like to give members an idea of what is
being done, and I hope it will influence the
Opposition to change its mind. However, as I said,
I accept the fact that the Opposition favours a
department of transport, and not our idea of a
Minister co-ordinating 14 agencies. From my
inquiries I found that most of the other States
have followed our concept of a Director General
of Transport. The staffs in some of the other
States number up to 70 people. but our director
general has 13 people, including the director

general, and these people support the Minister in
at number of ways relating to his portfolio. So it is
very hard to agree that we will incur extra costs.

As we proceed with transport projects,
including Perth 2000, the personnel and
resources used by the director general in the
performance of his duties will be examined
constantly and pruned if necessary. I would like
the member for Avon to bear this in mind.

When we look at the original legislation which
provided for the appointment of a Director
General of Transport, we see that the
Government of the day did not intend that the
incumbent of this position should direct people
such ats the Commissioner of Transport, the
Commissioner of Main Roads, or the
Commissioner of Railways. He has another role,
and it is fitting that we should delineate that role
properly-as the co-ordinator of transport he will
be performing the tasks referred to and be
appropriately named.

I have taken note of the points made by the
member for Avon. For instance, he said that
reports are not worth having unless they can be
translated into action. He recited a Vihole list of
reports that have been carried out within the
Westrail organisation. Obviously Westrail wanted
to examine various facets of its activities with a
view t0 improving its performance. I believe the
officers of Westrail are very practical people.

Mr Mclver: Could I just interject for a
moment'? It is not Westrail which has conducted
these inquiries-it is agencies which have
conducted inquiries on behalf of Westrail, and I
am concerned about the cost incurred by the
Government to employ these people.

Mr RUSHTON: Westrail has conducted a
number of in-house reports and a number of
studies have been carried out externally. These
were financed to a considerable degree by the
Commonwealth Government. Members will recall
that one of the recommendations of the "razor
gang" was that this sort of funding will cease, and
I believe we will regret the fact that these
activities will no longer be funded in this way.

I must agree with the point made by the
honourable member-it is no good having a
report just for the sake of having a report. One
needs to undertake a study with the intention of
implementing its recommndications. We have a
challenge to improve the efficiency of our
transport system. and I believe the Minister of the
day has a responsibility in this regard.

It is not just the responsibility of a consultant to
carry out a study and report to an
instrumentality, it is up to the Minister to see that
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the report is developed so that it is practical for
implementation. lDuring the time I have been
responsible for this portfolio, not many studies
have been undertaken. However, where studies
are undertaken, the form. criteria, and terms of
reference were agreed upon before the studies
commenced. Then we ensured that the study
developed so that it was practical to implement
the recommendations.

On the point that we should close down the
office of Director General of Transport. I believe
the honourable member made a false claim when
he said that our proposals will cost more money.
In fact, they will cost less, because as time goes by
we ma)' need to employ fewer people.

Mr Mclver: How many times have we heard
that?

Mr RUSHTON: It is no different-
Mr Davies: It is never different from what you

said before.
Mr RUSHTON: We are creating a new

organisation and we arc delineating its activities.
We examined whether this research and policy
recommendation role should be carried out by thle
Director General of Transport. We made
inquiries of the relevant people in Government
circles and in external research, and we reached
the decision that it would not be a practical
solution to transfer the director gceral's
responsibilities to the Commissioner of Transport
despite the fact I hold Mr Dyson in very high
regard.

Mr Melver: It would be an autonomous body
attached to that, doing the same job you are
trying to establish.

Mr RUSHTON: So it would not be any
different. We must remember there Is no
department of transport. and the co-ordinator
general would be one means through which the
Minister of the day could organist special work. I
have used the services of the Director General of
Transport for developing special projects. His
services have been extremely beneficial in this
regard because of the expertise he can make
available. As members know, once a department
is set up. the people in the department tend to
grow in number. But we do not have this situation
with our present structure.

So the main point put forward in opposition to
our proposal was that the Opposition believes it is
unnecessary. The Opposition is entitled to that
point of view, because it supports the concept of a
department of transport.

Having examined the situation in all the other
States, and having had the additional benefit of

all the external reports of the studies which have
been undertaken. I believe we are going about this
in the best possible way. I realise it is vital to
obtain the best value possible for our money. but I
point out that, having regard for inflation, the
new co-ordinator general administration will not
cost any more than the director general. I am
quite confident it will be a more efficient
organisation because we are structuring it to
respond to our day-to-day needs. For instance, the
committee structure wvill be composed of people
from the private and the public sector who have
expertise in the necessary areas. The committee
structure within the present legislation hats not
been effective.

The member for Avon talked about urban
development and he said that money for this
development will not be forthcoming. Obviously
this is of considerable concern to me at the
present moment, but I received an indication from
the Federal Minister for Transport that this
money will be made available in the general
revenue allocation and we will be able to carry on
with our programme. Certainly, we mu ' t look at
ways to carry on our urban public transport
programme. We must look to methods such as
leasing equipment.

In summary, I must repeat that we believe in
this type of federation of departments with 14
departmental heads being accountable to the
Minister. This is direct contact, rather than
having a department in between the Minister and
the instrumentalities.

I have reviewed the need for the continuation of
such a research and policy-making body and I
believe it is necessary. All I can say is I hope the
Opposition gives the matter further consideration,
and recognises we are taking these steps for the
reasons of economy and efficiency.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Comniiie. etc.

Bill passed through Committee without debate,
reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third
reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr
Rushton (Minister for Transport). and
transmitted to the Council.
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ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Message: Appropriations

Message from the Governor received and read
recommending appropriations for the purposes of
the Bill.

TRANSPORT AMENDMENT DILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 5 May.
MR MeIVER (Avon) [4.48 p.m.]: The

principal objective of this Bill is to make it
mandatory for farmers to license any prime mover
as well as the trailers they may own. I mak it
plain at the outset that the Opposition strongly
supports this legislation.

Over the years, grain has been carried illegally
to ports by some of those involved in primary
industry. Although I sympathise with these
people, particularly when I consider the economy
of their farms, it gets down to the fact we must
have a firm policy on the matter. Over the years, I
have been consistent in my views and it would be
hypocritical if I changed ground now.

Last year, Westrail lost in excess of $2 million
because of the illegal carting of grain. I fully
appreciate the reasons primary producers may
wish to cart their own grain. Of course, they have
been anxious to save money, particularly over the
past few years when there has been inconsistent
rainfall in most agricultural areas and indeed, no
rainfall of any consequence in some areas which
has led to greatly reduced production of cereal
crops.

Many of the farmers who have acted illegally
have been quite genuine, but many have not.
Unfortunately in our society there are people who
are greedy, irrespective of whether they be
farmers, fruit growers, people in commerce, or
ordinary workers. When people are motivated by
greed, repercussions occur and unfortunately in
this ease the repercussions are that a Government
department is losing millions of dollars each year
by people taking advantage of a loophole in the
Transport Act.

The situation is that producers who own a
trailer are getting contractors to cart their
produce to the various centres by prime mover in
order to save money. This legislation is designed
to ensure the prime mover is also licensed. It will
not take away from the producer his right to cart
his own produce; I do not think anyone in this
Parliament would deny him that right.

I accept that the producers taking advantage of
this loophole would be in a minority when one

considers the vastness of the agricultural areas of
our State. However, when we realise that
Westrail is losing income amounting to $2 million
or $3 million each year, we accept that the
situation must be considered realistically, and the
legislation amended. Therefore, the main reason
for this legislation is to close that loophole, and
the Opposition strongly supports the
Government's action.

Naturally, there are many people who are
going to be very unhappy about this; they will say
they are being regulated. However, the transport
industry is a very complex one and needs strong
regulation. As I have said on other occasions in
this House, there is not another industry in
Australia which employs more people, directly or
indirectly, than the transport industry. So.
Governments must apply stringent policies which
must be adhered to.

Many people who should have been prosecuted
have not been prosecuted. Genuine producers may
have broken the law because of economic
hardship. However, they do not seem to realise
that when they break the law, they also affect
their own co-operative, Co-operative Sulk
Handling Limited, which exists wholly and solely
on the money producers put into the co-operative.
It is their co-operative; they own it and it is run
by the people they appoint to the board. Millions
of dollars has been invested to provide the best
facilities for producers in Western Australia. If
these facilities are not to be utilised because a
maj ority of producers refuse to utilise them, it will
mean a substantial loss to the entire industry.

I hope the Minister for Agriculture will correct
me if I am wrong but I understand a referendum
was held a couple of years ago asking producers
whether they wished to continue to use CBH
facilities or to utilise facilities provided privately.

Mr Old: CBH is really only a handling
company for the marketers of grain, rather than a
marketer itself-

Mr MOIVER: As I understand it, there were
certain factions from the Eastern States who
wanted to bypass the facilities of CBH.

Mr Old: No, that applied more to the
Australian Wheat Board, which is a marketer of
grain. CBH provides storage and handling
facilities which are utilised by the Australian
Wheat Board.

Mr McOVER: I appreciate the Minister's
interjection. I am sure you would recall. Mr
Acting Speaker (Mr Crane), how once upon a
time when there was an abundance of grain and a
lack of adequate facilities at railway sidings and
elsewhere that wheat used to lie around in the
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open in pig sties. Certainly, I do not want to see a
return to those days and I sincerely hope the
various storage facilities throughout the length
and breadth of our agricultural areas arc utilised
to the full in the coming seasons.

Mr Old: I think you are probably referring to a
recent High Court challenge insfituted by at Mr
Ubergang of New South Wales to the sole right
of the Australian Wheat Board to market wheat.
The case has not finally been settled. The High
Court found in favour of the Australian Wheat
Board but there has been an appeal, which has
not yet been heard. However, that has to do with
marketing, not CBH.

Mr MeIVER: I thank the Minister for
Agriculture for his interjection.

The fact is that millions of dollars of producers'
money has gone into providing CBH facilities and
if producers act illegally to bypass those
installations simply to save a few dollars, it will
have a detrimental long-term effect on them
personally and on the entire industry.

I offer that criticism constructively because as I
mentioned earlier I can appreciate the reasons
producers are acting illegally. However, we must
not allow the minority to affect the industry as a
whole. I have said time and time again when
speaking to amendments to transport legislation
that if we stray front the policies we lay down we
will get ourselves in trouble.

I do not believe they have yet come to grips
with the problem of what belongs to road and
what belongs to rail. Members have been
educated in the transport field to understand that,
ats far as bulk commodities are concerned it is far
cheaper for Westrail to handle them, Of course, I
refer to grain and ore traffic. Westrail is best
equipped to deal with those types of commodities.

However, we have to educate the people who,
up till the present time, have used the anomaly in
the Act to suit their own needs. We know that
drastic cuts could occur and sections of country
rail could be closed if this sort of practice
continues. We cannot have an operation which
continues to run at a deficit. The people to whom
I refer must decide whether they want the service.

An announcement has been made that a
downgrading will occur in country centres.
Bencubbin, in the electorate of the member for
Mt. Marshall, is one area which supports strongly
the continued use of Westrail for the transport of
wheat, wool, and superphosphate. The statistics
prove that to be the case. In other centres farmers
want to use the Government instrumentality ats a
sacred cow-they want to milk it but they do not
want to feed it. They want to use it for their own

convenience. We cannot operate a vast
instrumentality such as Westrail on those lines
today. We may have been able to do so years ago
when we received a good annual rainfall, but that
has not occurred for some years; therefore, the
legislation must be complied with.

Without labouring the point, I believe I have
outlined fully the reasons the Opposition supports
the legislation. The part of the Bill which refers to
funding of the Main Roads Department is a
minor issue and it is not as significant as the issue
to which I have referred. However, the Opposition
agrees with that proposition also.

I want to emphasise that the people concerned
should work together in a spirit of co-operation
irrespective of their personal feelings. It is
essential that this should occur. During the years
I have lived in country areas, I have been involved
with farming communities and I have found it is
very difficult to get unanimity whether one is
discussing the construction of the local town hall,
or an issue of great magnitude. I do not oppose
diversity of opinion; but it is necessary to have
legislation in order that people do not affect
hundreds of their colleagues by pursuing their
own selfish interests.

This Bill is necessary to plug the loophole
which cxists in the legislation. so that people who
wish to utilise rail are not penalised by means of
higher freight rates, because the number of users
has decreased.

With those remarks, I indicate the Opposition
supports the legislation.

MR NMclHARLIN (Mt. Marshall) [5.06 p.m.]:
One notes that, on each occasion the member for
Avon speaks about transport matters, he has a
definite bias towards Westrail. One cannot hold
that against him, because for many years he was
an employee of that instrumentality.

I should like to comment on some of the points
raised by the member for Avon. He referred to
the practice which the Minister indicated occurs
in some areas. I refer to the way in which it is
alleged some producers bypass Westrail and
CBI, which has an adverse effect on both those
bodies.

I have been associated with the grain industry
for many years and, indeed, long before CBH
came into existence. Having been a shareholder of
CBI- from its inception and, bearing in mind my
experience of the industry. I could enter into a
lengthy discourse on it. However, that is not
necessary. If the practice referred to is being
entered into by producrs-from what the
Minister said in his second reading speech it
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appears that it is-I have no proof that it is the
Case.

Mr Mclver: We can soon provide it-$3
million last year.

Mr MePHARLIN: I have no proof that the
practice referred to by the Minister is actually
happening. It could be occurring and I am not
saying that it does not occur. However, I have no
personal proof of it and I hope (he Minister can
provide confirmation to that effect.

in his second reading speech, the Minister
referred to the fact that, if this practice is allowed
to escalate, it could jeopardise seriously the
operations of Westrail and CBH-. The practice I
refer to is the licensing of the trailer and the
borrowing of the prime mover to pull the trailer.

As I understand the efforts being made by
Westrail, they are endeavouring to arrive at a
commercial level for the transporting of heavy
haulage and other goods on a competitive basis.
Perhaps the Minister could elaborate on that a
lit tle,

The Minister referred to the fact that a farmer
would still qualify for the farmer's exemption for
his own prime mover, but would not be able to
contract for a professional carrier for the haulage
of his own trailer. I assume this is not confined to
grain haulage, although there is no statement to
that effect. It could refer to other haulage as well,
and perhaps the Minister would like to explain
that in more detail.

The other point to which I wished to refer is the
upper limit placed on the amount a producer can
move with his own vehicle. The cost involved in
licensing both the prime mover and the trailer will
be very high. I suggest it could possibly he
doubled. Perhaps the main reason for the practice
to which the Minister has referred being entered
into is the high cost of licensing. I hope the
Minister can explain this matter.

The majority of producers admit that one
cannot compete economically with Westrail in the
transport of heavy haulage. We need a system
whereby the producers will voluntarily use the
system more and more. At the present time an
investigation is being conducted into whether a
contractual arrangement can be agreed on for the
transport of grain. That matter is still being
looked at and I am hopeful a scheme will be
worked out whereby the producers and Westrail
can co-operate. to a greater extent.

The nmember for Avon referred to a referendum
of which he became aware recently. I should like
the member for Avon to listen to me for a
moment instead of talking to the member for
Welshpool.

Mr Mclver: When you are everybody's friend,
you have to listen to them all!

Mr MePHARLIN: I was about to refer to the
referenidumn mentioned by the member for Avon.
A referendum was conducted by the TIA into a
system of marketing for oats. This occurred
approximately 12 or 18 months ago and it is
possible that is the referendum to which the
member for Avon referred.

Mr Melver: The referendum was on wheat.
Mr MePHARLIN: There was no referendum

on wheat; this was on oats.
I should like to hear the Minister's explanation

of the points to which 1 have referred and I should
like evidence of the measures he alleges producers
are using.

MR RUSHTON (Dale-Minister fo r
Transport) [5.12 p.m.): Firstly, I should like to
express appreciation to the member for Avon for
his and the Opposition's support of the legislation.
I believe even the member for Mt. Marshall did
not disagree with the Bill; he simply wanted
further confirmation of the need for its contents.

In order to cover the issues raised by both
members, I should like to point out the reason we
have introduced the provisions which will tighten
up the legislation relating to ownership of semi-
trailers and prime movers as the spirit of the Act
is being ignored in a number of eases. As was
pointed out by the member for Avon, if this
tendency increases in certain areas, there would
be only one end result: that is. branch lines would
have to be closed, because there would not be
adequate freight on the line to keep the service
going.

The Government, the member for Avon and I
believe Westrail is the best means of carrying
bulk commodities, certainly over long distances.
Where short distances are involved, Westrail may
not be the most economical means of transport,
because double handling would be required. It
must be remembered that the system of railways
which has been built up and developed over the
years in this State could be jeopardised if its
freight is "picked off--to put it in crude
terms-by people who are exploiting the position.

The spirit of the Transport Act was that fewer
than three people should be able to get together in
partnership and jointly own a vehicle to carry
their own produce. That was a commonsense
provision, and an example of the reason for it can
be provided by looking at a family group in
Jerramungup which needed to jointly own a big
vehicle, so it entered into a partnership
arrangement under which they jointly owned the
vehicle and jointly transported their farm
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products. I do not refer only to grain, but also
superphosphaics and other products needed to be
carted and they were out of the area served by
Westrail.

We intend to enforce the spirit of the Transport
Act. It was amended many years ago to enable
legitimate, common ownership of vehteles for
farmers to transport their own products. However.
if such a practice became prevalent now it would
be cause for concern and we would have to
examine the matter again. We are asking
particularly that primary producers be aware of
and abide by the spirit of the old legislation. The
provisions should be looked at in a practical and
common-sense way and when necessary groups of
farmers should enter into common ownership and
obta in a l icence wit hi n the terms of t he Act.

Over the years we have alt agreed that the
farmer is entitled to carry his own produce to and
from his farm. Wool, mohair and chaff are
exceptions, but I think wool is considered to be
somewhat of an anomaly. When the railway
system was established in this State wool was the
major produce carted and it was held to rail in
order to retain the service for the common good of
the country.

Mr Mclver-. There will be a lot of problems if
they divert from that.

Mr RUSHTON: The member for Mt.
Marshall has asked mc to produce evidence which
supports this legislation. I say to him that there
has been some tolerance in that groups of farmers
have been able to cart their own produce, with
their own vehicles and with a licence to do so.
Two farmers could come together where there is
common ownership of the vehicle and Cart their
own produce. In fact, if there is a partnership or
common ownership by three or more producers
they can obtain a licence. However, what has
happened is that various people who are advisers
to the farmer, or even the farmer himself, have
been putting up syndicates which have not been
legally formed and applying for a licence to cart
crops.

Farmers are grouping together to cart their
produce: they jointly own semi-trailers, but they
group together to contract a prime mover.

I think we all support the fact that we do not
disagree that the farmer is able to do this within
the spirit of the legislation. However, it is creating
an impact on the railway because the intent and
spirit of Lhe Transport Act is being abused.

We must ensure that Westrail retain and
attract bulk freight in order to retain its services.

1 have noted the comnments made by the
member for Mt. Marshall. There arc groups of

producers who form syndicates to cart their own
crops but we have felt that it should be a
requirement that these groups should own the
prime mover and trailer. Therefore, they would
need to be a legitimate group in terms of the Act.
It has been easy in the past to obtain a licence for
a trailer and a prime mover owned by a legitimate
partnership. The spirit of the legislation will be
met if these groups come together in legal
partnerships. In Chc member for Mt. Marshall's
electorate there are farmers at Kalannie who may
qualify to act together in terms of the Act.

The member for Mt. Marshall thought the cost
of the licence was causing people to get together.
I do not believe that is so. There is an intention by
some farmers to contract away from rail, in the
way I explained.

Mr MePharlin: What about upper limits of
loadi ng?

Mr RUSHTON: I am talking about common
Ownership of a unit and we believe that this
should be required of people who want to form a
legitimate syndicate, and wish to obtain a licence.
I thank members for their Support.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third
reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr
Rushton (Minister for Transport). and
transmitted to the Council.

JURIES ANIENDMENT HILL

Second Reading

Debate resumed from 5 May.
MR BERTRAM (Mt. Hawthorn) [5.25 p.m.]: I

heard it asserted recently that the State of
Western Australia leads all the States of
Australia in its rate of crimes committed. There
are more cases of wilful murder, murder,
manslaughter and rape in this State than there
appears to be in any other State in Australia; if
not in all of those categories it is certainly the
case wish some.

I note also that we have insufficient policemen
to cope with this crisis, yet there are more and
more lawyers to defend people charged with
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orfences. It is a highly unsatisfactory state or
affairs and one of the consequences of this is that
there are far more criminal trials and more juries
are called to preside at these trials. As a result,
certain difficulties and inconveniences have ari sen
because it is necessary for juries to be selected
and empanelled, consecutively because of the
provisions of the Juries Act.

The intention of this Bill is to reorganise the
jury arrangement to enable juries to be
empanelled simultaneously and that seems to be a
meritorious objective.

This Bill has already been dealt with in another
place by 32 members and it is ludicrous that the
55 members in this place should look at it also
when it involves an administrative matter; it has
nothing to do with dollars and nothing to do with
power.

Mr B. T. Burke: If it is a House of Review in
the other place shouldn't it start here and be
reviewed there?

Mr BERTRAM: I cannot provide the answer
to that. It does seem that for the members of this
House to have to now deal with this Bill is a waste
of time and money and is an exercise in futility.
However, the Bill is worth while and the
Opposition supports it.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second lime.

In Commrittee, etc.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third

reading.

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy
rernier) 15.29 p.mn.I: I move-

That the Bill be now read a third time.

I would like to thank the member for Mt.
Hawthorn for his support of the Bill. The
comments he made need no further explanation
because the new proposals will improve the jury
system tremendously.

Oncecthe new Law Court Building is finished
the set-up will be to the benefit of all concerned.
Again, I thank the member for his support of the
Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a third time and passed.

CITY OF PERTH ENDOWMENT LANDS
AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 5 May.

MR CARR (Geraldton) (5.30 p.m.1: This Bill
will pass with the approval Of the Opposition. It
relates to the problem which arose last year in the
City of Perth with regard to the rating policies of
that local authority in the endowment lands area.
At that time a Bill was brought before the
Parliament ror a compromise arrangement to
prevail in the short term until such time as a
suitable permanent arrangement could be worked
out.

As a result of that a committee has met and
made recommendations, but the Minister advises
those recommendations are still being considered
by the Government and more time is required to
enable that consideration to take place. The Bill
merely extends the compromise arrangement, and
the Opposition readily allows that to happen so
that a proper arrangement can be worked out.

I have only one reservation, which is that while
the Minister said this is a short-term amendment
to the Act, the Bill does not spell out any period
of time. However, I accept the Minister's
assurance that it is a short-term, interim measure
and that we can expect a more eomplete
arrangement in the not-too-distant future.

MR O'CONNOR (Mit. Lawley-Deputy
Premier) [5.32 p.m.]: 1 thank the member ror
Geraldton for his support of the Bill. I regret the
Minister is not able to be present, but my
understanding is that, as the member suggested,
this is a short-term measure to overcome a
particular problem, and it is not intended the Act
will be in force for very tong. I am sure the Bill
will be of advantage to all concerned.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

In Committee, ce.
Bill passed through Committee without debate,

reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third

reading.

Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Deputy Premier), and passed.
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the
sitting.

MR PARKER (Fremantle) I5.35 p.m.I: The
Minister in his second reading speech commented
that members would agree that workers'
compensation was big business. I am sure that
when we look at the legislation the Government
has introduced it is very easy to see why the
Minister made that statement. Whilst I
appreciate that probably the Minister was
pointing to the fact that there is a very significant
area of activity in workers' compensation, he
certainly came across in respct of the legislation
as indicating that the Government was interested
in workers' compensation from the big business
point of view and not from the point of view of the
people for whose benefit workers' compensation
should operate.

It certainly became very clear Lo us when we
started to read the Bill that this Government had
no intention whatsoever when it introduced the
Bill either to enhance or protect the standards of
workers unfortunate enough to suffer injury or
some form of disability at their work or to suffer
disability in some way associated with their
employment during their working life. When we
read the Bill it becamc very clear that what the
Government is in fact doing is protecting big
business and, in particular, protecting the business
of insurance companies. I would be surprised if
the premium rates which relate to workers'
compensation decreased in any way-or if the
rate of their increase decreased in any way-as a
result of the changes introduced in this legislation.

Of course, the Government is quick to talk
about the cost to employers of workers'
compensation, but I do not believe this Bill will
even do anything about that. Certainly it will not
help the workers, and I do not believe it will help
with employers' insurance premiums. On the
other hand it will improve the profitability of
insurance companies, and also it will improve the
profitability of those companies which either are
self-insurers or will be able to be under this
Bill.

That is the situation in the new legislation. A
cursory reading of the Bill would reveal even to
the most stupid person that it is not intended to

_help workers or to protect what they have now, let
alone advance it. This is the sort of workers'
compensation legislation which is introduced by
this Government to take away from the standards
which have been established and built up over
many years by and for workers in this State.

The deterioration in respect of workers'
compensation commenced with the coming into
office of this Government. Its enactments
commenced in 1975 and they have gradually
whittled away the improvements made over the
years and, in particular, the improvements made
by the Tonkin Labor Government on the
unanimous recommendation of a Select
Committee of the Legislative Council in L973.

1 think one of the first things to which we
should address ourselves at the second reading
stage is the question of the philosophy of workers'
compensation. Mr Justice Dunn said the
philosophy behind Workers' compensation was
simply to compensate for economic loss caused by
injury at work. That was the desire and
philosophy expressed by Mr Justice Dunn, and it
is the philosophy which runs through the Bill
before us today. It is the river which connects al
the pieces of legislation introduced by this
Government in respect of workers' compensation,
and it is the river which connects all the clauses in
this Bill. They all have a common theme; that is,
workers' compensation legislation should provide
for the compensation only for economic loss.

However, that is not what has been the
common theme in respect of workers'
compensation legislation generally either in this
State or anywhere else in the Commonwealth
since workers' compensation was First introduced.
Never until now has it been regarded that the
prime or only reason for the provision Of Workers'
compensation is to compensate for economic loss.
Up till now workers' compensation always has
been considered to be there to compensate for all
of the losses, all of the disabilities, and all of the
problems associated with injuries or disabilities
which occur as a result of injuries at work or
disabilities which would not have occurred had
the person concerned not been at work at the time
of the accident or not been employed in that
industry.

Mr O'Connor- Does that apply in the present
Act?

Mr PARKER: It is certainly much more
feasible under the present Act than it is under the
Government's proposed legislation. Certainly if
we take into account the Act as it existed until
1975 when the Government first started tinkering
with it, that would have been its basic thrust.
More importantly, if the Minister looks at other
forms of legislation-perhaps the legislation of
any other State of the Commonwealth, for
example, South Australia, to which I will refer
later; or legislation which has been proposed and
is certainly under close review by the British
Government at the moment; legislation enacted in
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New Zealand by various Governmcnts; and
legislation which exists in certain parts or
Canada-he will find that even our present Act
which the Government seeks 10 diminish
substantially in respect of benefits to workers is
very inadequate when compared with those other
forms of legislation.

I would agree with the Minister fr Labour and
Industry to the extent that there is nothing perfect
about the Act as it stands at the moment. There
can be no question about that. But we have to ask
ourselves what is the reason for workers'
compensation. The people about whom we are
speaking would not require any form or
assistance-monetary assista nce, medical
assistance, or rehabilitative assistance-were it
not ror the fact that in their lives while at work
they have incurred injury or occasioned a disease:
and ir those people had not been at work and had
not been producing goods or providing services ror
their employers they would not have been injured
or surfered or occasioned a disease.

The fact that the injury may only detract from
a person's enjoyment of life or cause him pain or
suffering while at the same time allowing him to
continue to work is not covered in the legislation
proposed by the Government. Certainly that was
not included in Mr Justie Dunn's
recommendations, and had his recommendations
been followed the situation would have been
worse because Mr Justice Dunn said that nothing
which did not cause economic loss should be
entertained within the Workers' Compensation
Act.

I do not agree with that philosophy, nor do
other members of the Opposition agree with it;
because a person may suffer severe pain-which
may also disable him frrm working, and we can
see in many cases the two go hand in hand but in
sonic cases they do not-and may still be able to
continue working;. and he should be able to be
covered by workers' compensation. He should be
able to be compensated for his pain and his loss of
enjoyment of life, but under this Bill he cannot be
compensated.

During the speech of the member for Baleatta
the Minister interjected and said that a person
could receive compensation for that in another
w-ay. He said the person could sue the employer
and claimi for loss of enjoyment of life.

Mr O'Connor: In certain eases.
Mr PARKER: Yes. I thought the member for

Balcatta was very generous to the Minister when
he said that would be so in less than 50 per cent
of the eases. I believe that would be so in less than
10 per cent of the eases, because in order to
obtain any other form of payment the person

needs to be able to prove negligence in a court of
law. He needs to be able to prove negligence
against his employer or someone who is a servant
of the employer and acting on his behalf. That is
a very difficult thing to achieve, especially in
terms of obtaining evidence. Often the worker,
having suffered an accident, is in no position
whatever to go around gathering evidence. In
some types of activity-such as the one I
represented for many years-people move around
the State and it could be very difficult to get the
evidence together.

Even where the evidence is available the worker
must still prove negligence before a court of law,
and that is very difficult. Unless he can prove
negligence he cannot claim any form of loss other
than economic loss. Of eourse, this legislation will
minimise the amount of compensation he ean
receive even under the very narrow definition of
economic loss.

Therefore, the matter of workers' compensation
is not just one of economic costs; and by
implication the Government has recognised that
to some extent because it talks about
rehabilitation.

Again, the Government is interested in workers
as industrial cannon fodder only. It is not
interested in them as people: and the only area of
rehabilitation in which it is interested is in
rehabilitating these people for work. I agree that
that is the most important factor, that workers
who are injured in somec way should be able to be
rehabilitated so they can rejoin the work force.
No-one would dispute that. However, in many
cases they needto be rehabilitated in every sense.

If one goes to the Commonwealth
Rehabilitation Centre at Melville, one finds that
almost exclusively the rehabilitation is provided so
that the person can join some sector of the work
force, although there is some psychological and
social counselling. However, what is provided
almost exclusively is rehabilitation for the work
force. I do not believe that is adequate.

Leave i0 Continue Speech
Mr PARKER: 1 move-

That I be given leave to continue my
speech at a later stage of the sitting.

Motion put and passed.
Debate thus adjourned.

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

BILLS (3): RETURNED
I . Bulk Handling Amendment Bill.
2. Grain Marketing Amendment Aill.
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3. Clean Air Amendment Bill.
Bills returned from die Council without

amendment.

Sitting suspended from 6.11 Ito 7.J0p.rn.

%WOR KERS' COxiPENSATION DILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from an earlier stage of the
sit ting.

MR PARKER (Frenmantle) 17.30 p.mn.I: Before
the suspension I was saying I thought there was in
the area of compensation. a much greater scope
and breadth than the Government apparenily
gives credit For in this legislation and, certainly,
greater scope and breadth than was given credit
for in the Dunn report. By contrast, in South
Atustralia originally the Corcoran or Dunstan
Government-I am not sure which, but one of the
Labor Governmenits-appointed a quadripartite
committee consisting of employer, union,
government, and insurance company
representatives to inquire into and report on the
question Of Workers' compensation in that State.

The chairman of the committee was the former
Auditor General of South Australia (Mr Byrne)
and the committee reported last year on a
unanimous basis. By and large the report
envisages the introduction of a scheme similar to
that proposed in Australia by Senator Wheeldon
when he was the Minister for Social Security in
ihe Whitlam Government. A similar scheme was
implemented in New Zealand and, as I stated
earlier, in somec parts of Canada, and is under
consideration in the United Kingdom.

The recommendations of the Byrne commnitte
were presented to the current South Australian
Government. the Tonkin Government. and it
reconfirmed the appointment of the committee
and its terms of reference. In every sense of the
word it was a bipartisan committee.

Mr Dean Brown, the Minister for Industrial
Affairs in South Australia. advised in a letter to
the Grand Council of Salaried Officers that the
Government of South Australia has the
committee's report under consideration and
intends to make decisions relating to workers'
compensation about the middle of this year.

It seems quite extraordinary at a time when
such a report-a report broad in scope-is before
the Government of another State. a Government
of like colour to this Government. and has been
given serious consideration by that Government

and supported-albeit with reservations-by
employers and workers, that this Government has
chosen to press ahead with the most significant
piece of workers' compensation legislation in this
State for the last eight or nine years. This
Government did not wait to see the reaction of its
colleagues in the Eastern States and see whether
it would be mnore appropriate to introduce
something along the lines recommended by the
Byrne report.

One of the questions which always arises and
one which always gets thrown at the unions, the
Labor Party, and others who support the interests
and legitimate concerns of workers in this State,
is that the cost of workers' compensation-the
cost of premiums to employrs-is very high. The
people who raise ihis question say it is too high,
and that the reason is the great amount of money
required for payments to workers injured. In Fact,
the vast majority of the changes in this Bill will
not affect at all the great proportion of the money
paid out in workers' compensation. This is so
because the great proportion of workers'
compensation payments relate to workers injured
and then off work for a period of three weeks or
less. Such payments represent well in excess of
approximately 80 per cent of all payments by
insurance companies of all sorts for workers'
compensation. Those sorts of payments will by
and large not be much affected by this legislation.
Of course, some people in traffic accidents will
cease to be covered and various people will not
receive workers' compensation at all, but a very
large proportion of workers will continue to
receive workers' compensation.

The changes will not result in savings by way Of
premiums paid by employers. Any employer or
employer group thinking that savings will result
from this legislation will be very disappointed. I
would say what will happen. as I said before, is
not a reduction of premiums or even a reduction
in the rate of increase of premiums paid by
employers, but rather an increase in the profit
margins of insurance companies.

It is by way of the claims sought to be excluded
by this legislation that the insurance companies
hope to get the cream from workers'
compensation. They see the cream being scooped
off the top: workers have been entitled to better
arrangements than the insurance companies have
liked.

I do not believe there will be any reduction
whatsoever in workers' compensation premiums
paid by employers, or the rate of increase in those
premiums. I do not believe that for a moment.
What will happen is that the insurance companies
will increase their profits in this area. That is
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what this Government intends by this legislation;
that is its desire. The legislation in fact originated
fromr the Insurance Council of Australia and its
affiliates and is designed to protect them. it is riot
designed for the purpose of assisting employers or
reducing costs to them.

The Byrne report made it clear that by
removing private insurers from the area of
workers' compensation, as has been done in parts
of Canada and in New Zealand, the sheer
administrative and other savings inherent in such
a move would be of the order of in excess of 30
per cent, and would lead to a 30 per cent or
thereabouts reduction in premiums. If the
Government was really interested in dealing with
compensation costs it would be addressing itself to
those sorts of things, not the sorts of things in this
legislation. As the Minister said in his second
reading speech, the Government is treating
workers' compensation as though it were big
business and is protecting big business interests
involved in the area.

As I think everybody knows, before I came into
this place 1 was an official of the largest building
workers' union in this State. Its members had a
disproportionate number of workers'
compensation claims compared with other
workers because of the nature of the industry;
namely, the building industry. That industry is
one in which there arc significant numbers of
industrial injuries and accidents. For example,
bricklayers-this applies to many other workers
as wvell-suffer degeneration of their backs.

When I was in that job I saw the way in which
the current workers' compensation system
affected workers. I saw the way in which the
provisions inherent in the current Act affected
workers; the way they were degraded; and the
way in which the Act forced once proud working
people to become beggars at the doors of
insurance companies, lawyers, unions, and others
to seek and to have their workers' compensation
problems resolved. These people had never asked
for anything more than their just entitlement and
had to go on bended knee, and, almost literally,
had to beg for some form of justice at the hands
of the people administering workers'
compensation. They had to beg to get their
workers' compensation cheques posted or
delivered to them on time; and they had to beg to
get their ease before the Workers' Compensation
Board in the hope that their injuries and the
consequences would not force them to find some
ocher means of resolving their situation. They had
to beg for the maximum possible, lump-sum
settlement so that they could start their lives
anew. I have seen these things happen. I would

not have seen them had I not worked in the
industry and had the opportunity to help many of
the people before they embarked on legal
proceedings.

I am not a lawyer, but I believe I have had a
great deal or experience in the workers'
compensation area and have seen precisely what
happens to workers in this situation. The
legislation will make the situation indeed much
worse.

The people now in the sort of position I used to
occupy and, of course, members of Parliament,
from time to time come across accident victims
seeking workers' compensation. Members of
Parliament and others will have to tell some of
these people that unfortunately they are not
entitled to workers' compensation, and that
nothing very much can be done about the
situation except change the legislation by trying
to have it amended by this Government. Of
course, when the Labor Party becomes the
Government it will adopt a more humane
attitude.

This Government adopts a Diekensian attitude.
This legislation, more than any legislation passed
in Western Australia since the war is Dickensian.

The history of the Workers' compensation
legislation in Western Australia since 1948 has
been one of consensus where workers, unions, and
employers have got together in tripartite and
other bodies in order to make recommendations to
Government. By and large the most recent
example was the 1973 amendment to the Act.
Before that there was an amendment under the
Brand Government in 1969 and prior to that there
was an amendment to the Act in 1948, under the
MeLarty Government. All of these amendments,
right up till the first Court Government
amendment in 1975, did make improvements to
workers' compensation entitlements.

Under the Court Government we note there is
to be a significant reduction-for the first time
since World War Il-in workers' compensation
entitlements applicable to workers in this State. I
referred to these amendments as Dickensian. I
think also that the Government's attitude is
reprehensible.

It is very easy to talk about such things in
legalistic terms and in terms of the principles we
uphold, but it is very important to note that it is
not necessarily the employer, as such, who is
responsible for some of these things because the
employer insures his employees against injury.
The worst example I can quote is one which
involved a BWIU carpenter who was working on
the 1(55 moulding site which is a brewery hops
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maiting site in Kewvdale. John Holland
Constructions had the contract for the job and as
members will know, that company is one of the
major construction companies here: indeed. it is
an Australian multi-national company. 1 do not
know how much members know about the method
of construction for silos but it is a slip form
meihod whereby the wood and metal form work
which is made up by the carpenters has to be
moved up as the concrete is being poured and for
that purpose labourers and carpenters are
employed to move it to protect the pour of
concrete without damaging the structure. To do
this it is necessary to have the help of the
carpenter and labourer. Because the crane driver
cannot see the ground owing to the way the site
was positioned. there has to be a dogman dogging
the form work making sure that it does not slip.
In this case the dogman left the site and the
leading hand carpentcr in charge stood waiting
for him to come back, which was the appropriate
thing to do under the construction safety
regulations.

However, a foreman of the John Holland
Construction Company decided it was not good
enough and took up the two-way radio-even
though he was not a person qualified in the
area-and ordered the crane driver to proceed. As
a result, two or three tons of formwork was lifted,
sheering the side of the carpenter's face, The man
was lucky he was not killed but he was seriously
maimed. To do the company justice. it sacked the
foreman and admitted liability. However, the
company was not paying:, the insuranee company
was responsible. The company concerned was the
Chamber of Manufacturers Insurance Company;
one which is not likely to be one of the more
Progressive companies in this State. That
company refused point blank to pay the worker
anything at all for months and it was not until a
Workers' compensation order was obtained that it
agreed to pay the worker.

Even with the best endeavours of
representatives from Parliament and lawyers as
well as the Workers' Compensation Board, it took
six months for the insurance company to pay
compensation to the man concerned. The
employing company was seeking to do the best it
could for the man. However it was told by the
insurance company that if it paid the money to
him the insurance company would waive any

-future liability for that action with the worker.
Obviously, the employer was not prepared to do
that. So, this is what has happened under the
current legislation and it will be far worse under
the proposed legislation.

When that worker was finally told that he was
entitled to compensation he had to beg every
week. He had to approach the insurance company
every week: begging for his cheque. His lawyer
had to make approaches to the insurance
company every week. Every day he was without
his compensation, that money was invested by the
insurance company.

When finally we came to a situation where
there were negotiations for a lump-sum settlement
in respect of workers" compensation and common
law damages. it was freely conceded by the
company that it could not have claimed anything
else other than that they were liable. In the first
place the insurance company refused to offer
anything at all; then eventually it made an offer.
When the matter was resolved and an amount
was agreed to the worker wanted the money.
Again, the union had to go to the Workers'
Compensation Board to obtain an order to get the
money out of the insurance company. The amount
of money involved was $1 20 000 and that money
sat in the insurance company's bank or was
invested by that company all the time the worker
was recuperating. I saw that worker and apart
from his health problems he deteriorated greatly.

Mr Bertram: Was the name of the manager of
the company-Fraser?

Mr PARKER: Perhaps he was a relation. I do
know that the name of the claims manager was
Sharpe. That company tried every trick in the
book to have the worker's compensation payment
discontinued. The man had about five different
complaints including psychiatric problems.
eyesight problems, etc. He saw a myriad of
specialists and when one specialist, an eye
specialist, said he could do nothing further for
him and that his eyesight was the bzst it could be,
the insurance company immediately cut off his
payment.

Mr Tonkin: Send his eyes back to work!
Mr PARKER: So, apart from the fact that he

was still attending other specialists, the company
decided he could go back to work because there
was nothing more the eye specialist could do for
him.

That is the Sort Of thing that happens under this
Government. We see the Government's
Diekensian era attitude enshrined in this
legislation. It is the attitude the Government
holds in respect of workers' compensation and one
which, I believe, will result in a worsening of even
these conditions.

I then move on to the question of costs. why is
it that the Government desires to reduce the
prescribed amount? In the case I referred to, the
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prescribed amount was very important to the
individual concerned. Now the Government wants
to reduce the prescribed amount to $41 000.

Mr O'Connor: That is not correct,
Mr PARKER7 I know the Minister will

interject and say that is rot so, but on the new
basis, the prescribed amount will be $41 000.

Mr Tonkin: And then a four-year freeze.
Mr PARKER: Why was the figure chosen?

There is no logic in it. The Minister tells us the
figure was chosen because it was slightly higher
than the prescribed amount in Victoria. I suppose
we should be grateful for that, but it does not
provide us with the real reason for choosing the
sum of $41 000.

In his report Mr Justice Dunn referred to the
fact that Western Australia had a higher
prescribed amount than did any other State.
What he did not refer to was the fact that in New
South Wales. in legislation introduced not by the
Wran Government but by the Askin Government,
there is no maximum prescribed amount, and in
that Slate workers continue to receive weekly
payments at whatever is the appropriate rate ad
infini urn.

When a worker in New South Wales elects to
take a lump-sumn payment by way of redemption
of his weekly payments, the amounts ordered are
much closer to figures we are used to seeing in
Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust caNs than they
a re to the prescribed amount in Western
Australia. or, indeed, to the prescribed amount in
any other State.

I understand that in the ease of total and
permanent disability the practice in New South
Wales is for the appropriate legal authority to
award lump-sum redemption payments about five
times the annual salary appropriate for the
classification from which the injured worker
came. For any tradesman now this would be
about $60000. Most tradesmen earn
approximately $12 000 a year, and five times that
is $60 000, and not the $41 000 that appears in
this legislation.

In the case of a person who has been working in
a highly skilled area, the awards run Into
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

That is what is happening in New South Wales,
and yet, are the premiums any higher in that
Slate than they are in Western Australia? The
answer is that thty are not. There have not been
any screams from the employers or from the
insurance companies in that State to change that
S itua t ion.

Mr O'Connor: What are the weekly payments
in New South Wales?

Mr PARKER: It happens that far fewer people
rely on the prescribed amount in that State
because they are not aware of a target figure. and
they are much more likely to view the problem on
the rational basis of rehabilitation rather than
worrying so much about the prescribed amount.

We are now to change to the method of
indexation for the prescribed amount. If the
Minister and his advisers were honest about this
they would admit that they looked back over the
last two or three years and they saw that the rate
of increase in the average weekly wage was faster
than the rate of increase in the minimum weekly
wage.

The member for Baleatta had a great deal to
say on this matter. I suspect in this instance the
Government may find itself hoist on its own
petard. There have been quarters and even years
when the rate of the average weekly wage
increase has been lower than the rate of the
minimum weekly wage increase. This has
occurred sometimes in a contracting economy
because overtime and company profits form a
component of average weekly earnings. When
that happens we can have the situation where the
rate of increase in the minimum weekly wage is
faster than the rate of increase in the average
weekly wage. Generally speaking, however, the
average weekly earnings rise more quickly than
do the minimum weekly earnings. There is no
doubt that that is the reason for the Government's
choice in this matter.

Probably for the next few years that situation
will pertain, and, as the member for Morley said,
in effect that means a moratorium or a freeze on
the prescribed amount for a period of three or
four years.

Mr O'Connior: Of course, you don't think the
S41 000 escalates, do you?

Mr PARKER: The Minister is correct, the
$41 000 escalates on the basis of the rate of
increase in the minimum earnings.

Mr O'Connor: Yes.
Mr PARKER: That is what 1 have been saying.
Mr Tonkin: But that figure is $51 000 at the

moment, and it will be some years before the
$41 000 rises to $51 000O.

Mr O'Connor: But the $41 000 is not frozen as
such.

Mr Tonkin: The $51 000 is.

Mr PARKER: But the rate of increase in the
average weekly wage will be faster than the rate
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of increase in the minimum weekly wage. I see
that the Minister agrees with that.

The other matter in regard to the prescribed
amount is that the Government is not agreeing to
restore the situation to that applying before the
May v. Geraldton Building Company case. That
judgment meant that the amount of money a
worker receives is calculated at the time of the
election of the redemption rather than at the date
of the accident.

There is somec logic in saying that the worker
should not be able to allow the amount to increase
and to then make his decision at a later time.
However, on the other hand. there is no logic in
the Government's decision. In this rega rd I would
like to refer to submissions which were put
forward by the medical profession and the trade
union movement before the 1978 amendments to
the Workers' Compensation Act were introduced.
These submissions were to the effect that the
appropriate phrase to include in the Act was,
"when the injury stabilises"'. This decision could
be arrived at by a panel of medical examiners who
decide the stage at which they believe an injury
wvill get no better. That is the date at which it
would be appropriate to determine the prescribed
amount for the purpose of election.

That suggestion was put very strongly to the
Government in 1978 from a whole range of
organisations. Naturally we would like to return
to the situation prior to the May v. Geraldton
Building Company ease, but that not being
possible, we believe at least the date ought to be
when the injury has stabilised.

I was involved in the May case as he was a
member of my union. This man's sight
deteriorated gradually, and it was not until a
particular stage was reached that the medical
practitioners said "Your sight has deteriorated to
the maximum extent but it has now stabilised.'"
As soon as May was advised of that fact, he
elected to take his lump-sum entitlement.

We can see the absurdity of the situation where
a person with that sort of injury continues to work
for some years after an accident. It is quite
illogical to calculate the prescribed amount on the
salary he was earning at the time of the accident
without any allowance for increases or indexation
at all.

The real value of the prescribed amount has
fallen. The worker may not have had the option to
make an election at the date of the accident
because the injury had not stabilised.

I could speak on this subject for three to four
times the amount of time I have had available to
mc in total, let alone the amount of time I have
(55)

left. However, I will refer to many other matters
in the Committee stage next week.

I would like to say a little about the journeying
provisions. This Government has ignored a whole
range of situations where workers could be
engaged legitimately in travel connected with
their work and where they could be subject to an
accident. The Government has been so anxious to
close up some perceived loophole which insurance
companies have complained about that it has
failed to take into account some very legitimate
occasions where workers are involved in travel
other than those prescribed in the Bill. Many
workers travelling to and from work will not be
protected by the Western Australian legislation.

It may be difficult for members opposite to
understand what goes on in many of these
industries. Let us consider the building industry,
for example, as this is not provided for. There are
no canteens on building sites, and it is the custom
of workers to leave a building site to purchase
their lunches at a local delicatessen. It may
happen that a worker is run over as he crosses the
road to buy his lunch. Under the present Act, the
worker would be entitled to workers'
compensation, but the Government proposes to
alter all that. The whole thing is quite ridiculous.

The Government proposes to put the onus on
the worker to prove that he was not in default. I
thought we believed in the British code of justice
where a person is innocent until proven guilty. It
seems that the Government is adopting the
Napoleonic code of saying someone is guilty
unless he can prove he is innocent.

Workers who, quite legitimatly, have stopped
on their way home and who are then involved in
an accident, will be required to prove they were
not at fault in respect of that accident.

Let us look at the Government's attitude
towards its own instrumentality-the State
Government Insurance Office. One of the ways
the Government could remove some of the sharks
in the industry would be by referring all insurance
matters to the SGlO. I would be the first to
acknowledge that this would not be the perfect
answer to the problem, but it would go part of the
way towards solving it. Not only has the
Government not done that, it has done the
reverse-it has removed the necessity for mining
companies to insure with SGlO. It will now allow
mining companies to self-insure.

I believe some mining companies should be
allowed to self-insure, and I refer to such
companies as Hamerstey Iron Pty. Ltd.. Mt.
Newman Mining Co. Pty Ltd., and the like.
These companies would probably be better off
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financially to self insure, and in many cases the
workers would be better off if such self insurance
schemes existed.

Firms such as Running Bros and AIS in
Kwinana where there is self-insurance are success
stories in the workers' compensation area, but
now the Minister will allow any tinpot company
to self-insure. We have millions of pieces of paper
floating around the country from people who have
floated speculative mining stock, and each of
those companies will be allowed to self-insure. I
regard that as a travesty. Half of the people
concerned will not have the stability or the ability
to self-insure; the only thing they are good at is
buying and selling stock. The fact that they will
be allowed to self-insure will mean there will be a
much greater drain on the funds of the workers'
assistance commission, as it is to be known.

The second problem to be faced in respect of
the SGIO is that it will now be required to accept
all unpopular insurance. If an insurer does not
want to accept a particular class of insurance he
can refer it to the SGIO and that office will be
compelled by the legislation to accept it. What
does that mean? I was talking a while ago about
the profit margins of insurance companies. The
principals of insurance companies are not idiots;
they employ actuaries and they know which are
the profitable areas, They will take the profitable
areas of insurance and refer the rest to the SGlO;
and in a couple of years the Government will be
back here saying how uneconomic the SGlO is,
and that probably that is indicative of the plight
of private insurance companies, whereas in fact
the situation will apply only to the SGlO.

There are other areas to which I would like to
refer. One of them is the Workers' Compensation
Board. Nothing is done in this legislation to
change what I regard as an outrageous situation
which applies in the operations of both the
Workers' Compensation Board and the
Supplementary Workers' Compensation Board.
My advice is that it is very rare indeed for the
Workers' Compensation Board to sit after lunch.
I am told it is very rare for the members of the
board, either judicial or otherwise, to be in their
offices after lunch. What happens is that the
board will sit to hear a case in the morning and
often the case collapses because some agreement
has been reached or a doctor cannot attend. Does
the board then go on to other matters? Does it
have a call-over system such as the District Court.
the Supreme Court, and other courts have? Does
it endeavour to increase its own work load and to
reduce the waiting time involved? No, it does not.

If the case finishes at 10.10 a-rn. the members
of the board go home or wherever they like to go

at that hour, and in the meantime workers are
waiting six and nine months to get their cases
heard by the board.

Mr Tonkin: I drew attention to this years ago.
Mr PARKER: The members of the Workers'

Compensation Board are good at reducing their
golf handicaps, but they are not doing anything to
enhance the position of the workers who want to
have their cases heard.

Mr Bertram: I-ow many hours do they work?
Mr PARKER: In my estimation, much less

than 20 hours a week, except in an extraordinary
situation where a long case is proceeding. My
judgment is that they would work far less than 20
hours a week. I am referring only to the hoard
members, and not to the public servants who work
in the office.

Mr Nanovich: Are you talking about union
secretaries?

Mr PARKER: I would not mind those hours if
they got through the work, but when we have
workers without any income-not a
cent-waiting for six and nine months to get even
the basic minimum they require in order to live,
while many of these characters are walking
around the Royal Perth Golf Club, that is not on.

Mr O'Connor: Will this Bill help to overcome
that situation?

Mr PARKER: I do not see anything in the Bill
which will help to overcome it, and I will be
pleased to hear the Minister point out something
which will. If that situation is overcome a great
step forward will be made,

The workers' compensation legislation which
the Minister has presented to this Parliament is a
travesty in every sense of the word. As I said, it is
the most major step backwards that has occurred
in the area of workers' compensation; it is the
biggest step backwards in this area in the entire
Commonwealth since World War 11. This
Government is leading the retreat to the age of
Dickens in the area of workers' compensation. I
believe the Sill should be defeated in its entirety,
and we should look at an equitable system of
workers' compensation and rehabilitation.

MR TONKIN (Morley) [8.05 p.m.]: This is
largely a cosmetic Sill. It has been put up with
the suggestion that the emphasis would be on
rehabilitation, but anyone who has read the
Bill-and I suppose members opposite have
not-will find it very hard to discover how it will
assist in the area of rehabilitation. The
Government has appointed a manager whose job
is to co-ordinate activities in this area, but it has
not done anything fundamental: the worker who is
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in need of rehabilitation still will be sent down to
Melville. This Bill does not do anything about
that: it does not provide for any extra money in
that respect.

We are to have a co-ordinator, wvhich reminds
me of the great promise of Ihe Premier to stop
inflation in 1973-74. HeI decided to appoint an
expediter. The member for Maylands would
remember the Premier saying when in Opposition
that inflation was caused largely by shortages
because of bottlenecks in the Eastern States, and
that he would appoint an expediter to resolve the
problem. The Premier duly appointed the
expediter, and when we asked questions we found
a few months later he had disappeared.

This is a cosmetic Government, like an agei .ng
harlot trying to win Favour and putting thicker
and thicker daubs of cosmetics on her face to try
to persuade her suitors that she is in fact an
attractive and comely wench. That is what this
Government is doing with this kind of legislation.

If the Government were serious about
rehabilitation-and of course it is very fond of
pinching ideas from the Opposition-it could
have adopted the suggestion put forw ard by this
side of the House. When I was the shadow
Minister I suggested that our policy was to have a
rehabilitation and compensation commission as
Canada has. If we have a commission which has
to pay out money and is also responsible for
rehabilitation, it will be interested in
rehabilitating workers so that compensation
payments will cease or lessen. Obviously it makes
good sense to have a commission which handles
both rehabilitation and compensation.

The Government has said "That is what we are
doing here; we have rehabilitation", but look at
the Sill and see just what degree of rehabilitation
is involved.

Why does not this Government do something
for the small businessman? Why does it not bring
down a Bill to do something to lessen the burden
on the small businessman who must pay very high
insurance premiums for his employees?

The Government might say 'Well, there is
some bone paring in the Sill, and some savings
will be made because of the reduction of
benefits." However, we will see that those
reductions are in fact miniscule. For example, the
prescribed amount has not dropped below $51 000
in actual money terms, but because the new base
rate upon which computations are made is to be
$41 000, it will be some years before the $51 000
will increase. It will not rise until the $41 000 has
escalated as a result of inflation to catch up with
the $51 000. Therefore, in effect the present

prescribed amount is being frozen for three or
four years. One might say there is a cost saving
there, but in fact a very small percentage of
workers are affected by the prescribed amount.
Very few workers on compensation ever get
anywhere near the prescribed amount. So. it is not
achieving a saving at a level which would have a
big effect on premiums.

This Government, for ideological reasons,
always blames employees for high costs. We
believe if the Government wanted to do something
to help the small businessman, it would have
introduced a watchdog-a decent premium rates
committee-to prevent rises in premiums. But in
fact, what do we have? We have no significant
change in the legislation. I am glad the Minister
is back in his seat.

Mr O'Connor: I have not been out of the
Chamber.

Mr TONKIN: I realise that; however, perhaps
the Minister was otherwise engaged. All I am
saying is that I am glad the Minister is able to
hear what I am about to say because we too are
concerned at the very high premiums which are
being paid by small businesses in particular and
businesses generally.

Why has the Government not taken the
opportunity in this major rewriting of an Act to
establish a premium rates committee which is
externally audited and which really is a check
upon the premiums insurance companies can
charge? At the moment, there is no check. All the
Government has done is to structure to some
degree the Premium Rates Committee but in fact
it has made no significant change. We will still
have a situation where the insurance companies
will be able to charge any kind of premium they
wish.

Mr Coyne: And lose their customers
accordingly.

Mr TONKIN: That is because the member for
Murchison-Eyre, in his quaint way, believes there
is a high degree of competition in our community.

Mr Coyne: I was in the industry for a long
time.

Mr TONKIN: That may be the case, but
apparently the honourable member did not
understand the industry too well because in fact, a
great deal of price setting is going on in the
insurance industry. I suggest the member for
Murchison-Eyre obtain some quotations from
insurance companies to see the degree of
collusion-either conscious or
unconscious-which exists. This collusion does
not need to take place in a smoke-filled room. All
one needs to do is to be aware of the rates of one's
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so-called competitors and make sure one is not too
far out of stcp,

What I am saying is that the rates are rising,
not piecemeal, but together. I rthere were genuine
prevention of these practices in restraint of trade
in this society, the honourable member's comment
may be valid. However, in fact, as we know, of all
the OECD countries Australia is the worst for
practices in restraint of trade. We have seen that
the Trade Practices Commission has been given a
reduced role;, thc overseeing of practices in
restraint of trade will be lessened under the new
guidelines announced by the Fraser Government
within the last fortnight.

I believe that if we are not ideological about
this, we should be prepared to admit that just as
there may be some employees who are prepared to
run the system for their own benefit, so there may
be some employers and insurance companies who
arc going to run the system for their own benefit
and maximise profits. If members opposite are
prepared to take their blinkers off and see faults
on both sides, and are not concerned only with
reducing benefits to employees-if that is their
argument-they would establish a corresponding
safeguard by having all premiums investigated by
a genuine premium rates committee.

Mr Old: Are you saying all insurance
companies' rates on workers' compensation are
identical?

Mr TON KIN: No, I am not saying that at all;
that would be too naive altogether. They do not
need to be identical in order for lack of
competition to occur.

Mr Old: You say there is very little difference?
Mr TONKIN: Yes.

Mr Old: I do not believe that is right.
Mr TONKIN: The Minister for Agriculture

should cheek the premiums to see whether or not
it is correct. I believe a great deal of collusion
occurs in the setting of rates. We believe that just
as an employee must appear before the Workers'
Compensation Board to justify any payments he
might receive, or before the Industrial
Commission to justify increased benefits, so
insurance companies should be required to justify
their premiums before the Premium Rates
Committee.

If members opposite do not believe there is
collusion in the setting of rates, why do they have
the Premium Rates Committee at all? Why do
they not abolish it? Why are they not courageous
enough to say "We arc in favour of free
competition. We believe it is occurring at the

moment, so we will abolish the Premium Rates
Committee"?

I would have thought the faet there is a
Premium Rates Committee and the fact that in
this Bill there is a cosmetic attempt to Structure
and formalise it to some degree is an admission
that such a committee is needed. I use the word
"cosmetic" because people who look at this
matter superficially, or who simply read
newspaper headlines, may believe this matter has
been attended to by the new legislation. In fact, I
believe it has not.

We accept the kind of pressure on businesses,
and small businesses in particular, in the payment
of workers' compensation premiums, but we
certainly reject the suggestion this is due to the
benefits being too great; that is certainly not the
situation at all.

Therefore, one reason insurance premiums arc
too high is that of collusion and of a lack of
competition.

Let us consider other practices by insurance
companies which help to push premiums higher in
a true sense than are justifiable. When the 1978
legislation was before this House, I outlined to the
then Minister for Labour and Industry-

Mr Parker: Is he the one who bashed a couple
of policemen? Did they receive workers'
compensation?

Mr O'Connor: He was not the one who threw a
smoke bomb under a police car and called the
police certain things.

Mr Parker: Which Minister did that?
Mr O'Connor: The member opposite who is

interj ecting did that.
Mr Parker: That is not true.
M r O'Connor: I beg your pardon?
Mr Parker: What you say is not true.
Mr Coyne: Is that an embarrased look on your

face?
Mr Parker: No, because what the Minister said

is not true.
Mr TONKIN: The member for Fremantle said

the Minister's accusation was not true. When the
1978 legislation was being debated in this place I
outlined dozens of cases of malpractice by
insurance companies. What did this Government
do to investigate that matter? What did the
present Minister do to investigate these
malpracties on the part of insurance companies?

I can see the Minister has switched off; he is no
longer interested in the debate.

Mr O'Connor: I am listening to you.
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Mr TONKIN: I am suggesting malpractices
are perpctrated by insurance companies. In 1978
1 outlined dozens of such cases but nothing was
done to try to prevent them occurring. I pointed
out that one of the reasons ror unjustifiably high
workers' compensation premiums was the practice
of insurance companies of hiring private
investigators to tail people in receipt of workers'
compensation payments simply to ascertain
whether they were really entitled to those
payments.

M r Coyne: It is just as well they do.
Mr TONKIN: The member for Murchison-

Eyre says "It is just as well they do." I related the
case of a woman who, with her son, visited a
specialist in Perth. She was tailed by a private
investigator from her home to Perth, and back
home again. Members know how much those
sorts of people charge per day, yet there was no
justification whatsoever for his presence. Three
specialists appointed by the insurance company to
examine this woman agreed she was injured.
However, in spite of the certificates she was given,
the member for Murchison-Eyre says it is just as
well insurance companies do hire private
investigators.

Mr Coyne: It is only a natural consequence.
Mr TONK IN: It is a natural waste of money

which causes premiums to be higher than are
justifiable. in this case, three specialists had
certified that the woman was unfit to work. The
insurance company was not prepared to believe
the medical profession. I suppose liars and cheats
tend to think everyone else is a liar and a cheat.
The insurance company had this woman followed,
yet the member for insurance companies opposite
is quite happy about the situation.

I suppose the honourable member would also
defend the actions of insurance company agents
who let down the tyres of an injured worker's
vehicle which was parked outside the Royal Perth
Hospital. No doubt the member for Murchison-
Eyre would say that was fair enough because they
wanted to establish whether the person's back was
really in a bad way, or whethcr he could change
his tyres without any trouble.

Another thing they did was to put rocks on the
d rive of an i nju red worker to see whet her he could
shift them. When he could not, and his wife did,
the insurance company was satisfied that perhaps
the injured worker might have a case after all.

Those are the kinds of things that the
Government defends-those scurrilous tactics on
the part of insurance companies. The Government
defends them in the name of that holy god, profti.
We reject that. If the Government wanted to be

fair, it would look at the rates of insurance
companies. It would have a genuine premium
rates committee, or it would abolish it. It would
try to prevent these kinds of practices happening
instead of, from an ideological point of view,
trying to prove that people are wandering around
building sites, arranging for steel cables to snap so
that tons of steel will come hurtling through the
air on top of them, so they can take the day off on
compo! That is the diseased attitude of people
who think that these sick and injured people arc
arranging for this kind of thing to happen.

When the member for Balcatta was speaking,
the Minister said, "Give me the details of that
example and I will Fix it up." Once again, that is
cosmetic.

Mr Old: He did not say he would fix it up. He
said to give him the details.

Mr O'Connor: And I have not received the
details of that one, yet.

Mr TONKIN: I reject that attitude, because
the Minister will investigate that one while he
allows the system to continue. He allows
thousands of problems to occur; but because this
one is in the public eye he says he will investigate
it. That is so the people will say, '0h, look, the
Minister makes a big fellow of himself." I am not
in favour of that.

Mr O'Connor: You have to find out if it did
occur.

Mr TONKIN: I am saying that the Minister
shows a sudden interest in that one thing
occurring, and yet there are dozens of those eases.
Members heard the member for Fremantle
detailing ease after case. In 1978 I detailed case
after case; and none of those was investigated.
The Government was not interested in
investigating them. When the people are noticing,
the Government will say, for public consumption,
that it will investigate eases. I do not like that
kind of thing. If the Minister says "Give me
details and we will have a look at it," that is mere
cosmetic government.

We are told daily of eases in which employers
receive cheques from insurance companies and do
not pass them on. They forget to pass them on! I
was amazed to hear the member for Fremantle
saying that kind of thing, because I was going to
mention it. I have complaints made to me about
that kind of thing. It was almost as if the member
for Fremantle and 1 had compared notes, but we
had not. Yet the member for Fremantle, from the
opposite end of the city, has mentioned the same
kind of thing.

It happens that employers for vindictive
reasons, and for all kinds of peculiar reasons, do
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not pass cheques on to their employees which they
have received from the insurance companies. Of
course, there are employers who like to do the
right thing by their employees; but because the
employee is injured on workers' compensation,
and the insurance company is handling the
matter, it is taken out of the hands of the
employer to a very large extent.

We are not saying that all insurance companies
act in this way. Nor are we saying that all
employers act in this way. However, we are sick
and tired of employees being blamed all the time,
as evidenced by the interjection a moment ago by
the member for Murchison-Eyrc. He holds the
natural belief that if there is a "bludger", or if
there is a dishonest person, he will be an
employee.

Mr Coyne: I did not say anything such as that,

Mr TONKIN: That is the implication, because
we never hear from the member for Murchison-
Eyre any criticism of an insurance company or an
employer.

If we are to be fair in this place, we have to see
where the blame lies; and we have to criticise
employees-

Mr Coyne: I am only defending the free
enterprise system.

Mr TONKIN: -and we have to criticise the
employers. The private enterprise would not exist
without employees.

Mr Coyne: I realise that.
Mr Old: And vice versa.

Mr TONK<IN: Precisely. That is all I am
saying. We do have to have regard for both sides.

Mr O'Connor: No need to argue. We agree.

Mr TONKIN: We have to ensure that these
kinds of abuses do not occur.

If the Government was serious about
rehabilitation, one way in which it could do
something would be to introduce the New South
Wales system which provides that, with certain
safeguards, employers have to re-employ an
injured employee. That kind of provision is not in
our legislation. That is one of the main ways in
which the Government could reduce workers'
compensation payments; and it would aid the
cause of rehabilitation by ensuring that the people
who were injured were re-employed.

This Bill has been delayed for some time. It has
been delayed mainly so that the Government
could "prove" that what we said before the 1980
election was not true-that is, that they were
waiting until after the election to introduce the
workers' compensation legislation.

The Government did not introduce the Bill last
year, but it waited until a decent interval had
passed. Now it has introduced this legislation,
which is the kind of legislation that we anticipated
would be introduced, partly as a result of the
Dunn report. The Government was not
courageous enough to introduce it before the last
election; and it has been left until now.

This Bill does nothing for safety. I would have
thought one of the main objectives of a
Government concerned with lessening workers'
compensation would be to deal with safety
measures. However, we do not see them at all. I
wonder whether the Government knows that the
number of accidents in the first week, and even in
the first day, of employment are greater than
subsequently.

Mr O'Connor: Yes. I agree with you on that.

Mr TONKIN: One of the reasons is that
employers do not bother to inform their
employees-

Mr O'Connor: Some of them do not have the
knowledge safety-wise. It is a combination of
both.

Mr TONKIN: The employees need to be
informed properly as to the safe ways of going
about a job.

Mr O'Connor: J agree with that.

Mr TONKIN: That would be a factor in
reducing premiums.

Mr O'Connor: As you would know, many
companies now have a member of the staff
defined as "safety officer", and change them
around from time to time.

Mr TONKIN: That is an area that needs to be
developed. The Bill is silent on the issue.

The Bill seems to aim at a disincentive for
people on workers' compensation. In other words,
it is forcing people to go back to Work, even when
they are not fit.

The other day I heard of a case in which a
person had something dropped on him by a
workmate who was above him; and it injured him.
The chap above said, "Look, I'm sorry." He had a
wrenched shoulder, and he could not do his job
properly. The one below said, "Well, why aren't
you off the job?" and the one who had dropped
the article said "it will spoil our safety record.
We're going for a safety certificate, and we have
got an unblemished reputation." The man wanted
to work on; and it caused an accident.

Mr O'Connor: That did not cause the accident,
did it? I thought you said the fellow who was
injured had the wrenched arm.
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Mr TONKIN: No. The man who dropped the
object had a wrenched shoulder. When the chap
below, who was injured by the falling casing, said,
"What's going on?", he said, -I'm sorry, but I've
got a wrenched shoulder." The man injured said,
"Why haven't you left the job?" He said, "I don't
want to spoil our perfect safety record." That is a
wvay in which one can have a safety programme
that backfires.

I mentioned that to show it is of no use just
having a cosmetic kind of programme producing
certificates and awards. Rather, we have to be a
lot more sophisticated in our safety programmes.

To some extent the Bill is based upon the Dunn
report. Members may recall that some years ago
when that report came out I criticised it very
strongly. I think it is a callous and quite
unprofessional document. Indeed, we know that
before Judge Dunn became a judge he was in fact
an insurance company solicitor, and this is easy to
believe when one reads the report. Yet in spite of
all that, the Dunn report is better than this Bill in
some respects and certainly in respect of the age
limit, because Judge Dunn recommended a
graduated scale rather than what the Government
has done.

When interjecting on the member for Balcatta,
the Minister referred to common law actions.
Those actions can be taken only when negligence
is proved. It is very difficult to prove negligence.
The worker may himself be unconscious or
incapacitated in some way. There may not be a
workmate present to give evidence. Even if there
is. perhaps he did not see what occurred or
perhaps the two workers may have had a tiff and
so the man is not prepared to give evidence.

The other factor about proving negligence and
taking a common law suit is that it is an
enormously expensive exercise. What employee
can afford to run around suing his employer,
especially as these sort of cases, as with any court
case, can go either way? The Minister should stop
making such fatuous interjections, because the
possibility of taking a common law ease is of little
consolation to an injured worker.

We do welcome the statutory Provision in the
Bill providing a convention that there should be
no costs against the worker unless he was acting
in a frivolous, vexatious, or similar manner.

I have already spoken about the prescribed
amount and it is quite fatuous of the Minister to
say there has been no reduction, because there is
to be a reduction in real terms. If the prescribed
amount is to be frozen at $51 000 (or a period of
time until the £41 000 figure based on the average
minimum wage has increased, this means that in

a period of inflation there must be a reduction in
the prescribed amount in real terms. That is what
is to happen. I said before that the cost saving
here is minimal because most employees who are
injured are not affected by the prescribed amount.
The worst part of this is that those workers who
are affected by the reduction in the prescribed
amount are people who are seriously injured or
dead. So the burden will fall more heavily upon
the dependants of a deceased or seriously injured
worker. What is more, the savings will be
minimal.

The existing exception, which preserves
entitlement for an injury which results in death or
permanent and serious disablement where there
has been serious and wilful misconduct, is to be
eliminated. 1 remind the Government that the
dependants have no control over the behaviour of
the employee. So the Government is penalising
the dependants because of the behaviour of an
employee.

When interjecting on another occasion on the
member for Balcatta, the Minister asked "At
what age should a worker retire;. is it not fair
enough to cut off the benefit at age 65?" if the
Government is to assume that a worker who now
is perhaps 60 years of age is intending to retire at
age 65, it has to be consistent and make the same
assumption with a person who is perhaps 20 years
of age who is injured and cannot pursue his
occupation any further and is therefore forced
into a less remunerative occupation.

Over a period of time inflation has its effect
and by the time the worker reaches age 24 in that
less remunerative occupation, the income he is
receiving at age 24 will still equal the income he
was receiving at age 20 when his accident
occurred in his previous occupation. So all
compensation cuts out. But if the accident had not
occurred and the person had Stayed in his original
occupation, by the time he reached 24 years of
age he would have been earning far more. So he
would have lost earnings due to the accident.

The Minister should be interested in increasing
the amount of earnings and saying the person
would have worked, we would expect, to the age
of 60 or 65. but during that time had lost
thousands and thousands of dollars because he
had been forced out of his previous occupation. If
the Government is not going to do it that way it
certainly does not have the right to say to a
person at age 60 that he is going to retire at age
65 and therefore the Government will cut off his
benefits at that date. Of course, we have the
mining employees who have these long term
diseases such as silicosis. The knowledge that they
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will have this income after reaching the age of 65
is built into their job expectations.

When we have a death resulting from injury we
have coming into force the national residual
entitlement related to this age of retirement
factor. In this case we have the prescribed
amount, which I have already indicated is reduced
in real and absolute terms, being reduced even
more by this new concept of notional residual
entitlement. So we have a ceiling beneath the
reduced ceiling of the prescribed amount. That is
a further reduction in benefits to dependants of
employees who have been killed.

As the member for Fremantle said, members
should remember that the injuries we are talking
about occur as a result of the worker producing
wealth for Australia and also for his employer.
The person would not be in receipt of workers'
compensation if he or she were not part of the
productive process and this is how the
Government intends to reward people who are
part of that process.

We see the Bill as being retrograde in another
way, because if people suffer from cardiovascular
or cerebrovascular ailments they will be
compensable only when they occur as a result of
effort which is excessive or abnormal for that
person in that kind of job. So a person who
normally has to exert himself and put his body
under great strain will not benefit if he has a
heart attack or stroke. This will reduce the kinds
of benefits which would be available to people
who suffer such complaints. Of course, the onus
of proof in this case is being shifted from the
employer to the employee.

Clause 41 contains three questions which we
believe it is not suitable for medical practitioners
or members of the Medical Board to ask. The
questions relate to the place of work and the
conditions of work of the employee. It is certainly
not within the competence of a medical
practitioner to ask questions and to make a
determination based upon a work place situation.
That is the prerogative of the board.

I heard of one case in which a doctor said 'This
person is quite fit to work at the check-out,
because people on the check-out of the store can
sit down." When it was pointed out to him that, in
the particular store in which this girl worked, the
people at the check-out could not sit down he said
"in my corner store the girl sits down."

No matter how
practitioner may
determinations of
work place. They

eminent in his field a medical
be, he should not make

this nature which relate to the
should be made by the board;

therefore we believe those clauses should be
deleted.

The old section 12B is re-enacted and becomes
a clause later in the Bill. I remember the member
for Collie raised with the Minister the way in
which section 12B worked. No doubt, in his
affable way, the Minister said "Oh yes, I will
have a look at that." Nothing has happened and
we see section 12B appearing as a clause later in
the Bill.

Mr O'Connor: What does section 12B refer to?
Mr TONKIN: It refers to situations in which

payments are ceased and there is provision for an
interlocutory hearing to take place to reinstate the
payments. We see here that, when notice is given
that payments are to be ceased, there is no
provision for the employee to be informed as to
what he should do about it. We believe the notice
that ceases the payments should say "You have
21 days in which to do something about it and
you should go and see the manager", or words to
that effect.

Mr O'Connor: That would be done by
regulation, not by legislation, would it not?

M r TON K IN: I t has not been done so fa r.
Mr O'Connor: It can be.
Mr TONKIN: Lots of things can be done by

regulation. IS the Minister promising to do that?
Mr O'Connor: It can be done and I will do

everything to ensure it is looked at.
Mr TONKIN: Members must realise that we

are dealing with high risk industries where a
number of injuries occur. Without these industries
we would not have an economy. The building,
metal, and heavy industries are the basis of our
economy and the people who work in them are not
lawyers. They are not people who are familiar
with their rights and they do not usually listen to
parliamentary broadcasts. Therefore, they should
be informed that if their payments cease, they
have redress. I cannot see there is any
justification for hiding the fact that, in the law.
there is a redress. This redress is in the Act
already. All we are saying is, they should be
informed it is in the Act by means of a notice
which is sent out under proposed new section 69.
Certainly we ask the Minister to look at the
possibility of doing that, whether it is done by
regulation or in some other way.

Mr O'Connor: I think the way to do it would be
by regulation and I have no objection to having a
look at it.

Mr TONKIN: We are concerned at the
journeying provisions. The onus of proving the
absence of fault is placed on the worker or his
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dependlant. If he is travelling by himself, there
may be no way in which the dependants of a
deceased worker-or in the case of a claim by a
worker, who cannot prove he was not at fault
because he was unconscious at the time-can
prove he was not at fault and that there was no
error of judgment on his part when driving home
from work. We believe the onus of proof should
rest upon the employer or insurance company.
The member for Fremantle says a person should
be innocent until he is proved guilty.

Those are some of the main comments I wanted
to make. Of course, there will be a great deal of
discussion in Committee. I should like to make a
final comment. In the second schedule I notice the
percentage of the prescribed amount has
decreased in I8 categories. When members allow
for the fact that the prescribed amount itself has
gone down, they can see there has been a double
reduction. The percentage of the prescribed
amount has increased in only three categories; it
has gone down in I8 categories; and the
prescribed amount itself has decreased. It can be
seen there is an attack on people who have lost
parts of their bodies due to accidents at work, as
outlined in the second schedule.

To repeat the main thrust of my argument, I
should like to point out that, firstly, if this
Government wants to reduce the burden on
employers and particularly on small businesses, it
should look at the premiums and the Premium
Rates Committee. That is absolutely essential.
Secondly, if the Government really wants to do
something about rehabilitation instead of just
appearing to do something about it, it should do
more than appoint a manager who has only the
power of co-ordination. This is simply window-
dressing.

We believe there should be a compensation and
rehabilitation commission. As I said before, it is
in the interests of the same commission to
rehabilitate people. We have advocated that
previously in this place. We are in favour of
rehabilitation, and the aspect of this Bill which
disappoints us greatly is the fact that it does
nothing in the area of rehabilitation.

It is all very well to change the name of the
Act, as is being done under the draft Bill, or to
add some fancy clauses, but if there is really
nothing that improves rehabilitation and if there
is nothing to stop insurance companies setting
very high premiums and thereby maximising
profits, we have to question the sincerity of the
Government with respect to workers'
compensation, rehabilitation, and reducing the
burden on employees.

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister for
Labour and Industry) 18.49 p.mn.]: In replying to
this debate I want to make it quite clear that,
contrary to comments made by members of the
Opposition, this Bill was not drafted in an effort
to have a go at the employees.

Mr Parker: Would you say you have done it
effortlessly?

Mr O'CONNOR: I would be the first to admit
there are some employees who do the wrong thing
in relation to their jobs and there are some
employers who do the wrong thing by their
workers.

Mr Tonkin: What about the insurance
companies?

Mr O'CONNOR: In some eases it probably
applies to insurance companies. I was referring to
the two groups mentioned. No-one is perfect, and
I would say the people who do the wrong thing do
so at great cost to the rest of the community.
Because of that, legislation had to be drawn up in
the manner it has been.

The redrafting of the Workers' Compensation
Act was long overdue. Members will recall that a
Select Committee of the Legislative Council in
1973 went into the matter of workers'
compensation and made suggestions including one
that the Act be totally rewritten. Nothing was
done until this Bill was drafted. In 1977 Mr
Justice Menzies referred to the Act as being
patchwork; he said one of the problems was that
none of the patches fitted. Justice Stephen
referred to it as wanting clarity. In the May v.
Geraldton Building Co. Pty. Ltd. ease which the
member for Fremantle mentioned, the following
comments were made by Mr Justice Stephen-

The accumulated scar tissue of sixty-live
years of frequent amendment, aggravated
rather than aided by the cosmetic device of
successive reprints, makes unrewarding the
search for any underlying pattern likely to
reveal legislative intent..

It would be difficult to say anything much more
derogatory against a piece of legislation than that
said by that particular justice.

M r Parker: It didn't justify the Bill before us.
Mr O'CONNOR: If the member allows me

time to do so I will justify the Bill as I see it.
Members know the Government had Judge Dunn
carry out an investigation into workers'
compensation and report to the Government, and
that formed a basis for drafting the workers'
compensation legislation before us. According to
the Government and, obviously, members of the
Opposition, a Select Committee and various
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justices, the Act was totally unsatisfactory. In
fact, Parliament regarded it as inadequate.

Mr Parker: Why didn't you agree to a tripartite
review as suggested?

Mr O'CONNOR: We wanted an independent
inquiry rather than one that was warped by
certain views,

Mr Tonkin: It wasn't an independent review.
Mr O'CONNOR: The review carried out was

independent. In Judge Dunn's inquiries he
conferred with all parties.

Mr Tonkin: You picked him because you knew
what he would come up with.

Mr O'CONNOR: He had individuals before
him to give their submissions, and representatives
of certain unions, the Trades and Labor Council,'medical practitioners and others. The inquiry was
extensive and comprehensive.

Many benefits will flow from this legislation to
individuals and the community generally and,
particularly, to small business. Small businesses
have been hit dreadfully hard by the tremendous
increase in premiums since 1974.

Mr Tonkin: What about the Premium Rates
Committee?

Mr O'CONNOR: It has a job to do. Although
the member does not think it is doing its job
properly, he must accept there was a reduction
last year of 14 per cent. I hope that will be
followed by a further one this year. Following the
introduction by the Opposition of the provision for
the payment by way of compensation of 100 per
cent of the wages previously earned, there was a
700 per cent increase over five years in the
premiums paid in this State.

Premiums paid in 1974 amounted to $12
million, and in 1979-80 they amounted to $84
million. Members will -realise t he tremendous
impact that has had on small businesses. It is
small business people this Government is
concerned for; not only for the proprietors as
such, but also for the number of employees the
businesses can take on at times. When a small
business man must pay an extra $1 000 it has a
big effect on his business. The fact that he must
pay an extra $1 000 for workers' compensation
coverage can in some ways reduce the number of
people he can employ. We are concerned about
employment, individuals and small business
people, and what we have done in this Bill is to
bring in measures to assist those people.

The member for Morley said nothing has been
done for the rehabilitation of injured workers.
During the Committee stage I intend to go
further and discuss a number of matters such as

that. One of the main aspects in this Bill is the
assistance to injured workers in their
rehabilitation and getting them back into the
work force. As members know, if an individual
has been incapacitated, and has trouble getting
back to work or obtaining light duties, the board
will have the power by way of this legislation to
classify him as disabled until he can obtain
permanent work or light duties. That is a worth-
while move and will help a number of people who
at this stage genuinely have difficulty getting
back into the work force.

The other measures contained in this Bill will
provide realistic family benefits which have not
applied in the past. The benefits have been frozen
to a certain degree and we intend to have them
escalate over a period whereby the children of
handicapped people and others can receive
entitlements on an increasing basis rather than
having them frozen at a figure which is not
capable of enabling them to care for themselves
properly.

The member for Balcatta made statements to
the effect that the Government accused workers
of cheating and malingering. That was not the
statement I made. He warped what was said. I
did not say that certain people were cheating or
malingering. I asked him to refer to Hansard to
see the statements I made. I said-

Back injuries always have been an emotive
issue and evoked claims of "cheating",
"1malingering", and the like. However, I am
sure members who have suffered some form
of back complaint would agree that
disabilities of this nature are real and can
have a devastating effect on a person's ability
to earn.

I do not know how that statement was
misconstrued to the effect that I said people were
cheating and malingering. To misconstrue that
statement in that way is beyond my
understanding.

The member claimed the Government was
inhumane and was attempting to force people
back to work. Again that is not true, and in the
cases I have quoted there are ways in which
workers can be encouraged back to work. If they
are unable to do so they are cured for.

Much of the time spent by the member for
Balcatta was used in referring to the Industrial
Arbitration Act. He said no orders had been
issued officially. According to some discussions I
had with the chief commissioner some two months
ago, of the 1 2 orders issued 11 were against
unions and one was against an employer. With
one exception the orders had been complied with
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immediately. The exception was in connection
with thc Prison Officers' Union, and a fine of
$250 was imposed and paid. The member for
Balcatta again misconstrued the facts as he
frequently does in this House by claiming that the
Government paid the Fine. I make it clear the
Government had nothing to do with that payment.
In fact, when legislation was drawn up to alter the
Industrial Arbitration Act last year I had
proposed a clause to provide that individuals Fined
should pay the fine. At the request of senior uni on
executives I withdrew the proposed clause. That
may tell the true story. I had no objection to
doing so, but I object to the member for Balcatta
misconstruing the facts.

We all know that prior to the last election.
members opposite-in particular, those
representing the goldfields and the
Pilbara-claimed that Cabinet agreed to a
reduction of the amount of workers' compensation
paid from 100 per cent to 85 per cent of wages
earned by an injured worker.

Mr Tonkin: That is one thing you
didn't do.

Mr O'CONNOR: We agreed to 100 per cent
and that in itself is fair.

The member for Baleatta mentioned the
journeying provision and we have agreed to make
an amendment to the Bill in relation to that, It
will relate to people working for the MTT, for
example, where they work shifts or people
working at hospitals. I believe the amendment
suggested is fair.

Mr Parker: When do we see the amendment?
Mr O'CONNOR: There is an amendment on

the notice paper to that effect.
Mr Parker: You agreed to our amendment?
Mr O'CONNOR: Yes, because I believe it is

fair. I also believe the cut-off point should be at
65 years of age. However, if a person is working
at 68 years of age and is injured, the payments
will still carry on until he is 69. 1 find it difficult
to understand that people who have reached the
age of 89 are still receiving workers'
compensation payments.

Mr Davies: Even if he is still suffering an
injury?

Mr O'CONNOR: In my opinion a workers'
compensation payment is for a person who has
been injured during his working life and once he
reaches 65 it should cut off.

Mr Davies: So, once he turns 65, no matter how
bad that injury, he is not entitled to workers'
compensation?

Mr O'CONNOR: That is not true, because
some people are entitled to payments even though
they have reached 65 years of age. I believe 65
years of age is a reasonable cut-off point.

It was said that the 14-day period provided in
the Bill did not allow enough time for individuals
to obtain reports. We have agreed to change that
to 21 days.

Members have said that the prescribed amount
in the Bill is unfair, but the prescribed amount is
above that of all other States. While the member
for Fremantle says that in New South Wales it is
five times the annual rate-

Mr Parker: That is for death and for total and
permanent incapacity.

Mr O'CONNOR: That is not so. In New South
Wales the full weekly rate is paid for six months,
then it is reduced substantially to approximately
half. The amount payable for death in New South
Wales was $25 000, but I understand that amount
has been increased in the last few weeks. The
amount payable for death in South Australia was
$25 000, and in Victoria it is $41 000. We have
increased our amount to $41 600 to make it the
highest, or equal to the highest, in Australia.

We ought not to bring our amount down
because we are way out of line with other States,
but leave it until the CPI costs catch up.

Mr Parker: It is not Cr1.
Mr O'CONNOR: The honourable member is

correct. It is the minimum wage rate.
Mr Parker: It would be better if it were the

CPI rate.
Mr O'CONNOR: The member mentioned that

we were discriminating against workers who
wished to Work. I do not believe that is so. The
Bill we have brought forward is fair to the
individual and fair to the employer. It is certainly
fair to the small businessman who has been hit by
the substantial increases in recent years.

Mr Davies: Is there likely to be any immediate
reduction in premiums?

Mr O'CONNOR: I believe this is possible
because a reduction of 14 per cent in premiums
shows that there was a 700 per cent increase in
the years from 1974. "the figure of $12 million
increased to $84 million.

Mr Parker: You have also had a much greater
degree of employment in that time and to say that
700 per cent increase is due co the workers'
compensation benefits is quite false.

Mr O'CONNOR: In 1972 to 1976 the
premiums were double the increase in the wage
structure during that time.
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The member for Fremantle said that the weekly
rate should be the average weekly wage. I do not
go along with that idea at all. For the benefit of
members I shall read from the Bureau of
Statistics definition of what is included in the
average weekly earnings. It reads as follows-

The earning figures used for determining
average weekly earnings comprises award
and over-award wages and salaries and
earnings of employees not covered by award,
overtime earnings, bonuses and allowances,
commissions, directors' fees, and payments
made retrospectively or in advance during
the quarter, earnings of managerial and
executive staff and of part-time as well as
full-time employees and juniors as well as
adults are included.

When we consider that, the average weekly
earnings include professional payments,
managerial payments, directors' payments, etc. If
we went along with that, our figures would
escalate way above the rest of Australia.

Mr Parker: Would you agree to the CPU?
Mr O'CONNOR: I agree to what is contained

in the Bill, and I think it is fair.

Several members made some comments about
the onus of proof and that it should not be placed
on the employee when he is injured on his way
home from work. I should like to remind members
that an employer has no control over the actions
of a worker while he is travelling to and from
work. He has control over the worker while he is
in the workshop or on the job, but certainly not on
the way to and from work. Surely, on that basis,
we would agree that when a default occurs it is up
to the employee himself to prove the ease.

Mr Parker: I am prepared to wager that there
are many insurance companies which will
automatically put in that claim and then require
the worker to go through the tortuous procedure
of proving that it was not the ease.

Mr O'CONNOR: I would like to quote some
figures from the Dunn report which I believe to
be relevant to this matter. When we look at the
increase in wages against the premi .ums we note
that in June 1972 the average weekly earnings
were $96.70. These figures include directors' and
managers' fees. In 1978 the average weekly
earnings were $233.90.

In that time the average weekly earnings rose
from $94.70 in 1972 to $213.90 in 1978-an
increase of 125.8 per cent. In 1972 the prescribed
amoue was $11 977 and in 1978 it was
$41 2 6-an increase of 250 per cent. So the
average weekly earnings increased by 125 per

cent as against 250 per cent in the prescribed
amount.

I would like to refer to what happened
following the increase of workers' compensation
to 100 per cent of a worker's weekly pay in 1973.
Let us look at the situation in the Metropolitan
(Perth) Passenger Transport Trust. In 1972 the
absence from wvork per individual in the year was
5.6 days. In 1973, the year the legislation to
increase the payment to 100 per cent was brought
in, the figure was 7.6 days. In the years following
the figure increased in this way-

1974 13.3 days
1975 18.5 days
1976 22.05 days
1977 25.5 days.

Mr Parker: You were quoting the ABS figures
to us earlier. Why don't you look at the ABS
figures for industrial accidents in Western
Australia in those same years and see what the
difference has been? We accept that this can
happen with a particular employer, but if you
look at the overall Western Australian picture,
that is not what happened at all. In fact, the
reverse was the case.

Mr O'CONNOR: I am just pointing out what
happened in the MTT following the introduction
of that legislation. The increase in the days lost
per year was from 5.6 to 25.5.

Let us look at Westrail where sick leave can be
accumulated. I will give the figures for the same
per iod for Westrail-

1972 16.7 days
1973 17.7 days
1974 18.1 days
1975 18.7 days
1976 19 days
1977 17.6 days.

In fact, that is an increase of 0.9 per cent only
during that time. So little change applied to
Westrail, and it may be due to the fact that most
of the applicable awards have make-up pay
provisions.

This situation has a real effect on small
businesses. I feel sad for some employers who
have tremendous trouble trying to meet such
payments as workers' compensation premiums.

Mr Davies: What are you doing about limiting
legal fees and doctors' fees?

Mr Parker: These men just cannot go home;
they must have a certificate.

Mr O'CONNOR: Both the member for
Fremantle and the member for Morley said that
some people have to wait six to eight months for
payment of workers' compensation. It disturbs me
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that this could occur. I am led to believe this
would happen only on fairly rare occasions.

Mr Parker: You are led to believe the wrong
way-it is not rare it is common.

Mr O'CONNOR: The Bill provides ways to
expedite the payments. I refer members to clause
67 which we will discuss in Committee. An
employee can apply to the board and the board
has the power to make these payments.

Mr Parker: The only way it will be expedited is
if the board pulls its finger out and lets some of
these cases come before it, instead of its members
playing golf.

Mr O'CONNOR: We must do all we can to
expedite payments to employees and to people
who arc handicapped. We are endeavouring to do
it. However, I know how badly some businesses
have been affected by the tremendous increase in
premiums over a period of time. I believe the Bill
is a good balance between these points of view,
and it is one the House should accept. I commend
it to the House.

Mr Davies: I think you really believe that.

Question put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
M r Coyne
Mr Crane
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr McPharlin

Ayes 20
Mr Nanovkh
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Williams
Mr Slialders

(Teller)

Mr Barnett
Mr Bertram
M rT. J. Burke
M r Carr
Mr Davies
Mr Grill
Mr Harman

Ayes
Mrs Craig
Mr MacKinnon
M rSibson
Mr Mensaros
Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Young
Mr Watt
Sir Charles Court
Dr Dadour

NcsI13
Mr Hodge
Mr Melver
Mr Parker
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Batemnan

Pairs
Noes

Mr Bridge
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Bryce
Mr Skidmore
Mr Pearce
Mr Jamieson
Mr Witson
M r B. T. Burke

(Teller)

Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr
Blaikie) in the Chair; Mr O'Connor (Minister for
Labour and Industry) in charge of the Bill.

Clause 1: Short title-

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again,

on motion by Mr Parker.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
SPECIAL

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy
Premier) [9.19 p.m.]: I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn until
2.15 p.m. on Tuesday, 12 May.

Question put and passed.
House adjourned at 9.20 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

LAND

Agricultural:- Beaumont

1095. Mr COWAN, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) When is is anticipated that more Crown
land will be released for agricultural
purposes in the Beaumont area of thie
Esperance Shire?

(2) Has the Lands Department, in its
assessment of the potential of ibis area,
been given any estimation by the
appropriate authorities when telephone
and power services are to be provided in
thai area?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) Every endeavour is being made to
complete roadworks and other final
release requirements to enable a
subdivision comprising sonic fifteen
locations at Mt. Beaumont to be
released in time for some seasonal
operations to take place this year.

(2) The Government has explicitly stated
that the relevant area is not committed
to country water supply or State Energy
Commission extensions and telephone
connections would be a matter for
individual application to the relevant
authority at the appropriate time.

SHIPPING

Slate Shipping Service: Derby

1096. Mr BRIDGE, to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Is it fact that the Government intends to
cut State shipping services to Derby by
omitting it as a port of eall on the
northern run?

(2) What are the Government's future
proposals in the long term for its State
shipping service to Derby?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) Na.

(2) No changes are contemplated in present
arrangements except that the new ships
wtth their associated technology will
replace M V Nyanda and M V Boogal11n.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT

Superanuatlion

1097. Mr STEPHENS, to the Treasurer:

(I) With regard to members of the
Legislative Assembly and Legislative
Council respectively, in the 10 months to
the end of April 198 1 what was the
average cost per member of Government
contribution to Parliamentary
Superannuation Fund?

(2) Has the Government had to meet any
deficiencies in the members' super-
annuation fund?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), what was the amount in
each of the past five years?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) The Government's contribution to the
Parliamentary Superannuation Fund for
the 10 months to 30 April 1981
averaged S5 260.46 per member.

(2) Yes.
(3) The annual subsidies paid to the

Parliamentary Superannuation Fund
during the last five years to offset the
actuarial deficiency, are as follows-

Year
1975-76
1976-77
1977 -7 8
197 8-7 9
1979-80

Amount
$128 842
$128 842
$438 652
$769 000
$916 877

The results of the last three actuarial
valuations have disclosed that the fund
has ant increasing deficit.
This has been brought about through
the enhancement of benefits and the
effects of inflation.
The subsidies paid to rectify the
financial deficiency is calculated in
accordance with a salary-inked formula
recommended by the Government
Actuary.

TRAFFIC: MOTOR VEHICLES

Stock Garniers

1098. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Police
an d T ra ffic:

(1) How many trailers are licensed in
Western Australia as four-deck stock
crates?
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(2) What is the procedure for licensing such
a trailer if it is over the prescribed
height and length?

(3) If a Permit is necessary before a licence
can be issued, who is responsible for
issuing a permit?

(4) What is the maximum weight allowed
for a stock carrier equipped with-

(a) tandem axles on the prime mover
and trailer;

(b) tandem axles on the prime mover
and tri axles on the trailer?

(5) Is there any diference between the
above weights and weights, allowed for
similar vehicles carrying an indivisible
load?

(6) In view of the trend towards large-
capacity stock-carrying vehicles, will he
give consideration to allowing carriers to
carry weights nearer to that allowed
whcn-carrying an indivisible load?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Information as to the number of decks is

not contained in licensing records.
(2) Overheight and overlcngth vehicles of

this type cannot be licensed.
(3) Answered by (2).

(4) (a)
(b)

38 tonnes-;
38 tonnes, which may be increased
by the issue of a permit by the
Main Roads Department.

(5) Not unless a permit is issued by the
Main Roads Department.

(6) No.

TRAFFIC: MOTOR VEHICLES

Sweck Carriers

1099. Mr COWAN. to the Minister for
Transport:

(1) Was a review of the licensing
concessions for prime movers and
trailers used exclusively for the purpose
of transporting livestock, been conducted
by the Government?

(2) If --Yes-, what are the recommendat ions
contained in the review?

(3) Was any consideration given to allow
the coneessional licence to be granted on
a percentage use basis rather than on
exclusive use?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(1) and (2) Yes, in 1980 and were

incorporated into the amending Act No.
8I of 1980. The current position is that
stock transporters' vehicle licence fees
are reduced to 50 per cent of the
appropriate rate if the tare weight of the
vehicle exceeds 1 524 kg and it is owned
by a person carrying on the business of
stock transporting and will be used
solely for journeys that involve the
carrying of stock.

(3) Yes, however the proposal would not
work in a practical way. As an
alternative, stock transport vehicles can
carry goods other than stock provided a
trip permit is obtained.

TOURISM

Caravan Parks

1100. Mr COWAN, to the Honorary Minister
Assisting the Minister for Tourism:

(1) In this financial year, how many local
authorities have applied for grants for
the purpose of constructing or improving
caravan parks controlled by those
authorities?

(2) (a) What was the value of the
applications;

(b) how many applications were
approved;

(c) what was the value of
applications approved by
Department of Tourism?

the
the

(3) Which authorities were the successful
applicants and what was the value and
purpose of the grant to each individual
authority?

Mr LAURANCE replied:

(1) Three.

(2) (a) $3 870; SI115 575; Not stated:
(b) two:
(c) $1 9 3 5;$20000.

(3) The Shire of Goonialling-
SI 935-additions to provide facilities
for disabled persons.
The Shire of Mullewa-
$20 000-construction of new caravan
park.
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SLOW LEARNING CHILDREN'S
GROUP OF WA

Governnment Control and Contribution

1101. Mr COWAN, to the Premier:

(1) Is the Slow Learning Children's Group
an organisation separate from
Government and free of Government
controls?

(2) If "iNo", which Government department
is responsible for administering the
affairs of the group?

(3) What amount of money was contributed
by Government to the group in each of
the last five years?

(4) What proportion of the total budget of
the group does the Government
contribution represent?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(I) Yes.
(2) Not applicable.
(3) and (4)

1975-76 $ 800000 29.05
1976-77 $1 050000 30.14
1977-78 $1 250000 29.97
1978-79 $1 574000 33.19
1979-80 $1 763000 32.44

per
per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent.

TRAFFIC: MOTOR VEHICLES

Exhaust Emissions

1102. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for
Transport:

What is the Western Australian
Government's current attitude to the
Australian Transport Advisory Council
decisions on-
(a) removing lead from petrol;
(b) tighter exhaust emission standards?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(a) and (b) The Government announced on

2 April 1981 that it had agreed to
endorse the ATAC resolution which will
require 91.5 octane lead-free petrol to be
available at a significant number of fuel
retail petrol outlets from I July 1985
and will require new vehicles
manufactured after I July 1986 to be
designed to operate on 91.5 octane lead-
free petrol and to meet the equivalent of
US 1975 emission standards.
The decision was made with reluctance
since thc Government believes there is
no need, on health or environmental

grounds, for such an increase in
stringency and the additional cost and
use of crude oil is therefore not justified.
However, since all other States have
agreed to the new policy the realities of
car mass production mean that Western
Australia would incur still further
additional costs if we did not now adopt
the same approach.

WATER RESOURCES

Pilbara and Kimberley

1103. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Are there any instances of above
average calcium levels in the water
supplies of Pilbara and/or Kinmberley
towns?

(2) If so, are there any medical problems
which can arise through excess levels of
calcium in drinking water supplies?

Mr YOUNG replied:

(1) There are a few water supplies in the
Pilbara which are above the average for
the Pilbara and Kimberley regions, but
all are well below the upper limits
recommended by WHO and NH &
M RC.

(2) None at the levels experienced.

COMMUNITY WELFARE

Children: Physically Abused

1104. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister
Community Welfare:

for

(1) Has a decision been made on whether
the Government will establish an
administrative and counselling centre for
families in which children have been
physically abused at the old Kensington
annexe, corner Heytesbury and
Hensman Roads, Subiaco?

(2) Have other sites been considered?
(3) If so, where?

Mr HASSELL replied:

(1) This proposal is under active
consideration.

(2) Yes.
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(3) Investigations of other sites have been
conducted in conjunction with the Public
Service Board and the Public Works
Department over the past six months.
No other site as suitable as the annexe is
available.

SEEDS BILL

Consullt on w~ith Indusiry,

1105. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) With whom and what organisation

representing the seed industry was
consultation made regarding the
preparation of the Seeds Bill 1981 ?

(2) On how many occasions were
discussions held and over what pcriod?

Mr OLD replied:
(1) The seeds, course grains, and wheat

sections of the Primary Industry
Association have been consulted. Senior
reprcsentatives of the Primary Industry
Association have been involved in
detailed discussions.
Discussions have also been held with the
Seed Industry Association.

(2) Consultations have been on a continuing
basis since 1978.

ELECTORAL DISTRICTS AND
PROVINCES

Redistributlions: Number

1106. Mr JAM IESON. to the Chief Secretary:

(1) How many redistributions of electoral
boundaries have occurred in this State
since responsible Government was
introduced into this State in 1890?

(2) How many redistributions of electoral
boundaries have occurred since the
passing of the Electoral Districts Act of
1947?

(3) How long is it since the determination of
boundaries between areas defined in the
Electoral Districts Act has been
removed from the responsibility of the
electoral district commissioners?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Information prior to 1947 is now held in

the Archives. These will be researched
and the information supplied.

(2) Seven.

(3) The Electoral Districts Act Amendment
Act of 1963 fixed the boundaries of the
North- West- Murehison- Eyre area as
those drawn by the electoral
commissioners in their report published
on 14 December 1961.

The responsibility of the commissioners
to fix the boundaries of districts within
the metropolitan area and the
agricultural, mining and pastoral area
was not and has not been changed.

MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT

Electorate Offices

I1107. Mr STEPHENS. to the Speaker.

With regard to members of the
Legislative Assembly and Legislative
Council respectively, in the 10 months to
the end of April 1981. what was the
average cost per member of-

(a) maintaining parliamentary offices
including rent, power, and
incidentals:,

(b) staff attached to parliamentary
offices?

The SPEAKER replied:

(a) and (b) These matters are more
appropriately ones for the Joint House
Committee. Therefore. I propose to
forward copy of the member's question
to the chairman of that committee for
reply direct to the member.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Briefing of Jlourna lists

227. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

(1) Is he aware that "senior Government
officials". to coin a phrase, gave non-
attributable background briefings to
journalists on the Government's
electoral legislation before it was
introduced into this House?
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(2) In view of the fact that yesterday he
indicated most forcefully that he does
not approve of senior Government
officials giving non-attributable
background briefings to journalists, will
he now reveal to the House the identity
of the senior officials of his Government
who gave false information to journalists
about the electoral legislation?

(3) If he is not aware of the identity of the
officials, what steps is he taking, or does
he intenid to take, to find out?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) to (3) The suggestion of any briefings by

senior Government officials on
a mendments to the Electoral Districts
Act is news to me.

Mr H-assell: And to me.
Mr O'Connor: And to me.
Sir CHARLES COURT: in view of the fact

that it is news to me, there is no way 1
could carry out any investigations on the
matter. If the Leader of the Opposition
has information to that effect, I would
be. pleased to receive it so we could
ascertain the origin of it. However, it is
news to me.

EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT

Employment Figures

228. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Labour
and I ndustry:

(1) Is the Government aware of the latest
Australian Bureau of Statistics
employment figures'?

(2) If "Yes", what is the standing of
Western Australia by comparison with
the other States in providing jobs for its
people?

(3) Would he advise the State's comparison
over the previous 12 months?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

(1)

(2)

Yes, I have seen the figures today. They
were passed to me for my attention.
and (3) Quite frankly, I ami delighted
with the trend in Western Australia.
The last I1S months have shown an
improvement each month as compared
with the same month in the previous
year. The percentage of unemployed has
gone down to 5.4 per cent, which is the
best for the four years since the statistics
have been kept.

Mr Davies: It is better than that, is it
not-5.2 per cent'?

Mr O'CONNOR: The Leader of the
Opposition may be right. I thought it
was around 5.4. That is significant in
relation to the New South Wales
figures.

Mr 8. T. Burke: What Government is in
New South Wales? Is that a Liberal in
Government?

Mr O'CONNOR: No: but I quote that
because the improvement in Western
Australia has been far better than that
in other States in recent months. As I
say, the figure at the moment is the best
we have had since the figures have been
kept. The present trend is in line with
what the Government st-oed some
months ago, that the Figures were
improving. We expect them to continue
for some time yet.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROV]NCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Introduction to Parliamient

229. Mr JAM IESON, to the Premier:

Since all the dust-bull and
otherwise-seems to have settled now,
could he explain to the House why the
Government did not proceed with the
introduction of the electoral legislation
on Tuesday night as scheduled?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
The answer is very simple: We were not
ready.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Changes

230. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

Could he tell the House what changes
were made to the electoral redistribution
legislation at Tuesday's midnight
Cabinet meeting, and who made the
submissions to the Cabinet that resulted
in the changes'?

Sir CHAR LES COURT:

It is not customnary to discuss publicly-
Mr D~avies: Tell us on this occasion.
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Sir CHARLES COURT: -what goes on at
Cabinet meetings. However, I can say to
the Leader of the Opposition that at the
meeting to which I think he is referring
there were many things discussed, and
not things to do with the amendments to
the Electoral Districts Act. There had
not been a Cabinet meeting on the
Monday as I had been away; and I had
a fcw facts to tell my colleagues about
the antics in Canberra.

However. I will be only too pleased to
answer the member on this occasion. No
changes were made as a result of that
meeting.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Kimiberley Seat

231. Mr TONKIN, to the Premier:

How can he justify giving the seat of
Kimberley more electors than the seat of
Kalamunda?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
It is not customary to discuss the details
of a Bill which is currently before the
House.

Mr Tonkin: Standing Orders provide for it.
Mr Bertram: Of course they do.
Mr Tonkin: Standing Orders provide for that

sort of thing.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Tonkin: So it is customary.
Sir CHARLES COURT: If the member

would just listen for a moment-
Mr Tonkin: Stop buildusting. Standing

Orders specifically provide for questions
on Bills.

Sir CHARLES COURT: It is not customary
because on previous occasions some
members have adopted the practice of
asking questions, usually on notice. to
build up information on which they can
make a speech.

Mr Hodge: What is wrong with that?

Sir CHARLES COURT: Ministers have not
always answered the questions because,
after all, it is the job of the member to
do his own research.

Mr Tonkin: Why don't you answer the
question?

The SPEAKER: Order!
Sir CHARLES COURT: The Chief

Secretary, as the Minister handling this
legislation, will deal With that question
when the particular clause is before the
Chamber. I assume the member will
pursue the question. However. I think
the answer is quite clear.
I remind the member that there are
some seats which are not in the hands of
the electoral commissioners because
they are fixed by Statute-by this
Parliament. The seat of Kimberley
happens to be one of them.

Mr Barnett: Fixed by you.
Sir CHARLES COURT: If the member

recalls the history of these seats over a
number of years, he will recall that the
numbers of people in those seats have
varied considerably. This occasion is no
exception.

ACTS A MENDM ENT (ELECTORA L
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Liberal Members: Consulsazion

232. Mr B. T. BURKE. to the Premier:

1 ask the Premier if he would be so kind
as to tell the House which members of
the Liberal Party-the lay party-were
consulted by the Government in its
efforts to draw up a rational and
sensible reform of the Electoral Districts
Act?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
In view of the dulcet tones used by the
member for Balcata-

Mr T. J. Burke: Only a trumpeter could
appreciate chat!

Sir CHARLES COURT: -1 will rack my
brains to see if I can give him a few
names. The member was not quite
explicit as to whether he meant
members of the Parliamentary Liberal
Party or whether he meant members of
the lay organisaiion.

Mr Tonkin: He said "lay'.

Sir CHARLES COURT: If he wants to
know the names of members of the lay
organisation, I would not have the
faintest idea. If it is members of the
parliamentary wing, I should imagine
the Ministers concerned, if they were
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doing their job properly, would have
consulted those who had some practical
experience in different electorates and
the different parts of the overall
electorate.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Weighting of Votes

233. Mr HARMAN, to the Premier:

In an endeavour to find out some of the
reasons behind this legislation dealing
with the Electoral Districts Act, how
does the Government j .ustify the heavy
weighting given to the votes of electors
in the Legislative Assembly seats in the
mining, agricultural, and pastoral areas
as against the votes of electors in the
metropolitan area?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I cannot assess properly what the
member for Maylands is on about. He is
trying to carry on the argument that I
thought was left usually to the member
for Mt. Hawthorn regarding the alleged
disparity between metropolitan seals,
country seats, and some of the northern
seats, and the very vexed question of
one-vote-one-value. For that reason, I do
not think it is incumbent on me to enter
into a discourse on that question. In any
case it would take too long.

Mr Harman: You are diseraceful.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Liberal Members: Submissions

234. Mr HODGE, to the Premier:

What submissions were made to the
Government by the Minister for
Transport, the member for Pilbara, the
member for Mundaring. and the
member for Murray concerning
electoral boundaries either before or
during the drafting of the electoral
measure currently before the House?

Mr Sodeman: None from Pilbara.
Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

I would not know.
Mr Hodge: Are you saying you had no

submissions from those memnbers?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I would not know.
I know of no submissions fromt the
members named by the member, and
neither should 1, because I do not
happen to be "the Minister for
everything", in spite of what the
Opposition might say.

R. TRAVERS MORGAN PTY. LTD.

Report: Chief Secretary's Press Release

235. Mr MeIVER, to the Minister fo r
Transport:

This question is in relation to a
newspaper release by the Chief
Secretary. I refer t0 page 16 of the
paper on 22 April. Will the Minister
confer with his colleague, the Chief
Secretary, to ask from where he
obtained the information regarding the
R. Travers Morgan report as listed in
this article?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
I am not clear what the menmber is
asking. If he would like to pass the
material to me so I can read it and see
what I can do to help him, I will do so. I
am afraid I could not pick up the
question because of the noise in the
Chamber; and the second part of the
question he asked became disjointed.

ACTS AMENDMENTS (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Liberal Members: Submissions

236. Mr HODGE, to the Chief Secretary:

In view of the Premier's inability to
answer my question, I direct a similar
question to the Chief Secretary. Can he
advise me what submissions were made
to the Government by the Minister for
Transport, the member for Pilbara, the
member for Mundaring, and the
member for Murray concerning
electoral boundaries either before or
during the drafting of the electoral
measure currently before the House?

Mr HASSELL replied:
I am sure that the member for Melville
knows two things about the
governmental system. The first is that
we have a party system of government;
and parties operate in this place as
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parties. Just as the Labor Party operates
through a Caucus. we operate in our
way in our party room. Various
discussions take place in that party
room, which are not supposed to be the
subject of any public comment.

The other matter that the member for
Melville should know is that in the
preparation of any legislation, various
consultations, discussions, and
considerations take place. Those are
done within the system of government,
and they will continue to be done.
whatever Government is in office at any
time.

I have never agreed on any other
occasion to enter into discussions about
those matters in public; and I do not
propose to do that now. The Minister is
involved in preparing the legislation
which is presented to the House:, and ai
that time, discussion takes place publicly
in the House.

FEDERAL TREASURER

Resignation

237. Mr B. T. BURKE. to the Premier:

By way of asking my question I refer to
his entirely justified attack on the Fraser
Government's refusal at Monday's
Premiers' Conference to provide the
States with the full share of money that
was available. In view of the fact that
the Prime Minister and the Treasurer
have both admitted the Commonwealth
did this, I ask-

(1) Why is the Premier no longer
calling for Mr Howard's
resignation?

(2) Which Federal Liberal Party
members or officials have
approached the Premier about his
statement seeking Mr Howard's
resignation'?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) My reason for not persisting

with the suggestion that Mr Howard
resign is very simple. When I sent my

original telex to the Prime Minister I did
two things: I sent hini a verbatim
account of what was in that morning's
edition of The West Australian and I
sent him a copy of a Press release I had
made which indicated I felt that if it was
correct-and I interpolate to Say that it
was my understanding the information
had come from the Treasury rather than
the Prime Minister's Department-that
we should get the money and Mr
Howard's resignation should be Sought.
Subsequently, in view of the frankness
with which Mr Howard made his
st enent -the content of which was
confirmed by the Prime Minister-and
in view of my knowledge of what went
on at the conference, I feIL it would be
quite unfair for Mr Howard to be
carrying the "howling baby" on his own.

Mr B. T. Burke: Who else should have
resigned'? You should not have rushed
in.

Sir CHARLES COURT. I remind members
my original statement was made on the
assumption that it was a false report and
that all it needed was a denial by the
Prime Minister or the Treasurer and
that would be the end of it.

Several members interjected.

The SPEAKER: Order!

Sir CHARLES COURT: I remind members
that at the Premiers' Conference, as is
not unusual these days, at the official
Commonwealth Government table there
were no fewer than five senior members
of the Cabinet present all the time: in
fact, sometimes there were six or seven
present according to the nature of the
business. On the two occasions the
Commonwealth Government sought an
adjournment of the proceedings to
consider whether it would increase the
proposal to the States, it met as is
customary in the Prime Minister's suite
and had at least those Ministers and in
some cases more in attendance. Since
then it has been announced that the
Prime Minister and his colleagues were
working within the ambit of a
discretionary power given to them by the
Cabinet. In view of that I felt it would
be grossly improper to continue to call
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for Mr Howard's resignation,
particularly as Mr Howard had set a
good example in being so frank about
the position.

Mr B. T. Burke: Why did you not inquire
privately instead of shooting from the
hip'?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I was not shooting
from the hip.

Mr B. T. Burke: Why make a fool of
yourself?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I have not made a
fool of myself. In view of the
circumstances I felt it would be quite
unfair to expect Mr Howard, as
Treasurer, to carry all of the burden and
acrimony that has surrounded this
unfortunate situation. And now, in
answer to the interjections made by
members opposite, I want to refer them
to the unsolicited and very embarrassing
praise I have received from the senior
members of the Labor Party of the
Federal Parliamentary Labor Party
today. I need that like the kiss of death.

LIBERAL PARTY

Removal of Prime Minisier Fraser

238. Mr DAVIES, to the Premier:

(1) In view of the fact the Prime Minister is
apparently refusing to hand over the
money which he now admits was
available, was likely to be available, or
was within the discretionary ambit of
what could be made available, does the
Premier intend to encourage moves
within the Liberal Party-as reported in
the daily Press-to have Mr Fraser
removed as leader of his party.
especially as the Premier has accused
the Prime Minister of cheating and
dishonesty?

(2) Does he think a man who has been
accused of cheating and dishonesty is a
fit person to lead this nation?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
Firstly let me say that I did not answer
the last part of the member for
Balcatta's question about which officials
of the Liberal Party have been in touch
with me on this matter. The answer is
'None". If any had it would not have
affected my judgment in any way. I

shall now reply to the Leader of the
Opposition's question.

(1) and (2) I want to put the events in
their proper sequence. Before I left
Canberra on Tuesday-and to be
precise, after the Premiers'
Conference had finished near
midnight-I told the Prime
Minister I was dissatisfied with the
proposition the Commonwealth had
placed before the Premiers.

Mr Davies: What was his answer? "Bad
luck"?

Sir CHARLES COURT: I had already
insisted that my rejection of the
Commonwealth proposals be recorded
on the three occasions and at the three
stages; Firstly, when the Commonwealth
put the original proposal, secondly when
it added the $34 million, and
thirdly when it added the other $35
million, still leaving us short of the
allocation we would have got on the
39.87 per cent allocation of personal
income tax. I told the Prime Minister
then that I intended to make a full
submission on behalf of the State
Government because in the light of the
events of that day I felt that when the
Prime Minister was able to look at the
Full facts in the light of day he would
hopefully accept there was an unfair
proposition placed before us by the
Commonwealth in the first instance and
then with the breakup of the first $34
million extra. He would realise that the
Western Australian Government, and
through it the people of this state, had
been very unfairly treated.
When I returned to Perth I made that
public and in fact I did so before I left
Canberra, so there is nothing new or
secret about it. It will be persisted with,
because I believe the proposition put by
the Commonwealth was an abrogation
of the arrangement spelt out in
legislation. If the Commonwealth
Government wanted to change the
position, it should have met with the
Premiers and said "We believe the
situation has changed and we want to
change the amount and the basis on
which it is paid." In other words, it
should have pointed out that it wanted
to reduce the amount and move from
personal income tax to total
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Commonwealth revenue. Therefore, I
will persist in that direction, because I
believe that is where we have the
greatest chance or success.

Mr Davies: Are you likely to take the matter
to court if you believe it is an abrogation
of the legislation?

Sir CHARLES COURT; I do not want to
make any public statement on that,
because it would be most inappropriate
to do so at this point.

Mr

Sir

Davies: You could take a class action!

CHARLES COURT: On the second
point, regarding the leadership of Mr
Fraser, I would say, that whatever faults
he might have, I regard him to be by far
the best man of wvhatever party in the
Federal Parliament to lead the nation.

MINING

Lake Argyle

239. Mr GRILL, to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware of reports in this
morning's paper indicating that CRA is
giving serious consideration to draining
Lake Argyle to allow mining under the
lake?

(2) What does the Premier personally know
about the allegations?

(3) What does the Government propose to
do about them?

Mr Old: It is in the comic strip!

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) to (3) 1 read, with some amazement, the

comment which appeared in this
morning's paper. I do not know whether
it is intended to drain Lake Argyle by
letting the water flow out into the sea or
by gathering together all the people in
Australia and getting them to drink it
dry!
It is beyond me to understand the origin
of the information. I have asked the
Minister to try to find out where it came
from; but it is certainly news to me. The
honourable member can go home
tonight and sleep easily in the knowledge
that the Ord Dam will not be drained.

ACTS AMENDMENT (ELECTORAL
PROVINCES AND DISTRICTS) BILL

Metropolitan Area

240. Mr PARKER, to the Chief Secretary:

In drafting the electoral laws, on what
basis did the Minister, or those advising
him, decide which areas of urbanisation
close to Perth would form part of the
metropolitan- area and which areas
would not?

Mr HASSELL replied:
Those are obviously basic policy issues
relating to our approach to the
legislation and they should be debated
when the Bill comes before the House.

Mr Davies: You still will not tell us. You did
not last time or the time before.

The SPEAKER: Order!
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